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Windsweep
–for Cat

THE PEREGRINE SANG A RELIEVED descant as it settled just at the 
end  of  a  snake  fence  that  demarcated  heath  from  heath. 
Perhaps,  Lewis  thought,  someone had once had an idea of 
squaring off some packet of the gently rolling Windsweep, but 
whatever  those  plans  were,  they  seemed  to  have  been 
abandoned. Just as well, that. From above, the three buildings 
of  the  homestead  looked  at  once  lonesome  and  somehow 
hubristic shouldering against the prevailing gale, and the long 
grasses  of  the heath would  never have paid  any mind  to a 
fence,  snake or otherwise.  He tied off  on the last post,  but, 
finding it to be less-than-firmly planted in the soft ground, he 
dropped anchor as well. Wouldn’t do to lose the boat on his 
first day out. He got only a dozen paces away before he had to 
jog back and stomp the anchor deeper into the sod. While he 
added another tether to the dodgy fence, the bladder tugged 
against the rigging and resisted his attempts to charm it to the 
ground, so the Peregrine slewed a little way under the double 
pull  of  the  wind  and  the  balloon  before  Lewis  got  it  all 
wrangled. By the time he set off again along the fence toward 
the shacks of the homestead, his hands were red and raw and 
sweat trailed cold fingers down his back beneath his coat.

The  nearest  and  largest  of  the  shacks  proved  to  be 
empty  except  for  the  fitful  light  that  speared  through  the 
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cracks between the boards and the fluttering shadows of birds 
disturbed by the clatter of the door as it escaped from him and 
swung  open  hard  against  the  shack  wall.  “Sorry,”  Lewis 
muttered,  ducking out again,  and continued on to the next 
shack, which was smaller and featured gardening tools in neat 
ranks and rows and pegs along the walls. An ancient pram in 
the corner was half-full of marrows, and along a shelf near the 
slanting ceiling was a collection of  jarred preserves arranged 
from smallest to largest.

Winding  somewhat whimsically given the absence of 
any impeding topography, the path led him around the back of 
the smallest of  the three buildings where a garden reached 
toward the weak spring light in the shelter of the shack’s blank 
rear wall. “Not the right drainage for peas,” Lewis observed as 
he passed. In fact, he had no idea if the drainage was right for 
peas, but it was the only bit of gardening lore that had survived 
his 3  years at sea.  Delicate blossoms bobbed at the ends of  
curlicued tendrils,  promising to prove him wrong some day. 
The rest of the plot looked less optimistic about the future, but 
it was early days yet, and there were plenty of preserves in the 
garden shed, provided the homesteader wasn’t the type to have 
a  binge.  Smiling  at  that  thought,  Lewis  followed  the  path 
around to the front of the shack, where the wind slapped the 
smile away with a cold, open hand.

After three rounds of  concerted knocking and calling 
produced no results,  Lewis gave in to the shove of  the wind 
and leaned on the door.  It opened easily into the the shack 
where, in a brazier set into the dirt floor, a blue fire wavered 
almost invisibly against the milky light that filtered through 
the waxglass of the lone window. Lewis hunched a little as he 
stepped inside. Although the woven twigs of the ceiling were 
easily high enough to accommodate someone much taller than 
he was, the shack had the feel of a cloister, the kind favoured 
by penitent hermits. It was sparely furnished, just a cot pulled 
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close to  the brazier  and  a  work  table  stretching  across  the 
width of the space along the side wall where, Lewis guessed, 
the sunlight would fall at dawn.

It was here that the penitent hermit himself  sat,  his 
head  sunk  with  concentration  between  narrow  shoulders, 
long-fingered hands cradling the listening cups affixed to his 
ears by a leather band around the back of  his head. He was 
humming, a steady, sonorous note almost lost in the moaning 
of the wind on the heath, and rocking slowly back and forth on 
his low stool in time to some music only he could hear. Sure, 
though, it wasn’t music that he was hearing through the cups, 
not the kind anyone would dance to,  anyway.  Dangerous to 
dance to that kind of magic. 

In front of  him on the work table, a zephyr, almost a 
scale model of  the  Peregrine only more finely and delicately 
carved,  hovered  unsteadily,  the small  blue flag  at  its  stern 
fluttering in time with the turning vanes of the whirligig that 
took up most of  the rest of  the available space on the table. 
There  were  some  gears  that  needed  recalibrating,  Lewis 
thought, if the syncopated tick-tick . . . tick coming from inside 
the casing was any indication.  The  Peregrine’s  whirligig had 
been making the same sound, and the crook at the shop, as 
clueless  as  Lewis  had  expected,  had  taken  Lewis’s  money 
before  “fixing”  the  problem  with  a  mallet  and  a  string  of 
unrepeatable Southstrand invective. But in spite of the faulty 
engine,  the  man at  the  table  now  was  doing  a  fair  job of  
keeping his tiny zephyr aloft, and his voice was more resonant 
than his  thin  frame suggested.  Bigger on  the inside,  Lewis 
thought, as he reached out a hand to touch his shoulder.

Before his fingers could brush the coarse weave of the 
grey robe,  the man flinched and looked sharply at Lewis,  a 
quick, defensive turn of the head that spoke of experience with 
ambushes. The support of his voice lost, the zephyr clattered 
to the table and the bladder deflated with a defeated sigh to 
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drag the little ship over the edge and onto the packed dirt at 
Lewis’s feet.  When the man yanked the cups from his ears, 
Lewis  could  hear  the  tinny  harmony  of  the  man’s  voice 
multiplied on layered tracks.

Lewis backed up a pace with his hands held out. “Sorry,” 
he said. “I’m—” He hooked a thumb over his shoulder at the 
door. “I knocked.” He bent to collect the zephyr and, by the 
time he straightened again, the man had schooled his face into 
near blankness and was watching him with a strange mixture 
of attentiveness and disinterest. “Lewis. Robert,” Lewis said. 

“No. Hathaway. James,”  Hathaway said.  “But I assume 
you know that. Unless you’re a tourist. Don’t get many of those 
here. Not of your kind, at any rate.” There was no inflection in 
his voice to signal any particular feeling about Lewis’s “kind,” 
but  Lewis  could  feel  it  anyway,  in  the  spaces  between  the 
words. No wonder the lad was playing with sonics; he had a 
talent for singing against the mainsong. 

Transferring the zephyr to the table so he could hold 
out his hand, Lewis said, “I’m not—a tourist, that is—and I do 
know who you are,  although you won’t know me.  I’ve been 
away, at sea. I’m Lewis.”  He left off  the title, although there 
could be no doubt about it, given the insignia on his collar.

Hathaway took the proffered hand and,  grimacing at 
the cold touch, held it for a moment between his own. Leaving 
Lewis  at  the  table,  he  crouched  down  mantis-like  by  the 
brazier  to  put  a  kettle  over  the  tentative  flame.  They  said 
nothing while he gathered two bowls from the shelf above the 
window and worked a dollop of  honey from a pot into each 
bowl. By then the kettle was crooning—the zephyr stirred on 
the table and settled again when Hathaway lifted the kettle 
from  the  fire  and  filled  the  bowls  with  steaming  tea.
“What is it?” Lewis asked, sniffing and then wrinkling his nose 
at the bitter smell.

Hathaway sat on the cot and drew his long legs up into 
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the folds of his robe. “Flashroot.”
“Flashroot! Isn’t it poisonous?”
“Not if it’s prepared properly.” 
Lewis noted that Hathaway hadn’t sipped from his own 

bowl  but  was  looking  up  at  him  with  a  guileless  non-
expression on his long, pale features. Strange, thought Lewis. 
It was like looking at two men using the same face. One was 
controlled,  distantly  if  politely engaged,  the very picture of 
neutrality. The other, there, underneath, was almost smiling, 
mischievous, offering a dare. For a moment Lewis considered 
the possibility of a jinn—it was jinn weather, after all, with the 
wind and the scudding, shifting sky. Jinn or not, though, Lewis 
needed him. But was he the sort to poison a stranger just for 
the livery he wore? 

Well, bad manners weren’t going to get them anywhere.
“Cheers,” Lewis said, lifting his bowl in a salute before 

drinking the hot tea in one long draught.  Immediately,  the 
flashroot  did  its  best  to  cook  him  from  the  inside.  It  felt 
wonderful. His hands were like hands again for the first time 
since he’d cast off from the Broad in the dark, singing against 
the late-spring snow-squall. Lewis undid the top button of his 
navy coat and loosened the red and gold scarf underneath it. 
Damn, the thing itched. 

Hathaway  cupped  his  bowl  between  his  hands  and 
watched him with steady, pale green eyes. Lewis had seen eyes 
like that once, a son of Triton looking up at him from beneath 
the  clear,  new  ice  of  Northsea.  Bah.  His  time  among  the 
seafarers had made him fanciful.  No good here.  No good to 
him  now.  He  shook  himself  and  turned  his  back  on  the 
merman to set the zephyr up on its perfectly balanced keel. 

“Sonics, eh?” he said as he ran his thumb over the relief 
on the tiny ship’s hull. Waves. Clouds. Lewis wondered what 
Hathaway  had  been  hearing  through  the  cups,  what 
harmonics Lewis himself was deaf to. A merman on the heath, 
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tinkering with lost kennings. “You figure this out you’ll be set 
for life. Any airman alive will pay a bull’s weight in gold to have 
you on his crew.”

“Then I can finally build that castle in the clouds I’ve 
always wanted.” Again, no inflection, but underneath, disdain 
with an undertow of yearning. “So, you’re not a tourist.”

“No. I need your help with this business over at God’s-
Palm.”

Pale eyebrows rose. “I wasn’t aware God’s-Palm did any 
business worth noting.” He left off “by your kind,” but it hung 
there at the end of the sentence anyway.

“I sent the message over the scribe.”
“Ah. Well then.”
 Leaning forward, Lewis could see a very old, very dusty 

scribe crowded into the corner behind the whirligig. The spool 
was  empty  and  the  one  piece  of  vellum  in  the  tray  was 
palimpsestic  with  multiple  printings,  the  latest  date  some 
months ago.

“I can’t say I’m terribly interested in business, or much 
inclined to help the Brethren,” Hathaway said mildly.

“I’m not  asking  for the Brethren.”  Lewis  was  acutely 
aware of the pointed gaze traveling over the blue Citadel livery. 
“I’m asking for me. I need your help.”

“Why?”
“I  need  someone  with  a  good  eye.”  He  pointed  at 

Hathaway who was now standing with his hands folded behind 
his back on the other side of the brazier. The blue light of the 
flame cast him in monochrome and Lewis thought again of 
clear ice and the becalmed sea. “And if you come with me,” he 
added, shifting his pointing finger to the window where they 
could  just  make  out  through  the  waxglass  the  Peregrine 
straining against her tethers at the end of the snake fence, “I’ll 
let you sing her up.”
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c
The people of  God’s-Palm were unused to traffic,  especially 
zephyr traffic, and most especially zephyrs that landed at the 
jetty in the lake. Maybe once in a season the people would all  
come out of their huts to shade their eyes against the sun and 
watch one of the skyships wending along between the clouds. 
Sometimes they could even hear the singing, too, since it took 
a great effort of song to navigate against the prevailing wind. 
Mostly,  though,  the  zephyrs  went  east  or  west,  around 
Windsweep. Everything wanted to avoid Windsweep, the local 
saying went, even the wind, which was always rushing south to 
the notch between the distant mountains and out to sea. So 
the whole population of God’s-Palm came to see the landing of 
the Peregrine, all seventeen of them, eighteen if  you counted 
the baby who snoozed her way through the event swaddled on 
her mother’s back.

Hesitating on the deck, James waited until  Lewis had 
tied off the ship before gathering himself, pulling himself up 
tall as though he were meant to be there. He watched the little 
crowd carefully. That was what he was along for, after all, to 
have a good  eye.  For what,  he didn’t  know,  so he watched 
everything.  It  was  hard,  though,  not  to  just  see  what  he 
expected to see in the hastily averted gazes,  harder to keep 
from making up their whispered conversations in his head.

The people of God’s-Palm were skittish—strange things 
had  come to  settle  in  their  little  declivity  where  God  had 
braced  his  hand  at  the  beginning  of  the  world—and  their 
sense of  foreboding grew darker and deeper when they saw 
James in his grey robe step down from the deck of  the ship. 
They followed him and Lewis at a distance, buzzing together 
like bees.  Strange days,  they said  in  whispers  they thought 
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James couldn’t  hear.  Even the wind tasted  wrong.  Even the 
light  under  the  mounting  clouds  was  too  green,  drowning 
light,  that  was.  But  the  older  of  the  two  strangers  looked 
friendly, at least, they agreed, a Northlander by his accent, one 
of  the old ones said, the one who had come from away and 
knew things about the wide world. The tall one, though, in the 
grey  robe.  An  eddy  of  cold  swirled  around  him,  didn’t  it? 
Didn’t he make a sign with his branded hand? Didn’t the wind 
start to taste wrong just then, at that very moment? 

Waking, the baby yawned and didn’t seem to mind the 
taste  of  the  wind,  but  babies  were  like  that.  For  babies 
everything was strange, not just the strange things. She opened 
her eyes and watched James frankly over her mother’s shoulder 
as he passed them, as though a man with a grey robe and a 
branded hand were no more and no less amazing than a potato 
with a face drawn on it, or a dragon playing the harmonium.

Try to see like a baby, James told himself, not like a man 
whose world was long ago made and lost.

The houses of God’s-Palm were stone and thatch, cozy-
looking if you didn’t get too close. Chickens scattered ahead of 
the small parade as they followed the elder (not the one who 
was from away, because he was as crazy as most outlanders and 
by far crazier than some) around the back of Liam Jestry’s hut 
to the lean-to where he kept the forge and bellows. The elder, 
Liam Jestry’s  father,  Liam,  spoke rapidly  with  high-pitched 
friendliness to Lewis, about small things, things to keep the 
strangeness at bay: the weather (not the strange taste of  the 
wind), the hen, that one there, who befriended a puppy, the 
Peregrine and  whether  she  was  comfortable  for  sleeping, 
Lewis’s Northlander accent which seemed to have lost some of 
its distinctive marbles.

“Too many years at Citadel,” Lewis said. “Sort of shaves 
some of the curves off of things, I suppose.”

“That it  does,”  the old  man said,  nodding knowingly 
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and then pausing to chew nervously on his beard,  for they 
were now at the forge and the strangeness was palpable. “That 
it surely does.”

“Aye,  and  you  would  know,  would  you?”  mocked  a 
pimply boy from the back of the crowd. The woman with the 
baby boxed him on the ear.

Thanking  Liam,  father  of  Liam,  for  his  help,  Lewis 
asked him to take the people away from the forge, but to send a 
lantern if there was one handy. The clouds were hanging low, 
now, and heavy with rain, and the interior of the lean-to had 
filled up with shadow. When the crowd was finally dispersed 
and the pimply boy had come sullenly with a candle and gone 
as sullenly away again, Lewis waved James ahead of him.

“What do you see?”
Again,  James  hesitated,  had  to  draw  himself  up  tall 

before ducking under the eaves into the dimness. He’d steeled 
himself  for the worst,  but the preparation helped less than 
he’d hoped, and he had to tense his neck and clench his jaw to 
keep from turning away. It was a woman, laid out on her back 
on the sooty flagstone floor, her face covered by a curtain of 
dark hair. She could have been sleeping, except that she was 
too still, and, just as the villagers had said, that stillness had a 
strangeness in it. He looked down at her for a long moment, 
willing  her to  take a  breath.  She didn’t.  Above her,  a  rope 
dangled, its end apparently sawed through with a dull blade.

“They  found  her  hanging,”  Lewis  said,  following  his 
gaze and then turning a slow circle on the spot so that shadows 
leaped  and  fell  around  James  and  the  dead  woman.  “The 
blacksmith cut her down, but they were afraid to touch her 
after  that,  so  nothing’s  been  disturbed.  Thank  God  for 
superstition, eh?”

James cast him a quizzical glance, but Lewis didn’t seem 
overly perturbed by the apparent contradiction.

“So?” Lewis prodded.
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“She’s an Excommunicant,” James said, pointing at the 
grey robe. 

“Uh-huh. Go on.” Lewis waved him forward again.
Crouching beside her, James held his breath for a long 

three-count, steadying himself before pushing back the sleeve 
of the robe with the tip of his index finger to expose her left 
hand.  “Newly so,  I’d  say.”  The brand around her ring finger 
looked raw and sore.  He craned his neck to look up at the 
frayed end of the rope. “Suicide. Not surprising. A significant 
number of Excommunicants take their own lives.”

“How significant?”
“Those who don’t are the exception.”
Lewis hummed, disapproving, sympathetic. It was hard 

to tell. The rain was starting to patter on the slats of the roof  
now, blurring the sound.

Very  gently,  and  with  a  murmured  benediction  that 
escaped  him  before  he  could  catch  it,  James  parted  the 
woman’s  hair so that he could  peer at  her throat.  She was 
greying, he saw, strands of silver amid the brown. The welt on 
her neck confirmed Liam-son-of-Liam’s story that far, at least. 
The rope itself had been removed. Probably secreted away in a 
box under someone’s bed to frighten the jinn. “Go ahead,” he 
said to Lewis as he inspected the welt, noting the pattern that 
was presumably made by the knot. “Ask me.”

“Ask you what?”
“Why I’m the exception.”
“Okay, why are you?
“I  found  a  book  I  hadn’t  read.”  He  looked  over  his 

shoulder  at  Lewis  but  found  his  face  inscrutable  in  the 
fluttering light of the candle.

Above them, the patter of rain became a hiss. Out in the 
yard in front of the forge, the world was etched by the angled 
lines of  wind-driven water like a barrage of  a million silver 
arrows.
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“What happens when you finish the book, then?”
Shrugging, James turned away and carefully stroked the 

hair back from the woman’s face. “There’s always a chance I’ll 
find anoth—”

The ground dropped from under him. Groping in the 
air with one hand, he caught hold of the hem of Lewis’s coat. 
He heard himself say, “Light.” 

Lewis  stepped  closer  and  leaned  down  to  hold  the 
candle over James’s shoulder. “Do you know her?”

James  didn’t  answer.  Emptiness  was  yawning  open 
inside his chest, numbing cold. He shuddered against the press 
of Lewis’s knee at his side. The candlelight played across the 
woman’s face, danced and chased rainbows in the iridescent 
crafted glass of  both her eyes.  He leaned back against their 
pull, the distance, the depth. She was a precipice. The villagers 
had been right to be afraid.

Wrenching himself from her, he crab-walked backward 
a little way until he could turn around and lurch upright and 
out  into  the  thinning  rain.  He  let  the  water  needle  his 
upturned face for a long while, stitching him into the world, 
but still  the ground rose and fell  under his feet like a slow 
swell, a nauseating corkscrew motion. 

He found his lips forming a prayer and didn’t stop them.
Behind him,  the light shifted  and he could  hear the 

scrape of Lewis’s boots as he crouched with a grunt beside the 
dead woman. James opened his mouth to warn him not to look 
too closely, but said nothing. Lewis wasn’t from Within, after 
all. He wouldn’t know how to see her. To him she would just be 
a blind woman with unusual glass eyes.

Slumping back against one of the lean-to’s posts in the 
shelter of the overhanging slats, James closed his eyes while, of  
its own volition, his hand slipped into the inner pocket of his 
robe’s wide sleeve and pulled out his smoke pouch. The smoke 
stick was rather battered, bent in the middle so that it drooped 
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when he put it between his lips. He didn’t flick the end to light 
it, though. It was his last one.

Across the yard, the sullen boy was slouched in the door 
of  the blacksmith’s hut, staring. James stared back until  the 
boy  smirked,  pushed  himself  away  from  the  door,  and 
slouched  off  down  the  alley  to  tell  his  friends  about  the 
spectacle of the godless grey-robed man mouthing prayers in 
the rain.

When Lewis came to stand beside him, James dropped 
the smoke stick into the pouch and tucked it into his sleeve 
pocket.

“So  you  know  her,”  Lewis  said.  James’s  soft  snort 
laughter made Lewis frown. Wrong path. “You don’t know her.”

“No. Nobody knows her.” Straightening, James stepped 
out of the shelter of the roof to face Lewis. The rain had all but 
stopped now, run-off  from the thatched roofs ticking on the 
flagstones like tap-code. “She’s a Traveler.” He shifted his feet 
as the word set the ground rolling again. “But you knew that 
already, didn’t you?”

Lewis winced a little and tilted his head in a shrug that 
wasn’t quite an acknowledgement. “That kind of thing’s a long 
way above my pay grade. I’ve never even seen one in the flesh 
before.”

“Nor should you.” James could feel his chin coming up 
as  he  spoke,  an  old,  superior  posture.  “Travelers  remain 
Within. No exceptions.” Chapter and verse lined up behind his 
eyes with beautiful precision and reassuring solidity. “This,” he 
flicked his gaze over Lewis’s shoulder at the body on the floor, 
“is impossible.”

This time it was Lewis who snorted. “Not so impossible, 
since there she is.”

James shook his head.
“Right,” said Lewis. “Wouldn’t want to let the facts get in 

the way of doctrine, would we?”
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His tone, darkened by a well-worn disappointment and 
sharpened  on  one edge  by  exasperation,  dug  in  under  the 
regular  brickwork  of  training  in  James’s  head,  setting  it 
swaying. 

James backed away a step, pulled his spine into line and 
set his jaw. “I can’t be a part of this. I’m sorry.”

Lewis started. “Why?” He was genuinely surprised, as if  
a puzzle that needed solving trumped God.

“Because,” James said, making a fist at his chest in the 
cloth  of  the  grey  robe.  The  brand  around  his  ring  finger 
burned with a phantom pain. “I’m Excommunicate.” The old 
grief lunged inside him, but he forced it down again. “Which 
you knew when you came to me.”

“And which you were when you came with me.”
“I wanted—”
Lewis’s expression was shrewd, but as James groped for 

words,  it  softened  with  a  knowing  compassion  that  forced 
James back another step.

“I’m sorry,” James said. “I can’t help you.”
The  tap-code  of  water  on  flagstone  stuttered,  grew 

intermittent, fell silent while Lewis considered him. 
Finally, Lewis lifted his hands and let them drop to his 

sides in defeat. “I’ve got no hold on you.” He stuffed his hands 
in his pockets, twisting to look back into the forge. “I’ve got to 
make arrangements for the body, but if you hang on for a bit 
I’ll take you back.”

Shaking his head, James took another step away. Then 
another. “Thanks, but I’ll manage.”

“Don’t be daft, man.” Lewis craned his neck to look past 
the eaves up at the sky which was already gathering for another 
downpour. “This weather, the jinn—”

James’s  laugh  was  bitter.  “Trust  me,  I’ve  plenty  of 
practice dealing with the jinn. I’ll be fine.” 

He turned and pulled his cowl up to hood his head as 
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he strode away. He didn’t look back. He didn’t want to know 
that Lewis was watching him accusingly. Or that he wasn’t.

c
It was a tremendous act of generosity to think of God’s-Palm 
Lake as anything more than a glorified slough, but it was big 
enough to set up a decent toss when the wind was blowing, 
which was always, it seemed. Lewis sat in lee of the Peregrine’s 
cabin and let the low orange sun seep through the folds of his 
wool  and leather livery and into his bones.  He toed off  his 
boots, spread his feet on the warm planks of the deck, and let 
the waves rock him into a space between waking and sleeping 
where  his  mind  could  find  its  own  way  through  the 
accumulated flotsam and jetsam of the day’s work. 

He’d slept poorly the night before as successive storms 
hurled themselves across Windsweep, and the Peregrine, even 
with her bladder battened down and keel lowered for stability 
in the water, surged and plunged at the end of  her lines. So 
he’d been grumpier than he should have been as the villagers 
came  one  by  one  into  Liam-father-of-Liam’s  kitchen  to  be 
questioned, and his brusqueness hadn’t done much to soothe 
their disease. He found himself apologizing to the woman with 
the baby, and feeling disproportionate relief when she smiled 
and patted his hand before she left. 

He’d spent some time at the end of  the day recording 
his notes on the scribe, such as they were. No one knew the 
dead  woman.  No  one  had  seen  her  come.  No  one  would 
speculate as to how she came to be in the forge. No one heard 
anything, no one saw anything, and no one wanted to know 
anything except that she would be gone soon, and Lewis with 
her. The only glimmer of interest in the whole day was when a 
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buxom  young  woman  of  sixteen  or  seventeen  leaned 
conspiratorially toward Lewis across the table and told him 
that Hathaway, the grey-robed man, had followed her to her 
hut in the guise of a raven. She confessed with practiced shame 
that  she’d  not shuttered  her window on purpose,  and  that 
she’d found one of  his feathers in her cot that morning and 
now was quite certain that she was with child, a raven-child. 
Lewis had assured her that this was very unlikely and she left 
quite crestfallen.

He sat now on the bench and mentally ran through the 
inventory  of  the  uninspiring  contents  of  the  galley  while 
behind him the villagers were lighting their cooking fires. The 
wind unfurled the smoke over the lake, and although he knew 
it was foolish to romanticize the harshness and meanness of 
the villagers’  lives,  the smell  of  the smoke brought to mind 
warm hearthsides and families gathered around tables heaped 
with simple, wholesome fare.

“Bah,” he said, and shook himself, rubbing at his face to 
wake himself up. He needed a shave. His stomach growled. 

Out on  the  heath,  a  tall,  dark  figure  was  coalescing 
against the orange sky.  Lewis waited  until  he was sure this 
wasn’t  a  jinn scared  up by the wind  to  peddle wishes  and 
promises, and then, satisfied, pushed himself  to his feet and 
went down into the galley to put on the kettle.

c
“Permission to come aboard, Captain?” James said when Lewis 
poked his head up from the galley.

By way of an answer, Lewis handed him a cup of tea and 
shuffled round the cabin to the sunny side of the boat. 

Following him, James said, “You know, there are several 
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among  the  non-Excommunicated  Brethren  who  have  good 
eyes. Some of them even have two.”

“I’ll keep that in mind,” Lewis said in a tone that meant 
he wouldn’t.

There was only one bench, so James sat next to Lewis 
and  slumped  low so  that  he could  balance his  cup on  his 
stomach and cross his ankles on the railing. 

“It’s not poisonous,” Lewis said, tipping his head toward 
the cooling tea. As James took his first sip, Lewis added, “At 
least, I think I prepared it properly.”

James used his sleeve to wipe at the tea dribbling down 
his chin. 

After  that,  they  sat  in  silence,  Lewis  with  his  eyes 
closed,  James pointedly ignoring the jinn that had followed 
him across  the heath  and  was  now hovering  not  far  away, 
disguised as mist rising off of the lake. He wasn’t sure if it was 
just  that  this  particular  jinn  was  more  persistent  and 
committed  than  the  others  he’d  encountered  or  if  he  was 
simply more open to its influence now, but he hadn’t been able 
to shake it. The last twenty-four hours had worn his carefully 
maintained  boundaries  so  frighteningly  thin  he  figured  he 
should count himself  lucky that only one jinn had come for 
him,  drawn by longing  and  bringing  promises  and  terrible 
bargains to fill any emptiness. He’d only made it through the 
night  by stopping  his  door and  window with  wadding  and 
filling every hollow place in himself with music.

Now,  he  tried  to  forget  the  jinn  and  instead 
contemplated Lewis’s face. It was the face of a decent man, he 
decided. Worn to creases by an interesting life. Crinkled in the 
corners of his eyes with squinting into dark places, and with 
smiling, too. He’d been to sea, he’d said. James could see that, 
see  him  facing  the  wind,  listening  to  the  songs  of  the 
Northlight, but he wasn’t really a seafarer. He wasn’t really a 
man who would relish such a solitary,  wandering life,  James 
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thought,  although  he  couldn’t  say  for  sure  why  this  belief 
struck him so strongly. It was something about his face, openly 
affable and at the same time guarded, too. He was a man who 
would have many acquaintances, few, but cherished, friends.

“If you’re done staring,” Lewis said, his eyes still closed, 
“you can tell me what’s on your mind.”

James  dropped  his  gaze  to  the  circle  of  orange  sky 
reflected in his cup. The tea had gone cold. 

“Out with it.”
“Suicide.”
“Yours?”
“Hers.”
“Ah. What about it?”
“It doesn’t fit.”
“Why not?”
“Well,”  James  straightened  his  legs  to  push  himself 

more  upright  on  the  bench.  “For  one  thing  an  essential 
component to self-murder is a sense of self. A Traveler doesn’t 
have that. She’s only a conduit.”

“For talking to God.”
“Yes.”  James  noted  the  slight  dissonance  of  anger  in 

Lewis’s voice, but set that aside for now. “A Traveler would be 
incapable of conceiving of such a thing as suicide.”

Lewis opened his eyes. “Take the robe off for a minute 
and indulge me.”

James managed to catch the twitch of his mouth before 
it could become a grin, but Lewis saw it, anyway.

“Figuratively speaking.”
Nodding  solemnly,  James  said,  “Okay.”  He closed  his 

eyes as though he were mentally undressing himself. “Done.” 
Lewis shook his head. “Daft man.”
“Really,  I’m trying.”  See the world  like a baby would, 

James  reminded  himself,  not  like a  man who’s  laid  all  the 
bricks in rows.
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“Okay, then.” Sitting up straighter too, Lewis held out 
two fingers.  “There’s  two options.  One,”  he tapped the first 
finger  against  his  knee,  “the  Traveler  could  not  have 
committed  suicide because she hasn’t  the cohesive identity 
required to have the thought let alone make the decision.”

James nodded.  “Yes.”  He hesitated before adding,  “So 
we’ve always been told.” The rocking of the boat was making 
the tea slosh around in his stomach. He felt sick.

“Right.  In  which  case,  the  Traveler  was  murdered, 
although I’m not sure it would count as murder since in this 
scenario  she’s  not  technically  a  person,  but  it’s  something, 
anyway, a violation.”

“Sacrilege.”
Lewis scowled,  but let that stand.  “She was then left 

here.”
“Not smart. She’d be found.”
“Not necessarily. If  I’d not arrived, the good people of 

God’s-Palm would have burned her and the village with her 
and moved to the other side of the lake.”

“But you did arrive.”
“Yeah, but.” Lewis rubbed his chin with the back of his 

hand. “I’m not exactly here in what you would call  a strictly 
official capacity.”

“I see.” James filed that away. “Second option, which, by 
the way, I really, really do not want to hear.”

“Second option.” Lewis tapped two fingers on his knee. 
“She did commit suicide. Which would mean that she had the 
capacity to choose. And?”

Sucking in a sharp breath, James leaned forward with 
his elbows on his knees and looked hard at the horizon. His 
stomach roiled. “It would turn everything on its head, wouldn’t 
it.” He swallowed bile. “Metaphysically speaking.”

“Not just metaphysically. Economically, politically. The 
Brethren  don’t  just  use  the  Travelers  for  chatting  with  the 
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divine. And I don’t think they’d take too kindly to the world 
knowing their power is based on slavery.” When James raised 
his brows at him over his shoulder, Lewis gave him a look that 
managed  to  be  both  long-suffering—a  trick,  given  they’d 
known each other less than a day—and withering. “You don’t 
have to be quite so surprised. I’ve been known to put two and 
two together, once in a long while, and I’ve spent a lot of years 
at Citadel cleaning up after the pious.”

James stood and paced restlessly to the stern and back 
again. He scrubbed at his close-cropped hair and then braced 
himself  on stiff  arms on the railing,  his head hanging.  The 
waves  chuckled  and  gulped  under  the  ship,  a  rhythm that 
refused to fulfill the promise of regularity. In the mist, the jinn 
drifted closer.

“That’s why you came to me,” he said, lifting his head to 
look past the jinn at the reddening horizon. Just out of sight 
where Windsweep gave way to the Fertile Delta, they would be 
finishing  evensong.  The  ranks  of  Brethren  would  be  going 
their separate ways again,  each one to his appointed  circle, 
gold deepest Within, then outward to red, then blue and so on 
until, in the very outer circle of the Citadel, Security in their 
navy livery, outsiders at the margin of the ordered world who 
watched over them all. “Because either way, the Brethren are 
implicated.” He took Lewis’s silence as assent. “It’s a terrible 
risk, what you’re doing.”

“I know it. But a person can die just going down to the 
shops.”

The grief  there was palpable.  James  knew that if  he 
turned  to  look  at  Lewis  now,  he’d  see  something  raw, 
vulnerable. He didn’t turn, let him have what privacy he could. 
The jinn was close enough now that James could make out the 
hollowness of its eyes, the sky showing through.

“They won’t let me back as a Brother,” James said.
“Then  don’t  go  back  as  a  Brother.  Go  back  as  my 
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second.”
“Except not exactly  in what you would  call  a  strictly 

official capacity.”
“It’s the more-or-less on-the-books boss who takes it in 

the neck. Remember that when you’re agitating for a pay rise 
and benefits.” 

“Yes,  sir.”  The  word  seemed  to  settle  something  in 
James, in spite of the rocking of the boat.

After awhile, Lewis said gruffly as he stood, “So, does 
your asceticism permit you a bowl of ale?”

“It’s not asceticism, sir. It’s penury.”
“I’ll take that as a yes.”
While  Lewis  went  below  to  rummage for  ale,  James 

leaned on the railing and pulled out his smoke pouch. 
“What’s your feeling about—” There was the sound of 

clattering  packets  from the  galley.  “—about  prick-and-ping 
prawn pot pie?”

“Love it,” James lied.
“Right then. Leek stew it is.”
James flicked the end of  the smoke stick and inhaled 

the sweetness deep into his lungs.  Then he blew a series of 
perfect smoke-rings after the jinn who was already unwinding 
itself and drifting disconsolately away. 

c
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Tout Autre
—for Lamentables

“Friend, whatever you are, you must not stand still:
One must from one light to another spill.”

—Angelus Silesius

“To love is to respect the invisibility of the other,
to keep the other safe.”

—John D. Caputo, the Prayers and Tears of 
Jacques Derrida

WHILE HE’S KNEELING, James is struck by a bird.
A sudden, contextless percussion like the rapid, gentle 

clapping of small, soft, cupped hands, the clipping brush of a 
wing against the tip of his left ear, and then nothing. 

Following the arc of  its trajectory,  the bird is already 
elsewhere by the time he looks up. The Peregrine yearns at the 
end of her anchor in an empty blue sky. Below the zephyr, the 
Pan glows with the day’s heat, white sand, purpling shadows 
sickled. Updraft, heat ripple, silence. He has no idea what kind 
of bird it might have been or what coincidence of air currents 
and intention brought it close enough to touch him. Out of 
nowhere,  cuffed  by  wings,  and  left  again,  suspended, 
wondering.
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c
The new livery isn’t good for kneeling. Stiff leather pinches the 
backs of his knees. The waistcoat tightens across his shoulders. 
He’s  sweating  in the soft  jersey tunic.  For thirty years,  he’s 
knelt  five times a day in the pool  of  his  robes.  His foot is 
asleep.

c
“Sorry,”  Lewis  says  diffidently,  catching  himself,  awkwardly 
tipped forward with his momentum, one foot on the deck, the 
other still on the steps from the cabin. “Were you praying?”

James blinks, narrows his eyes against the late-day sun. 
He can see a speck there, at the margin of land and sky. Maybe 
a bird. 

c
They eat in silence on the deck while the sun ripens to a fat, 
luscious orange and then melts  on the line of  the horizon, 
smearing  the  deepening  blue  with  confectionery  pinks. 
Cooling, the Pan is silent, too, awaiting the nightwash of wind 
that sculpts the white sand into arcs and erases footprints.

“Seems  to  me you’d’ve gone off  God-bothering,  after 
they chucked you out,” Lewis says as he puts down his spoon 
and  slouches  a  little  lower on the bench,  his  fingers  laced 
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across his stomach.
“I never had a quarrel with God.”
“What did you quarrel with, then?”
“Certainty.”
“Ah,  well  there’s  enough  of  that  at  Citadel,”  Lewis 

observes, just a tinge of acid in it to etch the softening planes 
of evening. “Don’t blame you for going.”

c
The Pan looks different from above. As always nervous about 
the jinn, Lewis has used the longest of the anchor lines so that 
the  Peregrine floats high enough to turn the expanse into a 
contour map.  But James remembers how the sand  felt,  the 
needling bite of it as it blew on the sharp wind over the top of a 
head-high dune into the side of his face, the backward-sliding 
intransigence  of  it,  the  coolness  hoarded  beneath  the 
fingertip-burning surface. From up here it looks frozen but he 
knows it’s always in motion, and that there’s an abundance of  
living going on there.

c
“I was bound for Red Circle,  Heart’s Core,” James says as he 
gathers  up the bowls  and  the cups  and  takes  them to  the 
railing where Lewis is decanting sun-warmed water out of the 
rain-tank into a basin for washing.

Lewis straightens and looks at him, eyebrows arched in 
surprise. “Red Circle!” He huffs a disbelieving laugh and shakes 
his head as he measures soap powder into the basin. “I never 
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understood that, the Red Circle, how anyone could spend his 
whole life never seeing the sun again.”

James pushes the bowls into the water,  lets  the suds 
surge up between his fingers. The soap pinks like the bank of 
clouds heaping on the horizon. They’ll have some weather to 
contend with tomorrow. “They see the sun. Refracted through 
prisms, reflected in mirrors. Refined.”

Lewis’s face says, “Bah!” although he doesn’t say it out 
loud.  “Still.  And  the  vow  of  silence?  A  whole  life  never 
speaking a word to a friend or even singing?” 

James has listened to Lewis sing the  Peregrine out of 
Windsweep and across half of the Pan today, striving with the 
heated updraft. He’s been three years at sea, tossed by waves in 
his  small  bark,  equidistant  from  everywhere,  but  he  came 
back.  The songs  he  sang  all  day  were  by  turns  innocently 
bawdy and gruffly poignant. 

Shrugging, Lewis goes to the table to fetch the spoons. 
“That’s sacrifice for you, I suppose.”

“Not sacrificial exactly. It’s apophatic.”
“What’s that, to someone not to the manner born?”
Soapy water dripping from his wrist, James touches the 

tip of his left ear, the memory of a fluttering absence. “God is 
tout autre,  something entirely other.  Ultimately, we’re finite, 
and a finite language can’t describe the infinite,  so the only 
true way to address God—”

“—is by not saying anything at all. Ah.” Lewis lays out 
the washed dishes on the roof  of  the cabin.  Each wet bowl 
gathers a half-circle of  sunset on its rim. “Then why do you 
move your lips when you pray?”  As soon as he’s  said  it,  he 
winces, someone caught peeping through a window.

James offers him a tiny quirk of the corner of his mouth. 
“Because negative theology is easier said than done.” To Lewis’s 
blank expression he adds, “That joke slays them at high table.”

“I can see why they threw you out.”
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“In my defense, the joke is older than Citadel.”
Lewis shakes his head. “Not for that. For the maddening 

reason that you tell jokes in the exact same voice you use to 
talk about God.”

c
James had crossed the Pan alone, on foot. The two dark pillars 
of  shadow,  Brothers  Eustace  and  Wytham,  dwindled  as  he 
strode away from them. The new grey robe rubbed his neck 
raw.

On the third day of  his solitary journey, when he was 
exactly in the middle of nowhere, James woke to find a strider 
standing on his chest.  Eight shiny black eyes stared at him 
from  a  few  inches  away  while  its  mandibles  worked 
ruminatively.  James  hitched  in  a  breath  and  held  it  tightly 
round the panicked rattling  of  his heart.  His eyes felt wide 
enough for the strider to climb into. 

After a long moment of mutual regard, the strider drew 
itself up to the tips of its many hairy legs and pricked its way 
down his body, off of the end of his boot, and into the palm of 
the jinn.

The jinn’s androgynous features were smooth as water. 
And James was so thirsty.

c
Leaning far over the railing, James watches sand devils curling 
their way across a sinuous ridge. They glow with the last of the 
light, but he loses sight of them as the nightwash makes the 
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Peregrine swing  on  her  anchor  line,  a  slightly  vertiginous 
reorientation away from the sunset and toward the rising dark.

Lewis holds a mug of tea under James’s nose and uses it 
to lure him back to the table. “Jinn weather,” he says grimly as 
he sets the two mugs down and goes to play out the line.

As the ship creaks and tugs at her anchor and the wind 
works its  cold fingers into the folds of  his coat,  James says 
quietly,  “‘God!  God!’  he  cried  in  the  wilderness,  and  the  
darkness  shrank away to crouch at  the circumference of  his  
breath.”

c
The jinn followed him for days. At first it offered him small 
things.

A deeper shadow to sleep in while the sun was poised 
endlessly, it seemed, at the zenith.

A scrap of satin ribbon to wind between the raw skin of 
his neck and the roughness of the grey robe.

A cup of  clear water,  the reflected  moon shivered  to 
sparks by James’s relieved breath. 

It was only when he stilled himself to find a prayer that 
he saw the hoar-beetle in  the bottom,  the twitching  of  its 
poisoned tail. He wondered, his mouth at the lip of the cup, 
the sweet scent of  the water cool in his nostrils, if  his thirst 
could be quicker than the sting.

c
James hunkers deeper into the shelter of  the cabin,  his face 
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buried  to his nose in the woolen collar of  his  new coat.  It 
smells of soap flakes. The leather breeches pinch him behind 
the knees again, so he stretches his legs out. Lewis has to high-
step over them to take his own place on the bench.

“How’s  the  livery?  Looks  good,  even  without  the 
insignia. It won’t win you any beauty contests, but it’ll attract 
less attention than a grey robe at Citadel.”

“It’s fine. A bit presumptuous of you, don’t you think?” 
James takes the red and gold scarf Lewis is holding out to him 
and tucks it around his neck inside his collar. It itches. “You 
didn’t know if you were going to find me alive, let alone that I 
would agree to come back with you.”

Lewis stops appraising him and sits back with his tea. 
His own coat is clean and well-kept, but shiny at the elbows, 
worn to a supple softness, as are the breeches. The boots are 
polished and heel-worn. He’s slightly rumpled by lots of doing. 
“Not presumptuous, lad, just prepared. Besides, I’m sure you’re 
not the only lanky hermit knocking  about the Windsweep. 
Someone would have put them to use.”

c
On the sixth day, James fell to his knees in a narrow crescent of 
shade in the lee of a fallen zephyr. Mostly buried and blasted 
by sand, the hull was a flecked, mossy green curving up out of 
the white dune like the flank of a breaching sea creature. The 
wood was as smooth and warm as skin under his hands when 
he slid sideways with the weight of the heat and fatigue. He lay 
there panting until the crescent waned, leaving him beached 
in the glare of the sun. Then he crawled round the other side 
and into the cradle of shadow where the jinn waited, strider in 
its palm, water in a cup.
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Outside the partially crushed cabin he found a skull, 
inside, among a tatter of gauzy sailcloth, another one, smaller, 
missing  its  jawbone.  He hummed something  wordless  over 
them and left them where he found them. 

He had to dig for a long time to find the rain-tank. Each 
handful of sand he pulled out was replaced by another drifting 
one until he found a crate full of books whose hard covers he 
could  use  to  brace  the  sides  of  the  shallow  pit.  When  his 
fingers scraped the cool metal, and rapping with his knuckles 
told him that the tank was at least half-full,  he would have 
wept if he’d had any tears. 

He worked for another hour until  he could lever the 
tank upright to expose its tap. It was rusted shut. He had no 
more strength in his hands to force it. 

As the sun dropped into the desert like a pebble into the 
sea, he pressed his forehead to the tank and looked askance at 
the jinn.  The Pan expanded  endlessly  around  him under a 
black, empty sky.

c
“Fits well enough,” James says, although he’s not sure this is 
true,  given  that  the  livery  is  itchy  and  uncomfortable. 
“Speaking of which, how did you know my size?” He asks this 
question  to  the  open  sky,  but  flicks  a  glance  in  Lewis’s 
direction. He already knows the answer. He’s seen the dossier 
in the cramped shelf above Lewis’s bunk.

Without a word, Lewis pushes himself  up and tromps 
down the steps into the cabin. A moment later, he’s back. He 
drops the dossier onto the table at James’s elbow. When James 
shrinks away from it without actually moving, Lewis waves a 
hand at it, “Go on, then. It hasn’t got teeth.”
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“I wouldn’t count on that.”
Hesitating,  James uses one finger to draw the dossier 

toward him. It’s not very impressive, just one large, thin, buff-
coloured  leather  envelope  with  a  flap  inscribed  with  the 
Citadel’s  shield.  When  he  passes  his  palm  over  the  cover, 
illuminated text casts a cold,  glow-worm light on the table. 
Craning his neck to see the writing upright, he scans the basic 
details of his life:

Name: Hathaway, James
Date of Birth: Unknown 
Intake: Foundling, Red Gate
Intake Date: First Advent Michel Moon, Fourth 

Declension
Praeceptor: Brother Eustace
Status: Excommunicate, Grey Order 001 077 9000 541
Then, height, weight, identifying marks (scar on the left 

side of the jaw), eye colour (merman green, which is where the 
scar came from: the other boys in his creche wanted to know if  
he could really breathe underwater. He hadn’t wanted to try. 
They were stronger than he was, but he hadn’t gone without a 
fight).

He finishes his tea with a gulp and all in one motion sits 
up straight and sweeps the dossier into his lap to open it. As 
soon as he brushes his thumb across the shield, though, light 
sparks in his head, accompanied by a silent descant of chimes 
that he can feel in his teeth. He tries again, this time clenching 
his jaw against the interdiction.

His face falls slack with surprise as he looks up at Lewis. 
He knows he must look like a child because Lewis’s neutral 
expression softens to a careful affection. 

“It’s sealed,” James says.
“Yep.”
“You’ve not read it.”
“Nope.”
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c
The hoar-beetle chittered in the water.

It’s very easy, the jinn said, using James’s mouth, James’s 
voice to  do it.  One  sip  and  your  questions  all  will  become  
answers  and at  long last  you can cease your wandering and  
your wondering and you can come home.

James watched his fingers clawing their way across the 
sifting sand toward the cup. 

c
“So you don’t know why I was Excommunicated.”

“Nope.”
“Is that wise? It’s a small boat. I’ve been judged to be of 

broken character.”
Lewis shrugs, his hands in his pockets. “I don’t need the 

Brethren to do my judging for me, thanks. If what you did was 
criminal, it would have come through Security. If it’s doctrinal, 
well,” he shrugs again, “frankly, I don’t give a toss whether you 
crack  your  hard  eggs  at  the  big  end  or  the  little  end.”
“Goliver’s  Travels.”  James  realizes  he’s  gawping  when  Lewis 
grimaces at him.

“Look, lad, if you’re going to work with me, you’ll have 
to give over looking like a clubbed fish every time I  prove I 
know how to read.”

“That’s not it. It’s just that . . . that’s the book. I found it 
when I was traversing the Pan.”

Lewis’s confused frown clears and his eyes open wide. 
“That’s the book that kept you from topping yourself?”  His 
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smile  is  delighted  and  he  doesn’t  look  the  slightest  bit 
chagrined about the fact that James is affronted.

“It happens to be a profound reflection on the nature of 
being.”

“Is it now?” Lewis is outright laughing. “I thought it was 
a ripping yarn about giants and talking horses and tiny, angry 
paranoids.”

They look at each other for what seems like an endless 
span of  time while the dossier rattles James’s teeth with its 
insistent no, no, no, no, and Lewis wipes at the corners of his 
eyes with his knuckle.

“That too,” James concedes, deadpan. He doesn’t let his 
smile surface, but Lewis seems to see it, anyway.

“So,” Lewis says, squeezing James’s shoulder for balance 
as he clambers over his legs toward the locker in the stern. 
“Beer?”

c
He watched his fingers curl over the lip of the cup to drag it 
toward him. The hoar-beetle coiled its venomous tail.

At last all of your doubts will become certainties and the  
mystery of mysteries will become known to you and at last you  
can give up this difficult dwelling in impossibility and you can  
divest  yourself  of  this  sickness,  this  dis-ease  of  living,  this  
laboursome faith, and you can replace these fruitless, wordless  
prayers with the true name of God and you can look upon his  
face.

It  was  Goliver’s  Travels that  he grasped  for when he 
threw himself  backward away from the jinn and the strider 
and the cup. The sturdy cover held fast as he raised the book 
over his head and brought it down hard on the tap of the rain-
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tank. And again. And once more. He pushed it carefully aside 
when  the  tap  broke  and  the  water  gushed  forth  over  his 
battered hands.

c
James leans on his elbows on the railing of the Peregrine with 
his face turned to the first gleaming of  the rising sun.  Last 
night’s threatening clouds have blown away while he slept. In 
the  distance,  against  the  paling  blue,  he  can  see  a 
murmuration  of  starlings twisting  and  flowing  like  a  dark 
curtain  in  a  fitful  wind.  They  move  like  a  symphony, 
responding to something he can’t see or hear.

Lewis comes to lean next to him and they watch until 
the birds gather in a mounting cloud and then sweep like a 
single wing beneath the ship and across the Pan. The beating 
of  their wings sounds like a great wind in a wheatfield, or a 
sudden fall of rain. Then the sky is empty again but for the two 
men on the little boat.

Tipping his head to indicate the dossier James holds in 
his hands, Lewis says, “So?” He raises his eyebrows at James, 
waiting.

The interdiction of the Citadel seal chimes away inside 
James’s head until he opens his hands and lets the dossier go. 

“Technically,” Lewis says, rising up on his toes to watch 
the dossier sway its way down into the sand, “I could cite you 
for littering.”

“I haven’t any money, so do your worst.”
Somewhere down there is a cup with nothing in it but 

the husk  of  a hoar-beetle,  rusted  over with its  own spilled 
venom.

As they’re raising the anchor James pauses, the rough 
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line looped  in  perfect  circles  at  his  feet.  “When we get  to 
Citadel, sir,” he says to Lewis’s back, “and we’re talking to the 
Brethren, you might want to avoid saying that thing about the 
eggs, the big enders and the little enders.” He waits for Lewis to 
look back at him over his shoulder, “Unless you want to make 
me very, very happy.”

“Noted.”
Released,  the  Peregrine rises  above  the  Pan.  Lewis 

brings her into the wind with a song. 

c
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“Peregrine turns her back on Citadel.” —pg. 44 
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Inertia Like Ballast
Perhaps the self-same song that found a path
Through the sad heart of Ruth, when, sick for home,
She stood in tears amid the alien corn;
The same that oft-times hath
Charm’d magic casements, opening on the foam
Of perilous seas, in faery lands forlorn.

—Keats, “Ode to a Nightengale”

“IT WAS TEARS MADE THE SEA,” Robbie says.
The morning has dawned without the sun. 
Beside him, James is braced on ridged arms, head sunk 

between his shoulders, but he shifts at the sound of Robbie’s 
voice, loosens enough to lift his gaze to the faint smudge of the 
horizon.  He’s  colourless in the directionless nonlight,  like a 
lead-pencil  drawing  on  ancient  parchment,  except  for  the 
seaglass green of his eyes.

Beyond  Citadel,  the  becalmed  pewter  sea  reflects  a 
featureless pewter sky.  Citadel  itself  is a map of  shadowless 
concentric circles acid-etched on an offcast scrap of metal, the 
edges of the land torchburned unevenly and cooled to a silted 
black in the creeping tide. 

The knuckles of James’s hands press white beneath his 
skin as he grips the railing,  and the Excommunicate’s brand 
circling his ring finger looks somehow both dead and sore, like 
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a hex. But his expression is as smooth as water.
“So the story goes,” Robbie says.

c
Citadel is clenched on the edge of the ocean, high-walled and 
grudgingly opening only at the six gates where porters scan 
every caller piercingly and with suspicion. There are days when 
Citadel glows with a beautiful  peachy warmth in the angled 
sunlight or purples softly against the scintillation of moonlight 
on the crinkling tin water. On those days the porters seem like 
helpful guides and the closed circles of  the Orders approach 
more closely their professed credo of  generous shelter for all 
who  seek  contemplation.  But  today  the  place  can  only  be 
described as parsimonious, intransigent. 

Around it, though, the town tumbles and meanders and 
nudges itself  into the gently folding greenland of  the Fertile 
Delta, and along the banks of  the rivers that reach out with 
thin  fingers  either  side  of  Citadel  like  hands  grasping  the 
Northsea. Compared to the austere geometry of  Citadel,  the 
town is  scrawls  and  loops  left  on  the  back  of  a  crumpled 
envelope,  artlessly  purposeful  moodling  in  the  instantly 
recognizable hand of a friend.

Even from leagues away Robbie can pick out the shake 
rooftops of  The Wheel and Duck slanting down the bank to 
the hushing grasses and sedate pull of the Cherwell. The chairs 
will be upturned on the tables now, the Lumens asleep in the 
their wicker cages with their beaks under their wings, but the 
keeper will be in already, polishing sleeves and pint mugs with 
his crooked back turned to the heat sighing from the mouth of 
the great bread oven. Once, Val would have been there, too, 
calling  over the half-gate to rouse the keeper from his self-
hypnotizing turning of  the cloth in a glass.  He would have 
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wrapped the new loaf  in brown paper.  It  would  come still-
warm to Robbie’s table. Val’s shoes and the legs of her trousers 
would be darkened by the morning-wet grass.

Robbie’s not sure if the keeper of The Wheel and Duck 
is  still  the  keeper  of  The Wheel  and  Duck,  but  from  this 
distance, he can believe it. A great deal looks the same from up 
here. The Peregrine hovers in the windless air, neither coming 
nor going, as the sky grows delicate and the sea lies still but for 
the deep and steady breathing of the tide.

They could sing themselves forward. No need to wait 
for the wind.

Robbie  lets  his  eyes  wander  over  the  remembered 
landscape,  following the valleys,  skipping rooftop to rooftop 
along the knotted tributaries and on and out into the grey-on-
grey of the distance, beyond the familiar empty places that are 
as close as he can come to something he could call holy.

His own gaze focused steadily on Citadel, James worries 
a strip of yellow paint off of the rail. 

“Maybe some breakfast, first,” Robbie says. 
Some of the tension sifts out of James like grain through 

punctured burlap.
“Nobody will be about yet, anyhow.”

c
“It was the tea-tin made the sea, actually,” Robbie says to Val, 
silently shaping the words without breath so that there’s no 
chance that James will hear him speaking with ghosts. 

Down in the cabin, he’s making tea. The tidy space is 
not cramped, but it’s small, small enough that something lost 
is always found if he puts his hand out. There are nooks of all 
sizes for stowing supplies and utensils, tins of exact shapes to 
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fit  them.  Although  Robbie  cleared  some crannies  for  him, 
James has brought nothing but the tiny balsawood zephyr that 
swings now in a slow circle next to Robbie’s head.

“The wind’s come up,” James says from the deck. 
Robbie can feel the Peregrine lean into the leading drift 

of  the bladder, dragging inertia like ballast. He pauses, head 
cocked, listening.

The  wordless  song  James  sings  is  reedy,  his  voice 
climbing a tumbled hillside of melody, up to where the green 
gives way to the whisper of  sliding scree,  and on into air,  a 
breathless  suspension  where  the  resolution  of  the  phrase 
should  be.  Responding  with a shudder,  the zephyr wobbles 
into  place under the bladder,  and  the pale shadows in  the 
cabin  pause  and  gather  around  Robbie’s  hands  before 
beginning again their incremental slipping ahead of daylight, 
this  time  moving  in  the  opposite  direction.  The  ship  has 
turned. The wind leans a shoulder against the hull,  pushing 
them back the way they’ve come.  James hums,  deep in his 
narrow  chest,  just  enough  resistance  to  keep  them  from 
drifting too far. But drift they do. Robbie’s heard him do better. 
Peregrine turns her back on Citadel.

The tea-tin is where the tea-tin always is, in the tea-tin-
shaped cranny above the kettle. He pries the lid off  with his 
thumbs.

Below the ship, in the town and years ago now in the 
liquid blur of days after Val’s funeral, Robbie had rummaged 
like a stranger among familiar things, found the tea-tin at last 
in a cupboard above the hissing kettle. He pushed the lid off  
with  his  thumbs  and  poked  his  fingers  inside.  There  was 
nothing there. The kettle boiled dry while he sat on the floor 
against  the  counter,  his  hand  over  his  mouth  to  stifle  the 
sound of a father coming undone in the kitchen where no one 
had  filled  the tea-tin  and  the expanding  space of  loss  was 
measured in the dwindling of needful things. 
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It was Lyn who took the tin from him, laid her hand on 
his head as she stepped over his legs, Val’s netted shopping bag 
hanging from the crook of her elbow. 

c
James accepts the cup from him with a sliding glance of thanks 
and goes back to watching Citadel recede from them slowly as 
they drift. 

“Okay?” Robbie asks.
“Fine,” James answers.
He’s a crime-scene, Robbie thinks. 
Lifting his cup, Robbie says, “It’s the last. We can’t hang 

here forever if we want tea. We’re also flat out of ale.”
“The horror.”
While  they  sit  side-by-side on  the  bench,  the world 

opens  its  eye,  casts  a  gleaming  white-yellow  look  at  them 
through a break in the clouds, and the wind sighs and polishes 
the backs of the sea-swells. A flag snaps on the Red Gate tower, 
then another at Blue Gate, and so on outward to Green Gate. 
The flag on Security tower, of course, flies all night and all day 
long. Narrow boats move like bloodcells along the river, past 
the  plashing  millwheel  for  which  The  Wheel  and  Duck  is 
named. The loaves will all be sold by now.

“Whose tears?” James says into his cup, as though the 
tea is made of them. When Robbie raises his eyebrows at him, 
he blows air through his nose, not a laugh, but not not a laugh 
either, and tilts his head at the sea. “In the story.”

“Ah.” 
After hesitating a moment on Robbie’s in-drawn breath, 

the zephyr follows the descant of his voice in a slow, angling 
slide toward the town.
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“The first merman was a widower,” Robbie says.
Val stands hipshot at the kitchen counter in a slowly 

turning eddy of time, a smear of butter on her chin.

c

“The Traveler’s hair had spread wide and curled
and twined like something alive” —pg. 55
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The Valley of Sound
“Wild, dark times are rumbling toward us, and the 
prophet who wishes to write a new apocalypse will
have to invent entirely new beasts. . . . ”

—Heinrich Heine, “Lutetia; or, Paris” (1842)

LEWIS DIDN’T HEAD for the Security docks. Instead, he sang the 
Peregrine along the blank sandstone face of  Citadel’s seawall 
toward  the commercial  berths  where  the Northsea  zephyrs 
tossed on the incoming tide or yearned on their lines against 
the grey-green ceiling of  cloud. James knew from those days 
long  ago  when  he’d  neglected  his  studies  to  stand  on  the 
ramparts of Green Circle that the ships were colour-coded by 
company (hull  and keel) and route (bladder and flags),  but 
today they looked like nothing so much as flecks of colourful 
paper scattered across the bay, a party cancelled due to rain. 
Narrowing his focus to the immediate route, and adding his 
voice to Lewis’s as they navigated a winding path among the 
ships  and  lines,  he  let  the  tricky  harmonies  absorb  his 
attention so that he almost forgot the stony weight of Citadel 
looming to port. 

On the massive cargo zephyrs, sailors leaned over the 
rails and smoked or sat hunched in their rain gear around the 
flickering bluelight of spirit stoves, waiting for their turn at the 
loading docks below. Many of  them lifted their bearded and 
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wind-worn faces from their cups to watch the tiny  Peregrine 
pirouette and bob her way through the maze. Occasionally a 
shout  of  encouragement  or  approbation  would  pierce  the 
greyness and James couldn’t help but be warmed a little to see 
Lewis tuck in his chin and hide his grin in the high collar of his 
coat while James carried on singing them through the phrase. 
He could see now why Lewis had chosen a sea zephyr three 
years  ago  to  escape  whatever  loss  it  was  that  shaped  the 
sadness of  his mouth and turned his pale eyes toward some 
immeasurable inward distance. The waysinging called him out 
of  himself,  into the world of  gusts and currents,  the regular 
rhythms of tides, the reliable constancy of transience. It wasn’t 
so  different,  James  thought,  from  the  finite  hailing  of  the 
infinite that he himself had once called prayer.

It took the better part of the morning to wend their way 
down to the berth  lying  open for them at the very foot of 
Citadel’s  wall.  James hummed a steady,  thrumming note to 
keep the zephyr’s cargo bay a few feet above the floating dock 
while Lewis jumped down to help the dockman with his hook 
to  make fast  the lines.  The waves  were tamed  here by the 
breakwater to a vertiginous heave and fall that lifted the dock 
and dropped it again with a hollow sucking sound below the 
zephyr’s  stationary hull,  so that after only a few minutes it 
seemed like the whole world was in motion around him and 
James’s brain and stomach were rolling. He closed his eyes and 
concentrated on the even exhalation of sound from his throat.

“That was a pretty bit of sailing you did there, man.” 
The dockman’s  voice was  gravel  and  sand  and  made 

James think of  what his hands must look like,  gnarled  and 
cracked  like  driftwood,  maybe.  At  the  sound  of  the  locks 
releasing on the cargo hold, James stood and leaned over the 
rail to look down on the dockman’s head, at his coarse wool 
cap pulled over curling grey hair.  He had the shoulders of  a 
bear pulling his slicker tight. Lewis looked small beside him as 
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they worked together to hook the palette and drag it out onto 
the flatbed of the waiting truck. 

“Had some help from me mate,” Lewis was saying. He 
let go of his hook to aim his thumb up toward James on the 
deck.

“Ha! Waysing a descent that twisty,” the dockman said, 
securing a cargo strap over the crate before looking up,  “he 
must be part Triton.”  Meeting James’s  eyes,  he faltered and 
missed the second strap that Lewis threw over the crate at him.

“Thanks,” James said with the tiniest of smiles. 
The  Peregrine shuddered and drifted sideways so that 

the mooring lines snapped taut. His hook yanked out of  his 
hand by the shift, Lewis spared a moment to glare up at James 
as he leaned hard on the crate to keep it from being pulled off 
of  the truck by the palette rails.  The dockman stopped his 
gawping and jumped over to release the rails  so they could 
rattle back into the hold. Picking up the note again and adding 
an adjusting variation, James stepped back and closed his eyes 
until the tension singing through the zephyr relaxed and the 
deck stopped its irregular vibration.

“Okay, James,” Lewis called finally. “Cargo’s closed. Let 
her down.”

While Lewis double-checked that the crate was well-
secured to the truck, James concentrated on not throwing up 
on the dockman’s boots or his own as they stood together on 
the heaving dock. Beside them, the Peregrine rose and fell, a 
blue-green blur in the corner of his eye.

“Look,” the dockman said at last, his gaze, like James’s, 
fixed on the motionless line of the horizon just visible between 
the hulls of  the moored ships. “Sorry about that.” His hand, 
which was indeed gnarled and cracked like driftwood, made an 
uncertain gesture toward James. “Just gave me a jolt, is all.”

“It’s all right,” James said lightly. “I know what colour my 
eyes are.”
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The  dockman’s  chuckle  was  delayed  and  aborted  by 
uncertainty.  “I  suppose  you  do.  Nature’s  a  funny  old  thing 
sometimes,  eh?”  James  wasn’t  laughing,  so  the  dockman 
stepped away from him to double-check the cargo lines that 
Lewis  had  just  finished  double-checking.  “Where  to,  then, 
mate?”

“Security, Medical Three. Dr. Laura Hobson only.” Lewis 
jabbed  a  stiff  finger  at  the  top  of  the  crate  for  emphasis. 
“Nobody  else  gets  a  look  inside,  understood?  Full  security 
profile is in place, and I mean full, so anybody gives you any 
trouble, you just point at the insignia and keep going all the 
way to Dr. Hobson’s lab.”

The dockman whistled at the truck, making it wobble 
and rise higher on its bed of air so he could wrap the pull-strap 
around  his  hand.  “Yes,  sir,  gov.”  He  looked  appropriately 
serious and determined. 

“No stops and no fanfare, either.”
“No, sir.”
“Good man. We’ll be right behind you.”
As the dockman and his cargo disappeared up the ramp 

into the traffic of the causeway, James sidled up next to Lewis. 
“Not too close behind, though, it seems.”

Lewis tugged at his ear and then stuffed his hands in his 
pockets,  biding his time. “Best not to be seen with it,  yet,  I 
reckon.”

“Or ever, I reckon.”

c
“You’re back half  a second and already determined to get me 
sacked.”

Laura  Hobson’s  rubber-soled  boots  made  hardly  a 
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sound against the ancient stone of the corridor as she strode 
toward them. The lumens fluttering in the vaulted ceiling cast 
pools of  light that made the spaces in between even darker 
with shadow so that she was ghostly in her white medical robe 
and her voice, augmented by its echoes, seemed disembodied, 
coming to them from everywhere. But when she met them and 
rose up on her toes to kiss the air beside Lewis’s cheek, she was 
as alive as he remembered.

“My trip was great, thanks,” Lewis said and smiled when 
she tilted  her head  and gave him a stern look that melted 
quickly to match the warmth in her eyes. “I take it you got our 
package,” he said, lowering his voice and tipping his own head 
toward the cool light glowing through the porthole window in 
the door to her lab.

Now  the  warmth  in  her  eyes  sparked  bright  with 
interest  and  excitement.  “You bring  the best presents.”  She 
turned and led the way back toward the lab. “It’s a good thing 
it’s Ammantide or I  would have had to invent an imaginary 
biohazard to get rid of the staff today. What’s left of it anyway.” 
She held the door for them to pass. “I see you’ve managed to 
find yourself a second,” she said, parsing James with efficient 
scrutiny as she waved him through and, unlike the dockman, 
barely flickering a lash in response to the colour of  his eyes. 
“I’ve had a personnel request in for a dragon’s age and seen not 
so much as an intern. Laura Hobson.” She held out a gloved 
hand. “And you are?”

James took the hand and added a formal bow that made 
Lewis  snort  softly  and  shake  his  head.  “James  Hathaway. 
Pleased to meet you, Doctor.”

“He’s  not exactly what you would call  official,”  Lewis 
said. “Found him on the Windsweep.”

“Windsweep. Have they any techsingers there, do you 
think? Mine’s seconded for the outbreak at Southstrand. I’m 
backlogged to the haunches. Come on, then.” 
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She moved  briskly between the rows of  steel  tables. 
Most of them were empty, scrubbed clean and gleaming, but a 
few  were  occupied  by  vaguely  human  shapes  shrouded  by 
green sheets. Like the corridor, the lab was carved out of the 
footstone of Citadel and the rough warmth of the stone that 
rose up into the shadows around them was at odds with the 
clinical modernity of the lab itself. The combination of ancient 
gloom and bodies in their circles of  bright light always gave 
Lewis a bit of a shiver. 

Casting a look over her shoulder, Laura asked, “Are you 
all  right  Hathaway?  It  can  be  a  bit  unnerving  to  the 
uninitiated.”

“I’m fine, thank you,” James answered. He moved with 
stiff carefulness, keeping an equal distance from the bodies on 
either side of him. His habitual slouch was more pronounced, 
as though he could feel the weight of the tower above bearing 
down on him.

“He’s  always  that  pale,”  Lewis  said.  He  raised  his 
eyebrows at James and got a confirming nod in return before 
turning to catch up with Laura. “Yeah, he’s fine. What can you 
tell us?”

“That  I’d  need  more  than  an  hour  to  find  anything 
substantial  to tell  you,  especially since she just came out of 
transport stasis,” Laura said drily as she circled round to the far 
side of the farthest table and carefully folded down the green 
sheet to expose the Traveler’s face.

Standing close enough that his arm was pressed lightly 
against  Lewis’s,  James  tensed.  Lewis  felt  it  like  windsheer 
straining against the mainsong, the hum of tightening lines. 
He shifted his weight just enough to lean a little more into 
James until he felt the agitation in him settle to a slightly less 
skittering  vibration.  Except  for  a  fleeting  twitch  in  his  left 
eyelid,  James’s  expression  never  changed  from  its  watchful 
neutrality. In the cool light, his eyes were an equally neutral 
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grey under pale lashes. 
“I can tell you that she was not hanged.” Laura ran her 

finger along the abrasions on the Traveler’s neck. “These are 
post-mortem.  Immediately  so,  which  is  why  you  might  be 
forgiven for mistaking them for peri-mortem.”

“Thanks. I feel better. So if she wasn’t hanged, what did 
she die of?”

“That I won’t know until I open her up.”
James stepped forward and abruptly checked himself as 

he  came  nearer  the  table  as  though  the  Traveler  were 
surrounded by a force field. “You can’t cut into her.”

Laura  met his  intensity  with  professional  calm.  This 
wasn’t  her  first  encounter  with  unreasonable  responses  to 
dissection. “That’s how we conduct a post-mortem. If you want 
to know how she died—”

His mouth turning down in a scowl, James shook his 
head. “It’s not right.”

“It’s my job. It’s how it’s done.” Laura appealed silently 
to Lewis for help.

Lewis placed a hand on James’s arm to ease him back 
and  waited  for  him  to  turn  and  move  out  into  the  space 
between  the  rows  of  tables  before  saying  in  a  low  voice, 
“Hathaway’s late of Citadel. It’s a bit touchy, this situation. A 
Traveler on the Windsweep is enough on its own to tip his 
world out of its cup.”

Sighing,  Laura  watched  James  with  an  expression  of 
sympathy sharpened  by frustration.  “It’s  not exactly run-of-
the-mill for me, either, for the record. Or not for the record, I 
expect.” Lewis shook his head and, resigned, she let her eyes 
relax into the middle distance as she ran through the options. 
“I could do a scan. It’s less accurate but non-invasive.” She fixed 
Lewis with a sharp look. “And don’t think I don’t know why you 
brought her to me at Ammantide. You think they’re going to 
take body away from you and you’re betting all the robes are 
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busy with their rituals until sundown. Am I right?”
Lewis  smiled.  “They  don’t  give  you  those  fancy 

credentials  for  nothing,  Doctor.  When  can  you  have  the 
results?”

“Fortnight.”
“Fortnight!”
“I  told you,  my techsinger is in Southstrand.  So your 

body’ll have to go back in your hold and you’ll have to hide out 
on the Pan or somewhere and I’ll have to pretend I never saw 
you, which will probably earn me a reprimand or worse if  it 
ever  comes  out.  You  can  bring  her  back  next  holiday.  Of 
course, repeating the stasis will degrade the scan, but if I can’t 
do any cutting, it’s the best I can offer. Unless you’ve learned 
scansong on your travels.”

“I  know it.”  James spoke from the shadows but came 
forward into the light. “I’m credentialed. It’s in my dossier,” he 
added with a pointed look at Lewis who rolled his eyes.

Laura was sceptical. “Scansong. Really.”
“For scrolls too delicate to unroll, mostly. But I can sight 

read. It can’t be that different.”
“It  could  make things  difficult  for  you  in  court,  you 

being not exactly what we might call official.”
Lewis and James shared  a not-laugh.  “This is  Heart’s 

Core robe-and-dagger stuff,”  Lewis said.  “I’ve a feeling court 
isn’t where this case is heading.”

It took longer than usual  to get the Traveler into the 
girdle, Laura noted when Lewis checked his timepiece for the 
fourth time, because it was a three-person job being done by 
one person, herself, and a somewhat hapless helper, that being 
Lewis. He’d sent James off to the back room to study the tank 
and the console, saving the lad the discomfort of touching the 
body.  Lewis  had  pretended  not  to  notice  James’s  sigh  of 
palpable relief, but Laura watched him go with a curious eye.

“There’s quite a story there,”  she said as they worked 
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their way down the Traveler’s body fastening the buckles and 
attaching the guy wires to the girdle frame.

“Yeah, but it’s his to tell. Someday, maybe.”
“And yours? How did it go,  out there among the sea-

farers?”
“Windy. Quiet. And then windy again.” Lewis focused 

on the buckles. “It helped a bit.” He let her rest a hand on his, 
but only for a moment. “Okay, let’s get on with it.”

Lumens were too fitful to light the tank for a scan, so 
Laura released three eels into the glass compartment below it. 
As they swam a trained circuit at the bottom of the tank, their 
sepulchral bluish glow shone upward through the water and 
cast shimmering, slithering reflections along the stone walls. 
While  James  fitted  the  listening  cups  over  his  ears  and 
strapped the amplifier to his throat, Lewis worked the pulleys 
to lower the body into the tank and Laura slowly flooded the 
viewing screen.  The clear water was drawn steadily into the 
vacuum between two panes of vertical glass, magnifying Laura 
on the far side and casting her with a diffuse, refracted glow 
that made her pretty face even more so and lit up her blond 
hair.

At her signal, James, his head shrouded in the console 
hood, sang a test phrase to set a rainbow flower blooming in 
the middle of the screen, then another which rippled through 
the water in the tank and caused a corresponding shift in the 
colour scheme of the flower. They were ready to scan.

“Listen,  Laura,”  Lewis  said  as  James  ran through the 
baseline  melodies.  “Is  there  any  way  to  keep  this  off  the 
scribe?”

She frowned disapprovingly first at him through the test 
bloom, then at the remarkable body hanging suspended in the 
tank above the circling  eels.  The Traveler’s  hair had  spread 
wide and curled and twined like something alive on the wave 
patterns created by James’s voice. At the bottom of the screen, 
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a band of  colour was deepening,  signaling  the buffering  of 
data. Lewis felt a pang of guilt as he watched Laura’s curiosity 
fighting her professional integrity. Finally, she said, “I can keep 
it  from transcribing  the results,  but  the scan  itself  will  be 
logged. I can’t over-ride that.  Anyone doing a proper search 
will find it eventually.”

Lewis nodded. “It’s just that we need to keep the robes 
out of it at least until I can get the Chief Super on board.”

“Well, be sure to tell her that I only agreed because you 
sold me a great pack of lies and I believed all along that you 
had official  sanction.”  Laura shortened her gaze to read the 
swirls of colour coalescing on the screen between them. “Gods, 
Lewis, these images are incredible. If Innocent sacks you, can I 
keep the angel-voiced Hathaway?”

c
“For  God’s  sake,  Lewis,  he’s  not  a  puppy,”  Innocent  said, 
exasperation tightening her voice almost to a whisper. In the 
round window behind her the low evening sun was making a 
brave attempt to break through the clouds and  lighten the 
mood, but wasn’t having much luck. The Chief Super leaned 
heavily on her elbow and pressed her fingers to her forehead 
where a vein was visibly throbbing. Her immaculately coifed 
hair was showing some late-day frazzle, brought on, no doubt, 
by  the  last  hour  of  vociferous  interaction  with  what  she’d 
called ‘the fractious and entitled ecclesiasts of Citadel.’ “It’s a 
question of protocol and jurisdiction, not ‘Please mum, can I 
keep him? I promise to feed him and take him out in the yard.’”

“Actually, ma’am,” James said from his place just behind 
Lewis’s left shoulder, “I’m quite good at remembering that sort 
of thing on my own.” The look Innocent returned him made 
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him gulp a little and redirect his eyes to a spot on the planked 
floor located precisely between Lewis’s left boot and the tiger’s 
claw footing of  the Chief  Super’s desk. It didn’t help him to 
keep a straight face,  though,  when he could practically feel 
Lewis fighting his own grin.

“Don’t think for a second, Inspector, that I’ll believe that 
Laura  Hobson  went  along  with  this  without  some  careful 
jigging of the facts on your part.”

“No, ma’am, I wouldn’t dream of—”
“What  were  you  thinking sailing  around  Windsweep 

with  a  Traveler in  your  hold  for  pity’s  sake and  an 
Excommunicate  on  your  crew?”  She  flicked  James  an 
apologetic glance. “No offense, Mr. Hathaway.”

“None taken, ma—”
“I’ve  had  everyone  from  the  Chief  Constable  to  the 

Second Hierarch of Heart’s Core on the scribe howling for your 
head and just now I’m not sure why I didn’t give it to them. The 
Brethren  are  crying  jurisdiction.  The  Traveler  is  Citadel 
property—”

“I understand that, ma’am. But she was found outside 
Citadel, and so far as we know the Second Heirarch of Heart’s 
Core could very well be a suspect.”

“And  the Chief  Constable?  All  this  sneaking  around, 
circumventing  Security procedure—I suppose that’s  because 
we’re all suspects, as well?” Innocent held up her palms to stop 
him answering. “Don’t even—” She sat back in her chair and 
tugged  her  livery  jacket  back  into  place.  When  she  spoke 
again, much of the heat had dissipated and the coals were once 
again  banked.  “This  is  a  mess.  Really,  Lewis,  what  are you 
getting us into?”

“I was passing over Windsweep and the people of God’s-
Palm called about a body.  As I  saw it I  was duty-bound to 
investigate. And as for Mr. Hathaway.” Lewis looked over his 
shoulder at James to urge him forward. James didn’t budge. 
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“He’s got the inside line on Heart’s Core and the rest of them, 
but he’s not of them, if you know what I mean. You know the 
Brethren. We go poking around blind they’ll close ranks. He 
could be indispensible to the investigation.”

Very much as Laura had done not so many minutes 
before, Innocent blew a resigned breath through her nose and 
capitulated, although not with Laura’s good grace. “All right.” 
She pressed the button on her desk to summon her assistant. 
“Mr.  Hathaway,  pending  background  check—for  criminal 
infractions, of course; theological ones are not our business—
you’re  hereby officially  deputized  at  the  temporary rank  of 
Sergeant for the duration of this case, subject to termination at 
my  discretion.  Lewis,  you  can  get  him  kitted  up  with  the 
proper insignia. Jan will do the paperwork.”

“Thank you, ma’am. I’ll do my best to live up to the faith 
you’ve placed in me, and I’m grateful for the opportunity to do 
so,” James said in a deferential tone that proved to be exactly as 
placating as he’d hoped it might be. 

“Don’t  be  too  grateful,  given  who  you’re  yoked  to,” 
Innocent answered, not without a slight twist of humour deep 
down in there somewhere. “Basic salary, no per diem.”

“Thanks,  ma’am,”  Lewis  said.  “He  doesn’t  eat  much, 
fortunately.”

She waved them away from her desk. “Aren’t we lucky. 
Go away and try not to drop us in the cauldron or embroil us in 
an apocalypse. It’s not good press.”

c
“You  lied.”  Across  the  table  from  him,  James  was  looking 
frankly impressed and appropriately scandalized. But mostly 
impressed. 
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“Did I?” Lewis settled back with a sigh and stuck his 
nose deep into the frothy head of a pint, not coming up until  
the glass was half-drained. 

“You said it was a chance passing over God’s-Palm that 
got you onto the Traveler.”

“So?”
“But you had my dossier already in your possession. You 

can’t get a sealed dossier over the scribe. You can only get it 
through the Records Office at Citadel, which means you had to 
have it at least two days before you turned up on Windsweep, 
prior to the arrival of the body in Liam son of Liam’s forge.”

“Hmm. So?”
“So someone tipped you off.”
“Makes sense. They said you were clever.”
“Any chance you’ll tell me who?”
“Any chance you’ll spot me a pint?” Laura said, dropping 

down into the chair between them.  She’d  lost  the doctorly 
whites and was trim in a waistcoat and jersey with the sleeves 
rolled  up.  She  looked  scrubbed  and  bright  and  a  little  bit 
breathless.

Lewis  waggled  his  empty  glass  at  James.  “Sergeant 
Hathaway’s buying.”

“Ooh, I take it that means you’re no longer not exactly 
what you would call official, then?”

“Temporarily and  at  the  Chief  Superintendant’s 
discretion,” James said, accepting Laura’s congratulatory smile 
with a bow before collecting the glasses to head to the bar.

“Bring a cheese plate,  would you?”  Laura twinkled at 
him. “Since we’re celebrating.”

While  he  was  gone,  Lewis  watched  the  ducks  turn 
circles in the dark water and tuned out the murmur of laughter 
and conversation that spilled out of the bright warmth of the 
Wheel and Duck and onto the terrace. The day’s heavy cloud-
cover was now crowded up against the horizon by a swath of 
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bright stars. Lewis could let himself be crowded the same way, 
all the way to his bed, but the Peregrine was on the other side 
of the river and, for all her nonchalance, Laura was obviously 
holding  onto  something  interesting  enough  to  keep  that 
twinkle twinkling even when the angel-voiced Hathaway was 
out of sight. She kept it to herself, though, and passed the time 
tapping her fingers against the wicker basket above the table to 
wake the lumens inside. Petals from the chainflowers on the 
trellis drifted down around them and he plucked one out of 
Laura’s hair to rub between his fingers, releasing the peppery 
scent. By the time James was back with three pints clutched by 
their handles in one hand and a plate of cheese and bread in 
the other, the birds in the basket were cooing in their nest and 
casting their glow down on the table.

After cheers all ‘round, Lewis leaned forward and laced 
his fingers on the table. “Okay, out with it.”

“Well,”  Laura said  after a bite of  bread,  “your body’s 
gone. As expected, the robes showed up waving the holy writ 
and took her, along with the data spool and all my notes.” The 
pursed-lipped smile and the crinkles around her eyes told him 
that this was not the whole story.

“Laura,” Lewis said in a hopeful, cajoling tone, “have you 
been clever?”

Instead of  answering,  Laura spread her napkin out at 
the empty place on the table and swiped the cheese and bread 
off  of  the plate onto it.  After looking around the terrace to 
make sure they were alone, she filled the plate to its rim with 
water from the jug. Then she poked her finger inside her cheek 
and produced a tiny dot no bigger than her small fingernail 
and held it out to him. “Data wafer.”

Lewis grinned. “You have been clever.”
Turning her finger over, Laura let the wafer drop into 

the water on the plate. “Sergeant Hathaway, if you would. Basic 
melody will do it, I think. Apologies for the interface taken as 
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read, I hope.”
James hunched over and hummed softly over the plate. 

After a few misreads that did  no more than send rainbows 
rippling outward from the wafer, he hit on the best resonance 
and the rainbows resolved into an image of the Traveler’s face. 

Laura took over then,  tapping the plate’s rim to shift 
from one image to the next. “There’s stuff  here I’ll be poring 
over ‘til I’m grey and near-sighted.” She waited while the server 
came to wake up the lumens at the other tables on the terrace, 
then, when he was gone, beckoned Lewis and James closer into 
a huddle. “But for now, we’ll stick to the highlights.” She kept 
tapping until she came to what looked like a silvery ball. “The 
eye,”  she explained.  “At first I  thought the crafted glass was 
cosmetic, but it soon became clear that it was much more than 
that.”  Another  tap  brought  up  a  cross-section  of  the  head 
showing the dark ovoid of the Traveler’s left eye and a spidery 
extension  of  fibers  webbing  out  through  the  ghostly 
representation of her brain and knotting again at the back of  
the skull. “See, this? The material has penetrated every part of 
the brain. And this right here—” The touch of her finger on the 
surface of  the water zoomed the focus in on the knot.  “—is 
what, in a human, we’d identify as the visual cortex.”

“In a human,”  James repeated,  foreboding  in his  low 
tone.

She nodded at him. “Just so. In a Triton, however, this 
organ is associated with communication over vast distances in 
the ocean.”

Lewis’s eyebrows shot up. “Triton! She’s a mermaid?”
Wrinkling her nose, Laura tilted her head in a shrug. 

“Ish.”
“Mermaid . . . ish,” James repeated.
“I’ll  need to review the scans more thoroughly,  but—

mermaidish  is  the  best  I  can  do  for  now.”  At  Lewis’s 
disappointed scowl, she said, “You have to remember that in all 
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the time we’ve known about them, we’ve only had a single, 
damaged specimen to study,  so our knowledge is sketchy to 
begin  with.  And  she’s  not  entirely  congruent  with  Triton 
physiology. No gills, for instance, although there’s evidence of 
vestigial  ones under her breasts.  All  her other physiology is 
recognizably human.”

“A hybrid,” James said, frowning thoughtfully. “How is 
that possible?”

“Magic?”  Laura  suggested,  only  half  seriously.  “It’s 
possible because there she is. The how is still a mystery.”

“But  you’re  sure about this  .  .  .  this  communication 
organ, though?” Lewis leaned close and squinted at it, but it 
continued  to  look  like  nothing  but  a  knot  of  luminescent 
fibers.

“Quite sure. In fact,  what we gleaned from our single 
specimen  of  that  organ  years  ago  revolutionized 
communications  and  dissemination.  This  imaging 
technology—” She ran a finger around the rim of  the plate. 
“—the data wafer, the scan tank, even bits of the scribe all trace 
their basic principles back to this.”

“So  she’s,  what?  Some  kind  of  living  scribe?  For 
communicating with who?”

“God.” James pushed himself  back from the table and 
turned in his chair to look out over the darkly churning river. 
He hooked his elbow over the chairback and chewed at his 
thumbnail.

“I don’t know if it’s God or not,” Laura said, exchanging 
a curious glance with Lewis, “but I do know that whatever it 
was, it killed her.” She zoomed the image in further, peeling 
away layers of the knot until the luminescent tangle was gone 
and only a dark core remained. “Burned her out, I’d say.”

James got up and stalked off  the terrace and into the 
dark.

Laura stared  after him until  long  after his silhouette 
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against the moonlit Cherwell had drifted off  into the darker 
backdrop of  the drooping willows on the bank.  “I  saw one, 
alive, when I was a girl.”

“A mermaid?”
“Merman. He’d been brought up in a net off  of  Karl’s 

Reef. They kept him in a tank, charged a penny for a glimpse.” 
Laura shivered and rubbed her arms. “One morning he was 
just gone. No one knew how. I dreamed every night about him, 
that I’d come to let him out and he took me with him and 
dragged  me down into  the sea  and  drowned  me.”  Shaking 
herself a little, she broke off another piece of bread but didn’t 
eat it. “When I woke up, do you know what I thought?”

“That you didn’t blame him?”
Her acknowledging  smile  was  sad.  “The thing  about 

him that sort of, I don’t know, haunted me, was how normal he 
looked. Like he could pass me on the road and I’d never know 
what he really was. Except for the eyes, of course.”

Lewis stretched his back then braced his foot on the 
chair  James  had  left  askew.  “I  saw  one,  under  the  ice  on 
Northsea. No mistaking him for anything but what he was.” 
The pale face,  the hair spreading  out,  white tendrils  in the 
blackness, the fingertips braced against the underside of  the 
watery sky. “Can’t blame them for withdrawing.” He drained his 
glass and set it carefully back on the table. “How’d you get all 
the way into Heart’s Core, then, lass?” he asked the memory of 
the Traveler in her shimmering pool of water on the plate.

The image dissolved when Laura fished the data wafer 
out  and  tucked  it  in  the  watch  pocket  of  her  waistcoat. 
“Answering that question is your department.” She pushed her 
chair back and stood. Gathering up several slices of cheese to 
go  with  her  bread,  she  said,  “Please  thank  the  ethereal 
Sergeant for me, eh? No techsinger could have done better. In 
fact, I don’t think anyone could. Don’t stay up too late.” With a 
quick squeeze of Lewis’s shoulder, she was gone. 
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Half  an hour later, Lewis was about to give in and go 
hunting  for the wandering  Sergeant when the man himself 
appeared across the terrace. His exaggerated carefulness as he 
wended his way around the scattered tables was a pretty good 
clue as to what he’d been doing with his time. The bottle he 
carried was another one.

“Ah,” Lewis said,  inspecting the label while James got 
his angles arranged in his chair.  “The good stuff.  You’re not 
going to get much of a pay cheque living this high on the hog.”
James  poured  them  each  two  fingers  of  whiskey  before 
answering. “I put it on your tab.” He raised his glass. “Cheers.”

Lewis  swirled  the  liquid  in  the  glass,  sniffed  it,  but 
didn’t drink just yet. “What are we drinking to, then?”

“To basic salary, no per diem?”
After  thirty-five  years  as  a  copper  and  thousands  of 

interviews, Lewis knew the value of  silence. He used it now, 
but added some raised eyebrows as a friendly prompt,  since 
this wasn’t technically an interrogation. James evaded him by 
craning his neck to look at the river, but, as stubborn as James 
was, Lewis was older and more patient. He still hadn’t touched 
the  drink  when  James  finally  swung  back  around  to  look 
accusingly at him.

“You’re good.”
“Thanks.”  Lewis  added  another  small  measure  to 

James’s glass, then braced his elbow on the table and raised his 
own to toast. “To what?”

“To the end of all things.”
“Sounds  ominous.”  But  he drank  to  it  anyway,  more 

slowly than James, who downed his share in one gulp. “Care to 
explain?”

Not looking like he did care to explain, or that he had 
any  confidence  that  the  explanation  would  be  understood, 
James pulled his leg up to brace his knee on the edge of the 
table and hunched over to nudge his glass closer to the bottle. 
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While Lewis poured a scant shot, he said, “The Traveler. This is 
where apophatics uncomfortably meets eschatology.”

“Negative  theology  and  Doomsday.”  When  James’s 
mouth  dropped  open  Lewis’s  expression  turned  chiding. 
“Sergeant.”

“Clubbed fish?”
“Just a bit.”
“Sorry.” Some of Lewis’s temperance having apparently 

worn off on him, James slouched down, pulled his other foot 
up to hook his heel on the seat of  his chair and cradled his 
drink with two hands against his chest. “God is to be,” he said, 
and Lewis could hear in the timbre of  his voice a thousand 
years of  voices.  James sipped and considered for a moment. 
“God  is  what  is  to  come,  what  is  coming.  God  is futurity. 
Anybody  can  believe  in  what’s  here,  now.  That’s  just 
observation. Believing in what’s coming, that’s faith.” His gaze 
turned  inward,  James  seemed  to  recede  from  the  world, 
pulling Lewis in with him so that the chatter from the bar and 
the rustling of the lumens and the tugging whisper of the river 
seemed to disappear. “If God is here, then there literally is no 
future.”

“The end of time,” Lewis said softly. It didn’t matter just 
then that Lewis and God had parted ways years ago and with 
such finality that Lewis wasn’t sure they’d ever really known 
one another at all. All those believers, generations of Brethren 
present still  in the rhythms of  even an exile’s voice. It was a 
powerful  thing.  Someone  in  the  secret  turnings  of  Citadel 
believed it zealously enough, maybe, to kill for it.

James’s green eyes were fathomless in the gentle light. 
“To the apocalypse.” He raised his glass again. 

Lewis joined him. “Innocent will not be amused.”
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The Listening Earth
Have I not walked without an upward look
Of caution under stars that very well
Might not have missed me when they shot and fell?
It was a risk I had to take—and took.

—Robert Frost, “Bravado”

“FAITH IS LIKE LEANING on a closed door, sometimes,” James says 
as he follows Lewis off of the terrace.

“It only holds you up so long as nobody opens it?”
James stops walking because he can’t find an expression 

that is both impressed and pained while managing his distant 
feet at the same time. “The great thing about the impending 
apocalypse is the opportunity for hilarious in-jokes.” He goes 
back to the table for the bottle. 

They  leave  the  Wheel  and  Duck,  crossing  the  dew-
damp green to the tow path. They’ve not walked together yet, 
not really, James realizes. The Peregrine is hardly long enough 
to hit a stride. They did walk from the docks to Hobson’s lab, 
from the lab to the station, from the station to the pub, but 
that was different. James was reverberating too finely then, like 
a dish about to be vibrated off  of  a table,  and he didn’t pay 
attention. He was too aware of Citadel stolidly blocking out the 
sky and, on every rampart and in every window of the town, 
the imagined watchers who turned to look at him with a frown 
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of recognition.  Wasn’t he sent down? Wasn’t he sent into the  
Pan? Wasn’t he supposed to die? The brand on his ring finger 
had been burning like it was new. So, he hadn’t walked with 
Lewis then, although he had followed him. 

James is currently very drunk. More drunk than he has 
ever been. Of course, his sample for comparison is small: he’s 
only been drunk twice before and both times he’d spent the 
following  week  on  his  knees  promising  the  disapproving 
Brethren to divest himself of this troublesome laxity in matters 
of  the  flesh.  For all  his  prodigious  brain  power—and  it  is 
prodigious, he reminds himself, when he’s not eyebrows-deep 
in existential angst—James finds that he’s a slow learner when 
it comes to the kennings of his own body. It’s possible, though, 
that, unlike Brother Eustice, Lewis won’t require kneeling, but 
other than that James has no idea what secular penance will 
look like. For his part, Brother Eustace had been righteously 
disappointed in front of  the Second-Hierarch of  Blue Circle, 
and  years  later,  in  front  of  the  Second-Hierarch  of  Ochre 
Circle. Once he’d deferentially shooed the hierarchs on their 
way with a promise to harrow his student’s frail and recidivist 
spirit, he’d mixed up a horrid secret concoction and poured it 
down James’s  wretchedly hung-over sinner’s  throat and  left 
him in merciful darkness to contemplate his much-longed-for 
death. The horrid secret concoction proved especially horrid 
for not killing him quickly but rather restoring his strength so 
that he could do all that kneeling. Brother Eustace was a sadist, 
but a kind one, after a fashion. It remains to be seen what kind 
of sadist Lewis will be.

As it turns out, Lewis is the worst kind, the kind that 
demands that James actually think while attempting to keep all 
of his limbs moving in a reasonable interpretation of walking.

“Where  do  they  come  from,  do  you  think,  these 
Travelers?”

James mouth answers before his brain can lurch into 
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motion. “They come from Within.”
Lewis’s huff of breath is just south of derisive. “Clearly 

not, unless they’re making mermaids in Gold Tower.” He ducks 
under low-hanging leaves. “Didn’t anybody think to ask?”

James forgets to duck and the leaves slap him wetly in 
the face. He wipes his cheek with the side of his fist. “Asking 
that kind of thing can get someone excommunicated.” 

Lewis stops walking and turns to look at him, his face 
sharply etched in the lumen light from a nearby basket. James 
checks his stride to keep from running him down and has to 
backstep,  flinching  inwardly  at  the accusation  in  his  stare. 
James opens his mouth to say something—what, though, is the 
question; where is the catechism now?—but Lewis shakes his 
head and starts off again. 

“Excommunicated,” Lewis mutters bitterly. “Not by me. 
You’re  not  in  Citadel  now,  man.  You  could  try  a  little  free 
thinking.” 

That cuts  James loose from his  moorings.  Instead  of 
howling, which is definitely on the list of options, he follows 
Lewis,  placing  his  boots  exactly  on  his  footprints.  He’s 
disoriented by a sort of double vision that has nothing to do 
with  the  whiskey.  He’d  spent  thirty  years  following  his 
praeceptor as they worked their way Inward from the bustling 
noise  of  Green  Circle  through  Blue  and  Violet  and  Ochre 
toward  the  venerable  stillness  and  silence  of  Heart’s  Core. 
James  grew up.  Brother Eustace grew old.  Even  now,  three 
years outside Citadel, James’s head is heavy with knowing, but 
the knowledge is compressed by the weight of generations so 
that  flowing  sand  has  become  stone.  Every  thought,  he’s 
afraid,  retraces  the  contours  of  before-thoughts,  the 
accumulated sediment of  dead Brethren.  To achieve Heart’s 
Core is to become all  surface, all secrets turned outward, all 
selfish, personal, intimate things ground away until the only 
inwardness is Inward and only tradition remains. Himself  on 
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his second thirty-six-year cycle through the concentric circles, 
Brother Eustace often reminded James that,  no matter how 
significant it might feel to him, one man’s brief life is barely a 
dusting on the surface of history, and one man’s story can be 
measured relative only to the ponderous inertia of Citadel. To 
think  otherwise is  manifest  pride.  Citadel  has  indeed  been 
wiped clean of  James,  his pride,  and his story,  and remains 
unchanged. 

James lays his footprints down over Lewis’s, although he 
can’t really see them in the dark.

“Maybe  they  are,”  James  says  to  the  vague  shape  of 
Lewis’s back.

“Maybe they are what?”
“Making mermaids in Gold Tower.” When Lewis cocks 

an eye at him over his shoulder, James shrugs. “Just trying to 
think outside the circle, sir.”

Instead of  crossing  the river at the footbridge,  Lewis 
continues on through the arched open gate of a public garden, 
around the squared and trimmed lawns,  boots crunching in 
raked gravel, and on through to another path that heads away 
from the well-lit and into the shadows beyond the jurisdiction 
of gardeners. The path leads them downhill gently through a 
tunnel of  leaves toward the distant hiss of waves James can’t 
really hear except as the pulse of his blood in his ears. On the 
river beside the path a few last punts are floating silently on 
their reflections. Their wakes draw the pricks of lantern-light 
on their bows into shimmering ribbons. 

Sound  travels,  spaces  are  folded  together  by  the 
stillness, and when a woman laughs on one of the punts, James 
feels the low, throaty touch of it all across his skin. He can’t tell 
if  it’s the laws of physics that are bent or if  it’s him, cracked 
open at some vulnerable  seam.  The layers  of  his  livery are 
suffocating, but they don’t seem to keep anything out. Once 
again his experiment with the insulating quality of spirits is an 
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abject failure. Perhaps he’ll try again in another nine years.
On the riverbank,  the trees crowd together.  Branches 

clutch at the stars. Sidereal motion drags them away. He feels 
like he’s floating in the centre of  himself,  a flicker balanced 
precariously inches from the dark water.

“God!  God!  he  cried  and the  darkness  shrank back to  
crouch at the circumference of his breath.”

He’s only aware that’s he’s spoken aloud when Lewis’s 
voice comes from the shadows. If he could hold it, that voice, it 
would feel like a handful of sun-warmed stones. “I heard you 
say that before.”

“Someone said it,” James says. “Before me.” 
Frowning,  he tries to remember who,  but he can’t.  It 

bothers him that this sentence he apparently repeats  aloud 
seems homeless, won’t settle into precedent. He can recite any 
of the 1200 verses of The Fey Queene on command. Mnemonic 
failure  means  more  kneeling.  The  quotation  belongs 
somewhere, to someone. But it floats free, inside his head, like 
it’s his.

You’re not in Citadel now, man.
For a flicker of  an instant, James is back on the Pan, 

prostrate under the blank stare of the moon, the jinn waiting 
just out of sight at his head. He can feel the rasping of his own 
voice, the grit in his throat. He shouted for light, and his hands 
groped for purchase in the sand because the world was too big, 
because there were no circles to contain the drift of the dunes, 
and he was falling into the sky. God! God! he cried and the 
darkness shrank back to crouch at the circumference of  his 
breath. He sang, and sang, and sang himself into morning, and 
in the desert his voice was his own. 

The memory is so strong that it breaks his stride. He 
almost drops the bottle,  fumbles for it,  and finally holds it 
close  to  his  chest  in  his  folded  arms  like  a  book.
Lewis turns to grip his elbow to steady him, then waits for 
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James  to  come even  with  him before  walking  on  with  his 
peculiar swaying sea-farer’s gait, the snap at the knee. James’s 
own gangly side-to-side motion is looser than usual with drink 
so the scarf hanging around his neck swings uncertainly like a 
broken  metronome  and  his  shoulder  brushes  Lewis’s  at 
irregular intervals. As they move among the bands of shadow 
and moonlight on the pale packed earth of  the path,  James 
begins  to  hum,  catching  hold  of  the  steadiness  of  Lewis’s 
stride, the scuff of boots and brush of wool on wool, the silent 
drone  of  the  river,  the  liquor  in  the  almost  empty  bottle 
swirling contrapuntally against the rhythm of his movement, 
and the world is small enough, he finds, so long as he can sing.

“What did you get up to, then, while you were thinking 
in circles?”

James can barely make out the gesture Lewis makes, the 
tilt of  his head toward the walls of  Citadel  invisible on the 
other side of the river.

“You mean for fun or for profit?” That strikes James as 
very funny and he almost laughs aloud.

“I mean your studies. You’re credentialed, according to 
your dossier, apparently.”

“Ancient kennings.”
“Sonics.”
“Among  other  things,  but,  yeah,  sonics  were  my—” 

James almost says ’favourite’ but catches it before the selfish 
word  escapes.  He  substitutes  the  more  dutiful,  outwardly 
oriented  “specialty.”  They’re  behind  a  waterfall  of  willow 
branches and the darkness is almost absolute, so there’s no way 
that Lewis would see the flush of well-ingrained shame rising 
up his neck. 

“Laura  was  impressed.  With  the  scans.  Said  nobody 
could do better.”

James doesn’t know what to do with that. 
He is proud, he finds, and the unaccustomed warmth of 
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it sets words flying around like birds in the rafters. “It’s just a 
matter of listening, really. Everything has a song. You just have 
to sing along with it.”

“If you say so. It suits you.” 
I love it,  James almost says. The impulse to say it out 

loud leaps up inside him like a bird  into the sky.  I  love  it  
selfishly, as though it were mine. He almost tells Lewis that the 
singing is what he imagines a kiss might be, what it might be 
like to  be held,  this  opening  up to  something  outside and 
being  greeted  in  kind.  In the lab beside the dead Traveler, 
Lewis had shifted his weight to lean into him, just the smallest, 
kindest response to James’s  dissonance.  It’s  like  that,  James 
wants to say.  I  love it  and in all  my Inward-turning travels  I  
never learned how to give it up. His eyes prick with tears. He 
really is profoundly drunk, he tells himself.  He would throw 
the bottle away but its liquid rhythm is part of the song now.

“Hard to give it up, I expect. For Heart’s Core, I mean.” 
Lewis  says,  that  same kindness  softening  the  edges  of  the 
observation.  James  is  good  at  hearing  music,  but  Lewis,  it 
seems, is good at parsing silence. 

James’s  stride  stutters  again,  almost  imperceptibly 
except that his shoulder brushes Lewis’s twice in a phrase of 
the song instead of once. “That’s sacrifice for you,” James says, 
lightly, like the pass of a raptor over water. 

Lewis is silent for a long while, until they come to the 
next  footbridge  and  start  across  it.  Their  boots  stir  blunt 
echoes  from  underneath  the  planks  so  that  James  almost 
misses it when Lewis says, “No god should get to ask for that.”

James disagrees. The problem is knowing, really, what 
God is asking. He thinks of the Traveler with a hole burned in 
her brain,  shudders  and  clutches  the bottle  a  little  tighter. 
Maybe nine years is  too long to wait to try his experiment 
again.  Maybe he’s  just  never been  drunk  enough.  He finds 
himself longing for the simplicity of the Pan.
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By the time they come finally to the docks where the 
Peregrine has risen up high on the flowing tide, the song in his 
head has collapsed into dissonance. The midnight Ammantide 
revels  have begun in  the town and  the noise echoes  down 
between the wall of Citadel and the great hollow volumes of 
the moored zephyrs. Shrieks of laughter, raucous singing, the 
erratic popping of flash-stars. These are the marvels that James 
had watched  from a gunslot window as  a boy in  the spare 
moments  before the bells  called  him to  two days  of  silent 
meditation  on  the  turn  of  Amman’s  star  and  its  solemn 
journey across summer into winter darkness. Now every voice 
seems to ricochet inside his head,  and the flash-stars blind 
him with percussion. 

“Up you go,  then, lad,  steady as you can,”  Lewis says, 
holding  the  ladder  for  him.  He  takes  the  bottle  as  James 
passes. James doesn’t know where he puts it and never sees it 
again.

Lewis waves James below but stays on deck to loosen 
the lines. James has escaped from his jacket and waistcoat and 
is  contemplating  the impossible  task  of  unlacing  his  boots 
when he hears Lewis’s gruff voice singing some melody whose 
simplicity speaks of the very true things one tells a child before 
she sleeps. The Peregrine lifts from the water without a shiver. 
Through the porthole he can see the hull  of  the next ship 
slipping by, silvered by moonlight, and then a strider’s web of 
rigging and then only stars.

In the end, he gives up on the laces and lies down on the 
bunk with his feet hanging off of the edge. He opens one eye 
when Lewis comes down the stairs undoing his buttons.

“Sea  jinn,”  Lewis  says  in  answer  to  the  unvoiced 
question. “The marid are the worst.  Too beautiful  by half.  I 
almost  lost  me  mind  with  them  on  Northsea.”  
In the porthole,  the mist coalesces and there’s a face there, 
streaming hair.  James opens his mouth to speak and the sea 
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rushes in.
“Steady there.” In his jersey, boots off and neatly stowed 

in the locker beneath his bunk, Lewis looms over him. “You’re 
dreaming. Wake up for a minute and drink this. Help with the 
screaming headache that’s waitin’ for ye.”

James hadn’t known he was asleep. Amman’s star traces 
a  slow  circle  in  the  porthole  as  the  zephyr  catches  the 
nightwash  and  shifts  against  the  ropes.  No  face  there,  no 
whisper. He takes the mug without looking at it and drinks all 
of the water in it. Then he drinks another. As he watches Lewis 
rinse it out and put it back in its nook, he says, “Marid.”

Lewis dries  his hands and sits  on the opposite bunk 
with a sigh. Behind him, an image of him and a woman and 
children floats in a frame. They’re all smiling, although the girl 
has her eyes closed in a blink. Lewis has both children by their 
waists. The woman looks out of the image at James. Almost as 
young as James,  Lewis looks up at her.  “Okay,  marid.  What 
about ’em?”  Reaching  across  the narrow space between the 
bunks, Lewis undoes James’s boots, ignoring James’s protest.

Once the boots are stored, he gets up again to open the 
porthole over James’s bunk, puts a bowl on the floor beside it.

“It’s not jinn weather,” James says.
Lewis looks down at him for a long moment. The frown 

that curves his mouth is thoughtful rather than angry. “No, not 
out there.” The frown changes to something else, something 
James’s can’t read, when Lewis lays a warm, steady hand on the 
top of  James’s head.  “In here.”  His thumb moves in James’s 
hair,  a brief  caress before Lewis straightens to blow out the 
lantern and lies down with a groan of relief on his own bunk. 
“Go to sleep, lad. The world won’t end before morning.”

“Promise?”
The only answer is Lewis’s deepening breathing and the 

plash of the waves against the dock below.
James lies in the dark and watches Amman’s star begin 
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its travels. After a while, he puts his hand to his hair, imagines 
that weight, a touch given without ceremony for solace after 
nightmares. 

“It’s like that,” James whispers, and goes to sleep.

c
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Beneath
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Lhiannanshee
—for Jen

In the one column, the System and the figures
which are cut to fit the System, which fit into its 
categorical types, as opposed to the other column,
the un-fit, the out of joint, the unclassifiable, the
odd man out, or woman, or transvestite, the
fragments, remnants and rags, the System’s
detritus . . . who get to taunt the System of savoir 
absolue from across the divide in column b.

—John D. Caputo, The Prayers and Tears of 
Jacques Derrida

“WHAT?”
James blinks into the grey light. He can’t remember
Where he is, he can’t remember. . . .
He can’t remember where
Where the light was grey
Grey light and the weight
The weight of the grey light
The grey light of the sea is a weight on his chest.
He can’t
Breathe
Panic  seeps  from  his  spine,  sluices  like  cold  water 

through the channels between his ribs. Air condenses in his 
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lungs, unbreathable.
On his chest the grey light is the weight of the sea and 

he can’t
Breathe
There is a fluttering over-on-in the bare skin-the flesh-

the hollowness of his chest, a fluttering like the supple passage 
of an eel, and the sluicing water in-on-around him begins its 
ebb and its flow almost like 

Breathing
His numb fingers go seekingly over his skin and find the 

bloodless wounds raked there in the valleys between his ribs, 
feel against his fingers the suck and pressure, the ebb and flow 
of

Breathing
of  tides. He can feel the moons in the sluicing of  his 

watery breath through the fluttering under his hands.
He can hear singing.
At the back of his skull, at the end of the skirl of optic 

nerves, a knot pulses and his eyes cast a green light into the 
sea.

He can feel something turning 
Something he feels is turning 
Turning  toward  him,  something  comes  ponderously 

swimming toward the song
“What?”
James blinks into the grey light.  Above his head,  the 

porthole is still open, starless, an oblique oval of dark steel sky 
and the momentary flash of a passing lumen. Very carefully, as 
though he might spill, he rolls over.

On the bunk on the other side of the cabin, Lewis, too, 
lies on his side. Eyes wide as a cat’s, James watches him closely 
while the cold slickness of panic dries on his skin. Compared 
to the grey light of the dream, Lewis is a familiar landscape. A 
place.  Lewis’s  arms  are  folded  across  his  chest,  his  hands 
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tucked into his armpits. It’s the same disposition of limbs he 
assumes when he dozes sitting up on the bench on the deck. 
His chin is tucked into his chest,  nested in the folds of  his 
neck.  His  closed  eyes  are pouched  with age and sleep,  lids 
paler than the paling light.  Wispy brown hair falls over the 
lined forehead. Around his bare feet his blanket is rucked into 
complex  shapes  of  shadow  and  restlessness.  Maybe  he’s 
dreamed, too. Maybe he was lost for awhile. But now he’s gone 
vague with the deepest sleep that comes before waking. He’s 
given in to gravity and is propped up by the easy leaning of 
bone on bone inside the gently sloping contours of rest. James 
twists his hand into his own blanket to keep from reaching 
through the weightless grey light to see what this feels like, this 
quietness. Lewis expands easily, silently with each inhalation, 
whistles gently through his nose when he exhales. 

James sucks in a deep breath heavy with the warmth of 
sleeping in a small space, and lets it out through his mouth, 
slowly, in time with Lewis’s. It tastes of wool and leather and 
sweat  and  salt  and  the  sweet  over-ripeness  of  last  night’s 
whiskey. The blood pulses in his head, in his neck, in each of 
his fingertips, an insistent surging that sounds from the inside 
like fists crushing repeatedly into loose sand. It’s a dry sound. 

He can feel his desiccated brain peeling away from the 
inside of his skull. It’s a very thin-edged, high-pitched, grainy 
sort  of  pain.  James  closes  his  eyes  and  listens  to his  heart 
battering  the  dunes  but  it  can’t  drown  out—drown  out!—
Brother Eustace who comes striding up from some cloister in 
James’s  memory chanting  the prayer for  the dying  with  an 
ironic twist of a smile on his smooth, round face. James clamps 
his teeth down on the penitential verses that fill his dry mouth 
with  the  taste  of  Eustace’s  medicinal  concoction,  the 
pharmakon, poison and cure for hangover. Rats, Eustace says as 
he fills James’s cup. Rats learn faster than you do, boy. In the 
sewer  of  the  flesh,  James  responds,  chasing  echoes  of  his 
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younger voice. In the sewer of the flesh breed the rats of desire.
He needs a drink of 
Water
Caught on an intake of  breath,  James goes very still. 

Lewis’s  regular  cadence  goes  on  without  him,  leaving  him 
behind.

Breathe
Emerging onto the deck with his coat over his arm and 

his boots dangling by their laces from his hand, James stands 
for a long while with his eyes on the horizon. A moon is setting 
there, but James can’t remember which one. That bothers him. 
At Citadel,  outside of  Heart’s Core,  at least,  it would be an 
infraction worthy of minor punishment to forget the cycles of 
the  moons  and  their  attendant  holidays,  fasts,  feasts  and 
prayers. On the Pan and on Windsweep he’d worked hard to 
feel his way into the complex cycles of the bigger world, to be a 
part of the intricate processes of change. He’d planted peas by 
one moon, marrows by another, flashroot at the conjunction. 
He’s  come apart,  though,  since,  and  he can’t  recognize the 
moon. Trying to open his mind—not so easy given its parched 
state—he stares at the sickle of light until the name swims up 
at  him.  Lhiannanshee,  the  mad  patron  saint  of  artists  and 
inspiration. He drops the boots gently and stuffs his feet into 
them, watches awhile longer with his fingers tangled in the 
laces, and is surprised to see that Lhiannanshee is rising, not 
setting after all.

Out here the air is cooler than in the cabin,  the salt 
scent of the ocean made sharper by the lingering charcoal and 
ozone of  spent flash-stars. The revelers are all  gone and the 
streets below the purple stone of Citadel are silent. All along 
the  parallel  docks  of  the commercial  marina,  zephyrs  with 
their bladders battened down tight to the decks bob on the 
lazy green-grey swell of the out-going tide. Only the Peregrine 
floats  high  above  the  water  on  taut  lines.  Beyond  the 
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breakwater,  the bay is  crumpled  and  aimless  with  currents 
reflecting  off  of  the treacherous  rocks  of  the narrow inlet. 
Beyond  that,  where  the  water  goes  dark  with  depth  and 
distance,  an  archipelago  of  cargo  zephyrs  marks  the  point 
where the leaden sky meets the sea. It’s quiet except for the 
occasional  plink  and  creak  of  rigging  and,  high  up  in  the 
crenellations of Green Circle, the first squawks and shrieks of 
divers leaping from their nests on widespread, leathery wings. 

The humming in his throat is barely audible over the 
thudding of  his heartbeat,  but the  Peregrine hears him and 
responds by sinking slowly until the bottom rung of the rope 
ladder touches the dock. He climbs down as quietly as he can 
and hums the ship up again to the ends of its lines. Lewis can 
sleep soundly knowing the marid can’t slip between his eyelids.
But it’s not Lewis the marid has come for.

The cold sluicing between his ribs forces the air out of 
his mouth in a sound like a sob and he knows before he slides 
his hand along the line to the cleat on the dock and leans into 
the deeper shadow of the zephyr that the marid is waiting. At 
first, as he crouches on the very edge of the dock, leaning out 
over the water, he can’t quite see it, doesn’t know how to see it. 
It’s the voice—which is James’s voice of  course—that shows 
him how.  As in his  dream,  the sense repeats  in  fragments, 
rising and falling and chasing itself like the gleaming patterns 
of flowing water. He has to let his attention relax, unfocused, 
to hear the what the marid is  saying.  He should  climb the 
ladder. He should follow Lewis into sleep. He should get out of 
this grey light. But—

The grey light of the sea 
There was only grey light and the weight
The weight of the grey light
The grey light of the sea is you
Breathing
And there it is, the marid multiplied and broken like a 
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reflection  on  the  rising  flanks  of  the  out-running  swells, 
reaching

from the out-running sea reaching for him
for him out-running the receding sea
James leans out over the water.  The marid’s  eyes  are 

beseeching,  the  colour  of  sea-glass.  Her  black-green  hair 
streams out through narrow passage of the inlet, between the 
heaving hulls of the cargo zephers, curls around the shattered 
reflection  of  Lhiannanshee,  and  her  translucent  hands  are 
reaching for him and the tide carries her away on a procession 
of swells, taking the memory, his memory with her. 

His fingers loosen their grip on the line.
Remember the marid says in his voice.
Against the tide, she tips the water toward him and his 

reflection coalesces, stills amidst the on-running waves—
his pale face
—is lost in the pull of the moon 
is lost in the going of the tide except for the green gleam 

of his eyes webbed along the crests like moonlight
and the sea sluices through him, a supple fluttering in 

his chest, and he reaches
Breathe
“Careful there, mate.”
As he’s tipping forward off the edge of the dock, a hand 

hooks him by the collar of his coat and yanks him back so hard 
he ends up falling back on his arse, splay-legged against the 
dockman’s tree-trunk legs.

“Almost took a tumble, eh?” James’s hand disappears in 
the dockman’s paw and he’s pulled to his feet. “The planks get 
slippery in the morning when the night fog’s been thick. You 
better watch yourself.  I  reckon your guv’nor wouldn’t be too 
happy if  we had  to  fish  you out  drowned.”  He laughs  and 
displays a remarkable number of gold teeth.

James nods his thanks and turns to look into the water. 
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The marid is gone.
“You’re up with the divers this morning.” 
Misreading  James’s  blank  stare,  the dockman aims  a 

gnarled finger at the looming wall of Citadel where the dark 
crosses of the divers are fletching the rose–coloured sky. They 
fall in arcs that take them out past the rocks, then fold their 
wings  and  arrow  straight  down,  but  James’s  view  of  their 
landing beyond the breakwater is blocked by the bulk of the 
Peregrine’s hull.  Nevertheless,  he can feel  them piercing the 
surface of the water and the way they glide deeper and deeper 
into  the  grey,  bubbles  streaming  behind  them—He almost 
rubs at the itch along his ribs but presses his fingers into his 
eyes instead. Inside his skull, Brother Eustace is still chanting 
about the dead and musing about the relative intelligence of 
men and rats, and James’s heart is still trying to beat him to 
death, and his brain has shrunk to the size and texture of  a 
walnut. He vows never to drink again.

“Yeah,” he says, “a bit of a rough night.”
Grunting his understanding, the dockman claps him on 

the shoulder. “Revels, eh? Kept me up half the night myself. It’s 
madness,  Ammantide  and  Lhiannanshee  all  at  once.  Poor 
organization on the part of  the great clockmaker, if  you ask 
me, not that you did.” Another gust of laughter brings with it 
the smell of cheese and smelt in oil. James’s delicate stomach 
rolls over. “You’re lucky you got a berth for this lovely, with all 
the coming and going.” 

James drops his hand and blinks into the growing dawn, 
trying hard to ignore the way the dockman peers at his eyes. 
“Still green,” he says.

The dockman’s answering laugh is good-humoured but 
James’s  brain supplies  the teasing  undertones from another 
vault  in  his  memory  he’d  thought  he’d  sealed  long  ago. 
Crêchemates drag him toward the fountain.  His heels leave 
furrows in the soil.
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“Guess your mum went swimming without her knickers 
on, eh?” The dockman nudges James with his elbow, colluding. 
Coercing. “Eh? Got with a merman in her day, eh?” he clarifies 
as though James is too slow of wit to follow a jab at his mother 
and his provenance. 

Fact is, he is feeling slow. He stares up at the dockman 
while things inside his head—memories,  nightmares—jostle 
for their places.

“Come on, mate.” Another friendly jab of the elbow. “It’s 
a joke like. No offense, eh?” He’s getting less certain of himself 
the longer James keeps looking at him. “No offense.” Tilting his 
head, he furrows his brow and purses his lips like he’s listening 
for a leak in a zephyr bladder. “Eh?”

James feels his vertebrae fusing in the old familiar way 
as  his  head  tips  back.  Not  easy  to  look  down his  nose  at 
someone taller than himself, but he can’t help making a go of  
it.  “Yes,”  he says,  “I  understand.  I’m just trying to work out 
what I’m meant to be offended by, your insinuation that I’m a 
Triton or the fact that you think it’s offensive to call me one.”

Unsure, the dockman blinks at him. He tries for a smile 
but thinks better of it, settling for something more sheepish. 
It’s unbecoming on him. His giant hands open between them. 
Clearly, his desire to make amends is sincere, even if he’s not 
quite sure for what. Suddenly James feels very, very tired, of 
himself  as  much as  of  the world  in  general.  Releasing  the 
dockman from his stare, he pulls out his pack of smoke sticks 
and shakes two out, puts one between his lips and offers the 
other to the dockman, who hesitates a moment, then takes it 
with a nod and a gold-toothed smile.

“Ta.”
“Welcome.”
The smoke wreaths its way between James’s bones and 

settles his stomach a little. 
“I’ve  never  seen  one,  myself,”  the  dockman  says 
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contemplatively to the glowing end of his stick before putting 
it back in his mouth. “Triton, I mean. But my brother—” He 
coughs boisterously and wetly, loud enough to set a flock of 
lumens circling overhead. Casting a glance up to where Lewis 
is sleeping, James winces and the dockman stifles his cough in 
the sleeve of his greatcoat. “Sorry. Not much of a smoker these 
days.”

“For the best, I suppose. Your brother,” James prompts. 
“He’s seen the Triton? Here?”

The dockman barks a laugh. “Here? No, no. Can’t see 
’em wanting to come here with all  the traffic and nets and 
divers spearing everything that swims. No, he saw ’em way out 
past the reaches off of White Shore.” He aims the smoke stick 
north  at the ocean.  “He was on a heavy carrier during  the 
Contentions.  Said  he  saw  them,  a  whole—shoal,  I  guess? 
School?—all together on the rocks like seals, except glittering 
with scales. You could see the glitter from leagues off, flashing 
like code in the light. The sun’s weak there, and far-off, but the 
scales were like glass, he said. Or maybe they were all crusted 
over with the jewels of dead sailors and airmen. Singing, they 
were, together, so many harmonies so woven up together that 
not even a whole choir of waysingers could break their hold. 
They could sing a zephyr, even a whole convoy, right out of the 
sky,  he said.  Drag it right down under the waves,  crew and 
choir and all.”

James knows the cadence of  a fairy-tale oft-told that 
takes hold of the dockman’s voice. It’s a legend rooted perhaps 
in  some  thin  soil  of  truth—seals  on  the  rocks,  a  fleet 
becalmed, a storm and a wreck—and fertilized with a healthy 
supply of bullshit. He’s tired again and his weariness and the 
pounding in his head make him mean. “Why?” he demands on 
an exhalation of smoke. “Why would they do that?”

Jolted  out  of  his  storyteller’s  rhythm,  the  dockman 
squints at him, rubs at his temple with is thumbnail like he’s 
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trying to get at some splinter of doubt that’s pricked his brain. 
“Why?” he repeats. He gives it some concerted thought as the 
smoke stick burns to his knuckles and drops ash onto the front 
of his coat. “I don’t guess the Triton need a why.” He scratches 
his temple again, spilling more ash. “Do they?”

Sighing, James flicks the butt of his smoke stick into the 
water.  “Why would a Triton need reasons?  They’re just fish 
that like shiny things.”

This time, the dockman doesn’t venture a laugh. Maybe 
he’s not sure whether James’s light tone is inviting agreement 
or setting a trap. “Like octopi, maybe? There’s that one in the 
aquarium that gathers up all the coins.”

James smiles thinly and turns to go. “Yeah. Exactly like 
octopi.” 

The  dockman  stops  him  as  he  starts  toward  the 
causeway. “Look, guv—”

“I’m nobody’s guv.”
“Sure,  sure, that’s fine.”  The dockman feels around in 

his pocket and his fist emerges finally with a small miracle. “It’s 
from my godson’s birthtree.  First fruit.” The pear seems tiny 
balanced on his palm, delicately green on one side and the 
rose-orange of sunrise on the other. He holds it out to James. 
“Thanks for the smoke. And, you know, no offence.”

“I  couldn’t.  Not  first  fruit.”  Still,  James  is  intrigued. 
Pears aren’t in season. He’s not tasted one since the summer 
before his exile.

Pressing it on him, the dockman insists, “I got a whole 
bushel of ’em. Sister sent ’em up from Southstrand in a stasis 
packet. Imagine that, eh? Fresh as the day it was picked.” He 
shows all his gold teeth when James takes the pear.

“Thank you.” Holding it to his nose, James breathes in 
the suspended scent of a summer long past before putting the 
pear gently into his pocket for some possibly imaginary time 
when his stomach isn’t at sea. “Thanks to your godson, too.” 
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“Ah, he won’t miss it one bit.  His mother loves them, 
but it turns out the beggar can’t stand pears!”

“Maybe he’s a changeling,” James says, heading up the 
causeway, his back to the sea.

c
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Docta Ignorantia*

“We are bereft, alas, of any apocalypse that unveils
The Secret to us. We all pull on our pants one leg
at a time and do our best to make it through the day.”

—John D. Caputo, On Religion

IT WAS A NICE DAY for an apocalypse. Lewis stood on the cobbles 
and craned his neck to look up to the top of Security Tower at 
the flag snapping in the Northsea wind. The golden circles of 
Citadel creased and smoothed against the clear, scrubbed blue 
of  the sky. His back to the sea, he didn’t have to look at the 
dark bank of cloud sulking beyond the cargo zephyrs like some 
vast monster pulling itself up over the horizon. The gusts that 
bullied at Lewis’s back smelled of  late-season snow. Hard to 
believe that just last night he’d been sitting in his shirt sleeves 
on  a  terrace  with  Laura  and  Hathaway,  just  like  a  normal 
spring evening, except for all that talk of God and mermaids 
and the collapse of the future. 

He found himself wincing a little as that image jabbed 
his brain, Hathaway’s long limbs folded at odd angles into his 
chair,  his pale fingers cradling his whiskey glass,  all  of  him 

*“Docta ignorantia, a learned or wise ignorance, that knows that we do not 
know and  knows that  this  non-knowing  is  the  inescapable  horizon  in 
which we must act, with all due decisiveness, with all the urgency that life 
demands” (John D. Caputo, On Religion).
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sharp and askew and jagged like broken crockery dropped into 
a box. The whiskey hadn’t done much more than to break the 
shards  into  smaller,  more  manageable  pieces,  so  Hathaway 
seemed  more  pliant  as  he’d  flopped  soddenly  back  on  his 
bunk,  but the slivers,  they rankled  all  the more when they 
worked their way under Lewis’s skin. The sharpest of all, that 
look of surprise when Lewis had laid his hand on Hathaway’s 
head, his fine, sweaty hair, his solemn face suddenly so young 
and so shocked by a small gesture as natural to Lewis as any 
he’d made in the miraculous years of  fatherhood. For all the 
strangeness of the evening and of Hathaway’s green eyes and 
teeming silences, in that moment when Hathaway looked up 
from the depths of some unfathomable nightmare, Lewis was 
reminded not of the mostly impossible and imaginary Triton 
but of  Lyn and Mark when they were little and restless with 
fever. He’d known then what do to calm them, to cool them 
and care for them. But this. What was he meant to do with this 
man  whose  face  seemed  at  once  youthful  and  ancient, 
schooled to neutrality by correction and worn to a beguiling 
smoothness by generations of catechism? What was he meant 
to  do  with  this  double-vision,  this  man  as  vulnerable  as  a 
lidless eye and as solidly impenetrable as the marble eyes of  
the statue gazing down on Lewis now from the top of Security 
Gate?

“Eh?” Lewis asked Justice.
Justice, her robes gathered in her hand to show her feet 

balanced on the circles of Citadel, watched him unblinkingly 
and had no answer.

Lewis  was  a  copper.  He had  a copper’s  hands and  a 
copper’s boots and a copper’s worn-at-heel pedestrian—some 
had said plodding—mind. He had no business mucking about 
with gods. And in any case he’d exiled himself from that house 
long  ago.  But  he knew what  it  was  to  become shards  and 
slivers.  He’d  felt  the world  end,  his  own everyday precious 
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world.  He’d  plodded  his  way  back  to  a  kind  of  brittle 
wholeness, gathering up pieces as he went, because time goes 
on,  stubbornly,  even after the end of  all  things.  “Promise?” 
Hathaway had said into the dark cabin of  the zephyr. Lewis 
had been silent, but some inner voice he’d not heard since Val’s 
death had said, “Yes.” 

When he’d  woken this morning,  Hathaway had been 
gone, no note except for a thermos of hot tea ready for Lewis in 
the nook above the sink.  Lying in the grey light,  Lewis had 
listened  to  the  marid’s  madrigal  voices  lamenting  the  out-
going tide and worked hard to school his mind so that hope—
the hope that Hathaway had turned inland away from that 
song—wouldn’t coalesce into a wish that would lure the sea 
jinn closer.

“Ah, lad,” Lewis sighed as the wind leaned hard on his 
back. He left Justice to her blind balancing act and lowered his 
eyes to the sigil  worked into the iron bars of  Security Gate, 
concentric rings, and, inlaid in the central core, the thinnest 
platinum wire of  Gold  Tower.  The Chief  Super wouldn’t  be 
happy at all  when Lewis  showed  up at her door asking  for 
special warrant to enter that hallowed space. He’d need much 
more justification than an unvoiced promise and an itch of 
guilt for dragging Hathaway out of Windsweep to face the end 
of  all  things. But that’s what he needed Hathaway  for.  Love, 
sex,  ambition.  That  was  the  roster  of  motives  Lewis  knew. 
Negative theology and apocalypse didn’t often figure on the 
murder board. 

He ran his fingers over the platinum wire as he passed 
through the gate, feeling a ghostly charge of power jitter faintly 
through his bones.  “Think outside the circle,  man,”  he told 
himself as he climbed up to CID, his feet falling in the grooves 
worn by a thousand years of coppers’ boots into the stone of  
the spiraling steps.
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Loquere*

THE BULLPEN WAS MOSTLY empty when Lewis trudged up the last 
of the stairs and hummed his entrance code into the hood at 
the door. At a desk crowded into the corner, only his big feet 
and the close-cropped blond hair at the top his head visible, 
Hathaway  was  seemingly  barricaded  behind  a  palisade  of 
books.  Between  Lewis  the  leaning  stacks,  the  translucent 
scribe screen on the edge of the desk shimmered and rippled 
as face after face resolved and dissolved again. The left hand 
side of  the screen was still,  though,  and the Traveler gazed 
blindly  out  at  Lewis  while  the  facial  recognition  program 
checked and ruled out possible identities.

“Didn’t picture you as a technical whatsis,” Lewis said.
Hathaway looked up at him through the iridescence of 

the Traveler’s eyes.  “Hard to get beyond Blue Circle without 
picking  something  up,  given  that’s  where  the  scribe  was 
invented.”

Lewis scoffed. “It was two blokes in their mother’s loft 
in Southreach invented the scribe.”

Smiling  knowingly,  Hathaway  generously  gave  the 
ground and went back to his book. 

Tilting his head, Lewis read the titles of the hefty tomes 
in the stacks: Codes of Practice: Security and Criminal Evidence  
Act, Stop and Search Manual, Greystone’s Statutes, Citadel and 

*Loquere: speak
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Town: Toward a Conversation,  Security Policy and Procedures. 
He waggled  a shiny copy of  New  Visions  of  Crime  Victims. 
“Where’s all this from, then?” 

“Aaah.  .  .  .”  Hathaway  said  without  looking  up.  He 
turned the page and then another about 3 seconds later. “DI 
Hooper brought them.”

Lewis’s eyebrows shot up. “DI Hooper is it?”
Hathaway  glanced  up  and  was  caught  by  Lewis’s 

darkening expression. “That’s what he said.”
Dropping the book back on the pile, Lewis cast his gaze 

balefully around the bullpen. “I don’t know any DI Hooper, but 
DC Hooper is going to get my boot up his backside when I find 
him.”

The book drooped in Hathaway’s hands.  “So I  take it 
this afternoon’s exam is off then.”

“Oh yeah.”
Frowning, Hathaway carefully marked his page with a 

scrap of paper and set the book back on the top of the nearest 
stack. “That’s too bad. I’m freakishly good at exams.”

“Don’t worry,  Sergeant, you’ll  be tested soon enough.” 
Lewis hesitated, his hand flat the cover of  Greystone’s.  “And 
maybe, when this is all over, and since you’re good at exams, 
you’ll think about joining the Corps for real.”

Hathaway’s  face betrayed nothing  as he deadpanned, 
“But I’ve got obligations on Windsweep. I have peas.”

“I’ll give you a railing box on the Peregrine.” 
There it  was again,  that double-vision as  Hathaway’s 

face changed without changing at all. It was only a flicker of 
something  vulnerable,  hopeful,  and then it was gone as he 
lowered  his  eyes  to  the  screen  where  faces  were  being 
discarded one by one. 

“This  is  going  to  take  awhile,”  he  said,  tipping  his 
forehead toward the screen. “I started with the Grey Orders, on 
the  off-chance  that  the  Excommunicant’s  robes  and  brand 
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weren’t fake, but hadn’t any luck. I’m on to the intake roster 
now, but the pathways are labyrinthine to say the least.”

“You’re  assuming  she’s  from  Citadel.”  Hathaway 
shrugged and Lewis considered the Traveler’s spooky eyeless 
eyes. “Not magicked up in Gold Tower, then?”

Hathaway shifted  uncomfortably in  his  chair.  “If  she 
was, we’ll get no help here. Gold Tower is a blank. You’ll not 
find their records on the scribe.”

Narrowing  his  eyes,  Lewis  laid  his  finger against  his 
upper lip and considered the options. “Innocent isn’t likely to 
get  us  warrant  for  Gold  Tower,  anyway,  not  just  for  blind 
stabbing in the dark.”

Hathaway’s  head  bobbed  with  an  unvoiced  huff  of 
agreement.

“All right, then. We’ll do it the tried and true way. Print 
this image up and get it to the desk for distribution to the 
troops. We’ll do a good old fashioned canvas, starting with the 
passenger depot. Maybe we’ll get lucky and someone saw her 
get on a zephyr.” 

“Presuming  she  wasn’t  killed  here  and  transported 
afterward to God’s-Palm.”

“I’m not presuming anything, but it’s a place to start. 
Hooper can hit the cobblestones and take the canvas wider as 
needed.” As Hathaway gathered his long legs and stood, Lewis 
said, “You can get on over to Medical Three and see what else 
Hobson can give us. Prints would be good. Maybe this one’s in 
the  system.  Social  aid  or  somesuch.  She  must’ve  been 
somebody before she became nobody.” 

Nodding, Hathaway straightened his collar and headed 
across the bullpen. After a few strides, he came back and stood 
with his hands folded in front of him and his head bowed. “Sir. 
Before I go, I want to apologize.” His eyes flicked up to Lewis’s 
and away again. “My behaviour last night was unconscionable.”

He stood very still  while Lewis  studied  him.  What a 
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slouch he had, like he was weighed down by some invisible 
yoke. After a couple of seconds, Lewis slid Municipal Statutes,  
Regulations, Edicts and Acts, 31st Edition out of  the stack of 
books Hathaway had set apart on the desk.  He opened the 
book to a random page, closed his eyes and stabbed at the page 
with his finger. “HHRD 332.7,” he read aloud.

His eyes going a little vague, Hathaway looked up at the 
wall past Lewis’s shoulder. “Regulates the time of day and the 
composition of herds that can be moved along the High. Also 
known  as  the  Drovers’  Law.  Hasn’t  been  in  use  since  the 
Contentions when the Town supplied the fleet with victuals.”

Lewis snapped the book shut. “Well, either the alcohol 
didn’t destroy your brain,  or you’re damn good at faking it. 
Your apology is not accepted.” He added, soothing Hathaway’s 
suspended  expression  into  lines  of  relief,  “Because  it’s  not 
necessary.”  He nodded  toward  the door.  “Get  the lead  out. 
There’s more to security than memorizing statutes. Like,  for 
instance, writing convincing briefs for the Chief Super, which 
is what I’ll be doing in case you were wondering.” As Hathaway 
started on his way again, Lewis called, “But if you’re ever sick in 
me boat, it’ll take plenty more than an apology to get back on 
me good side.”

Turning on his heel  to throw him a salute, Hathaway 
said, “Understood, sir.”

Lewis  watched  him until  he disappeared  around  the 
curve of the staircase and then, sighing, cleared a space on the 
desk to work up some notes for his meeting with Innocent.

c
Innocent met him in the hallway outside her office. 

“Hathaway’s  just  called  emergency  medics  to  Dr. 
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Hobson’s residence. You’d better get—”
He already was.

c
Lewis threaded his way between the emergency wagon parked 
askew  in  Laura’s  drive  and  the  prickly  branches  of  the 
burlberry  hedge,  then  followed  the  pointing  hand  of  the 
uniform at the side gate and went round to the back entrance. 
Through  the open kitchen door,  Hathaway’s  voice sounded 
exaggeratedly calm,  like he was trying  to placate a spitting 
ditchcat. 

“I don’t think that it’s wise, given your—”
“I’m not  injured,  Sergeant.  I’m bloody  angry!  Hand it 

over.”
Hathaway turned to look at Lewis as he burst into the 

kitchen. While Hathaway was thus distracted, Laura plucked a 
smoke stick out of the packet he was holding protectively close 
to his chest. She put the stick in her mouth and glared at each 
of them in turn and then at the medic who was trying to shine 
a pen light in her eye.

Lewis pulled up and gaped back at her. Both of her eyes 
were bright turquoise,  lid  to lid,  corner to corner,  her own 
irises and pupils completely invisible.  Evidently, though, she 
could still see, since she rolled her eyes at Lewis’s surprise.

“They put something in my eyes. Two drops and a bit of 
polyphony  and  I’m  telling  them  everything.  It’s  bleeding 
pathetic.” She snatched the smoke stick out of her mouth and 
tucked it into the watch pocket of her waistcoat. Lewis noted 
that it was the one she’d been wearing the night before. Same 
went for the jersey and the loose trousers. Apparently she’d not 
been to sleep. There was a purple bruise blooming on her left 
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cheekbone. After a moment, she took the smoke stick out of  
her pocket again and studied it a little bit longingly before 
handing it back to Hathaway. “Bloody robes.”

Lewis raised his eyebrows. “Robes?”
Leaving Laura with the medic, Hathaway came forward 

and ushered Lewis out of the kitchen and into the study where 
Laura’s desk had been swiped clean. Books and papers were 
heaped on the floor at one end, the scribe screen cracked open 
and leaking into the planks at the other.

“I went to Med 3 like you asked but they said she’d not 
turned up. They’d tried the scribe with no luck, so they asked 
me to check in. I found her here.” Hathaway pointed to the 
floor behind the desk. The door to the patio beyond the desk 
had been forced. “That was me, I’m afraid. She didn’t respond 
when I called so I broke the glass.”

“Good man,” Lewis said. “Tell me about the robes.”
“Black robes, red eyes,” Laura called from the kitchen.
Lewis raised his eyebrows again. “Red eyes?” He scowled 

as  he surveyed  the mess.  Two planks  were pried  up in the 
corner opposite the patio door, the strong box that had been 
hidden beneath them lying open and empty. “Oculars?”

“Unless we’ve got demons now,” Laura called again. “I 
wouldn’t rule anything out.”

Hathaway turned so his back was to the kitchen and 
lowered his voice. “I saw them. Three in black robes, red eyes. 
They went out through the kitchen door. I followed but lost 
them in the mews.” He paused as if deciding whether or not to 
share  but,  with  a  glance  at  Lewis’s  less-than-patient 
expression, took a deep breath and went on. “I think it was the 
facere.”

Lewis snorted in disbelief. “Facere veritatum! Give over. 
That’s a story kids tell to scare each other at sleep-over parties. 
Nobody over the age of ten believes in them.”

Hathaway tipped his head,  suppressing that knowing 
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smile. “That’s because you’re not meant to.”
“Bah!” Lewis turned away and stepped over to the patio 

door,  jerking  his  foot  back  when glass  crunched  under his 
boot.  “I  think  if  there  were  divine  assassins  going  around 
killing people we’d have heard about it.”

“I’m  sure  you  have.  Accidental  overdoses,  boating 
accidents—”

“Next you’ll be telling me they’re dead men animated by 
jinn.”

“They  weren’t  dead,”  Laura  said  from  the  doorway. 
Behind  her,  the medic was silently  appealing  to  Lewis  and 
pointing toward the stretcher his partner had brought in from 
the wagon. “I don’t need a hospital,” she said over her shoulder 
before pinning  Lewis  again with her weird  blue-green eyes. 
“And they weren’t dead. Their hands were warm. And nobody 
can  reanimate  the  dead,  not  even  jinn.”  As  she  talked, 
Hathaway took her by the arm and led her back toward the 
stretcher. “Whatever they were, they took everything, all of the 
data on the Tra—on our victim,” she went on as she sat down 
and let the medic swing her legs up onto the stretcher. “The 
scans,  the back-ups,  everything.  I  could  hear myself  telling 
them but I couldn’t stop.” She let her head fall back and stared 
stonily up at the ceiling while the medics strapped her in. “I’ll 
have to change my passwords. Bugger.”

As  the  medics  were  wheeling  her  down  the  hallway 
toward the front door,  she reached out and hooked Lewis’s 
sleeve, dragging him a long after her. “I can’t tell you a time of 
death because of the stasis.”

Lewis frowned. “I followed procedure. There shouldn’t 
have been any degradation after only a few days.”

She shook her head. “Not your stasis.  The first one. I 
didn’t catch it until I was going over the scans again last night. 
Not evidence grade stasis,  either.  More like industrial.  So I 
can’t tell you how long she’s been dead, only that she was put 
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into  stasis—inelegantly—within  a  couple  of  hours  of  her 
death.” She let him go and closed her eyes. “Alright, let’s get on 
with it so I can get back to work. My coach.”

They walked with her to the wagon and waited until she 
was secured, then Lewis fixed his listening bud to his ear and 
hummed  into  his  lapel  mic  to  call  in  SOCO.  Hathaway 
snapped the tip of a smoke stick with his thumbnail and stared 
at the sky with his hands in his pockets while the stick burned 
between his lips.

“She should be dead,” he said after Lewis was done with 
the call. “The facere aren’t usually so sloppy.”

“Then it’s a good thing for Laura that you interrupted 
them.”

Hathaway hummed agreement around the butt of  the 
stick.  When he pulled  his  hand  out  of  his  pocket,  he was 
holding a pear. He handed it to Lewis. “Came in a stasis packet 
from somewhere, Southreach, I think. The dockman gave it to 
me to make amends for calling me a Triton.” He waited while 
Lewis held it up to the light. “Citadel sends lots of botanicals 
to the Keeps for ceremonial  purposes,  and they have to be 
fresh. No wilted Stars of Amman allowed on the altars of the 
Lord.”

Tossing  the pear up and  snatching  it  out  of  the air, 
Lewis grinned at him. “And how do they do that, Sergeant?”

“Food-grade stasis, sir. In Green Circle.”

c
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Poster for Lhiannanshee procession revels —“Experiment IV”
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Experiment IV
We only know in theory what we are doing 
Music made for pleasure 
Music made to thrill 
It was music we were making here until

—Kate Bush, “Experiment IV”

WITHOUT LIFTING HIS EYES from the dossier in his hand, James 
sidestepped  a  stack  of  books  on  the  floor  and  said,  “Dr. 
Hobson  was  right  about  the  scribe.  You  can  disable  the 
transcription of  the content of  a scan—or in this case,  of  a 
stasis cycle—but not the fact of it. According to Gurdip, there 
have  been  a  number  of  instances  in  Green  Circle—”  He 
glanced at Lewis, who was sitting in the sole desk chair with 
his feet propped up on another stack of books. He was reading 
one,  a  book  covered  in  ochre-dyed  leather.  The  folder  in 
James’s  hand  tipped  forward  and  the  sheets  of  Gurdip’s 
meticulous report of  recent stasis cycle transcriptions spilled 
out one by one onto the floor at James’s feet. “What are you 
doing?” he asked, his mouth dry.

“I’m shoveling snow,” Lewis said, turning another page.
“Sir—” James pointed at the sigil embossed on the cover 

of the book.
“This  was  delivered  while  we  were  out  chasing 

imaginary assassins.” Lewis lifted the book up with one blue-
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gloved hand while he felt around on the desk with the other. 
He found a creased piece of paper in an evidence baggy and 
leaned forward to hand it to James, who took it automatically 
but didn’t look at it. “Apparently it’s from one Emun Rensit. 
Want  to  know  what’s  interesting  about  Emun  Rensit,  or 
Brother Emun as he’s known to your friends in Citadel?”

James  nodded  numbly.  “I  do,  sir,  but  I  really  wish 
you’d—”

Lewis stabbed a finger at the scribe screen, causing it to 
ripple. “Emun Rensit just happens to be on this list of stasis 
technicians in Green Circle.”  Dropping his feet to the floor, 
Lewis snapped the book shut. “I think someone’s sending us 
clues. I have no idea why—“ Looking up at James at last, Lewis 
frowned. “You want to tell me why you’re making that guppy 
face at me?”

“The book. You really shouldn’t be touching it. Really.”
Lewis’s face pinched up with that slightly exasperated 

look that James was fast getting used to. “I have been doing 
this awhile, Sergeant. All the latest evidentiary procedures.” He 
waggled his gloved fingers at James, then turned the book over 
to study the sigil. “Unless you’re worried I’ll defile the scripture 
with me heathen eyes. This is Ochre Circle, I think, yeah?”

“Yes!” James said, stepping forward and toppling Lewis’s 
footstool  stack of  books.  “It is.  It’s Ochre Circle.  That is an 
Ochre Circle visionary text and you really, really need to put it 
down. Gloves are not going to make any difference to . . . sir?” 

Lewis had his finger in his left ear and was squinting at 
him. “Sergeant,” he said. “Why are your buttons singing?”

“Too late,” James said, his shoulders sagging.

c
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“Drugged!” Lewis pointed an accusing finger at the book lying 
where he’d dropped it on the desk. “What kind of sick people 
drug the pages of  books? What kind of drugs? And stop that, 
will  ye?  You’re  all—”  He waved  in  the general  direction  of 
Hathaway’s buttons. “I can’t think with that racket.”

“I’m sorry, sir, but I can’t.” Hathaway covered his buttons 
with his hand, anyway. “It’s not dangerous. It’s just that you 
need to be prepared. There’s a regimen to be followed, to train 
the mind—”

“How long?”
“Uh . . . eighteen years? Green Circle to Ochre Circle is 

eighteen—”
“Not that. How long is it going to last and how bad is it 

going to get?” Lewis took his finger out of his ear so that he 
could  hear  Hathaway  better  over  the  sound  of  the  scribe 
which,  Lewis  was  not  at  all  surprised  to  discover,  was  like 
striders, lots and lots of striders all walking on rice paper. He 
put  his  finger  back  in  his  ear.  It  made  no  difference.  The 
striders were under his clothes.

“Depends on your metabolism,” Hathaway was saying. 
Lewis watched his lips moving. “A few minutes or a few hours.” 
Hathaway paused and looked like he was bracing on the deck 
for sidewise swipe from a gale. “Or days. A day. At most.”

“Bloody  hell.”  Lewis  sagged  against  the  desk  but 
straightened  up again and  scratched  at  his  neck  under his 
collar. “And here I thought all me electric zither days were long 
gone.”

Hathaway  made  a  quizzical  face  at  that,  and  Lewis 
almost  had  to  smile  at  it,  would  have,  if  he  hadn’t  been 
wrestling with the urge to heap his frustration on the back of  
his Sergeant on account of guilt by association. Hathaway must 
have seen something of that because his face smoothed again 
into seriousness. 

“You only read a few pages, so I’m sure it will be closer 
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to the low end of the estimation.” Gingerly, Hathaway picked 
up the book with two fingers, careful not to touch anything 
but the leather covers. 

“You’d better hope so.”  Lewis held open the evidence 
baggy for him, sealed,  signed and dated it,  then stuffed the 
book into the drawer of the desk and locked it with a whistle. 
“All right, come on then.” He snagged his coat off of the back of 
the chair and headed toward the stairs.

Following along in his wake, Hathaway protested even 
as he threw on his own coat,  “Don’t you think it would be 
better to stay here?”

Lewis coughed out a laugh that tasted exactly like old 
coffee and was the colour and texture of baked riverbank clay. 
“Not on your life. Innocent’s just looking for a reason to put me 
out to grass, and Hooper and that lot, if they get wind of this 
I’m done. I’ll never live it down.” He started down the stairs, 
doing his best to ignore the way that the iron-grey sound of 
them wound upward through his body even as his body wound 
downward toward the street. “If I’m going to start barking like 
a chicken,  I  want to be on me own boat with  the hatches 
battened.”

“Right, except.”
“Except what?” 
“Except there’s the small problem of the Lhiannanshee 

procession.” 
“What?” Lewis stepped through Security Gate and into 

chaos.
A  Lhiannanshee  procession  would  have  been  chaos 

under normal circumstances, but the convergence of the moon 
festival  with  the  rites  of  Ammantide  only  multiplied  that, 
which accounted for the fact that Security Tower was so quiet. 
The Chief Constable had mustered all hands for crowd control, 
and CID was spread thin dealing with the inevitable libido-
and-spirits-fueled crime spree in the Town. Mad Lhiannanshee 
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and the Rise of the Summer Seed did not a sedate pair make. 
Lewis  recoiled  at  the  cacophony  and  would  have 

stumbled from the pavement if  Hathaway hadn’t been at his 
shoulder.

The  street  was  a  rip-tide  of  colour  and  noise.  Ass-
headed men capered with scantily clad fae with tinsel wings. 
Jugglers and acrobats narrowly avoided one another as they 
danced ahead of a phalanx of pantomime griffins with golden 
beaks and talons. These in turn escorted a drum band, each 
drummer’s  baton  a  streaking  nimbus  of  fae  fire.  From  a 
lumbering  pageant  wagon  draped  with  shimmering  taffeta 
waves,  a  Triton—blue  skinned,  scaled,  enormous  painted 
green eyes—showed rows of fake needle teeth and groped his 
fish-tailed Triton maid with long-fingered, webbed hands and 
a lot of theatrical enthusiasm. On the wagon ahead of them, a 
choir of  waysingers rose and fell  on the pneumatic deck of 
silver  zephyr,  their  voices—all  the  voices—the  voices  of 
everything—

Lewis stood with his hands over his ears. He couldn’t 
tell what was actual sound, actual singing, and what was the 
Singing of things (he put a capital “S” on it because the damn 
robes  loved  their  capitals).  A  man  on  a  unicycle  swerved 
around him and the swerving was the bright pink sound of a 
falling  diver  and  smelled  like  melted  toffee.  The  monkey 
perched on the man’s shoulder looked back at Lewis and its 
screech of  animal laughter was the lash of  a branch against 
Lewis’s cheek and smelled as green. Lewis closed his eyes.

“Don’t  close  your eyes.”  Hathaway’s  voice  came from 
right beside his ear. “It just makes it worse.”

When Lewis obeyed, Hathaway nodded and craned his 
neck to look above the heads of the crowd. “It goes on forever,” 
he said. “All the way down to the docks, it looks like.” 

Lewis squinted up at him. He was a blank silhouette 
against the backdrop of swirling colour. “Visionary books, my 
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arse. You people are sadists,” Lewis said. He was aware that he 
was shouting but Hathaway seemed far away on the other side 
of  a  wall  of  noise,  and  anyway,  Lewis  felt  very  much  like 
shouting. “And thanks to you I’m losing my wits.”

“Temporarily.”
“Temporarily  is  too  long!”  Turning  his  back  on  the 

Triton whose wagon was stalled on account of  a collision of 
acrobats with griffins, Lewis hunched his shoulders and tried 
to think. “You did this,  yeah? You must’ve when you passed 
through to Red Circle.”

Hathaway nodded.  “The books  are only  for initiates. 
There’s a reason they’re not meant to leave Ochre Circle.” He 
ducked under the sweep of a fae wing, pulling Lewis out of the 
way. “But they’re just an aid, for novices. We don’t need them 
after a certain point.” 

“This is how it is for you, then?” 
“Not always. Just when I need it.”
“Waysinging.”
Hathaway nodded again.
“Praying? Of course praying. Figures I’d get botched up 

between you and your god.” 
“I don’t know what’s between you and Him, sir, but it’s 

nothing to do with me. And I didn’t send you the book.”
At another time, Lewis might have been taken aback by 

a bag man’s deadpan insubordination—what was a bagman if 
not someone to carry the blame until his guv’nor could find 
the  right  place  to  drop  it?  Now,  though,  when  even  the 
cobblestones under his shoes were chattering,  Lewis  envied 
the solidity of it. He looked over his shoulder at the procession 
and quickly away again. “How are you not mad?”

Taking Lewis by the arm, Hathaway steered him around 
a trio  of  dancing  dogs  and  down the pavement away from 
Security  Tower.  Above  them,  the  wall  of  Citadel  loomed 
against the purple moan of snow-heavy clouds. “I had a guide.”
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“And I get you. The Excommunicant. Lucky me.”
“Beggars, sir.”
By the time they turned into the entrance to the mews, 

Lewis was barely able to keep his feet moving. Everything he 
touched,  everything  that  swam  past  him  in  his  peripheral 
vision,  seemed  to  lunge  out  at  him,  all  needle-teeth  and 
nonsense and assaulting scents that didn’t match up at all with 
their objects. At the first intersection, he pushed away from 
Hathaway to vomit into the gutter. He had to admit—only to 
himself—that maybe it would’ve been better to be back at the 
Tower,  Hooper  and  Innocent  notwithstanding.  He  let 
Hathaway pull him upright again and they moved on, deeper 
into the narrowing alleys of  the mews, and the noise of  the 
world pursued him, ricocheting between the stone walls and 
windowpanes.

Finally, Hathaway ushered him into a tiny courtyard not 
much  bigger than  the  cabin  of  the  Peregrine and  left  him 
swaying  unsteadily  under  a  spare  rectangle  of  sky.  It  was 
quieter here,  but not by much. The processional crowd had 
overflowed into the mews,  seeking  pubs and cafes,  ale and 
sweets. Laughter battered and sliced at him, and he felt like he 
was  trapped  in  a  maze  with  myriad  flocks  of  startled 
knifewings.

“Not for the weak-minded, this,” he muttered.
Grunting,  Hathaway  shoved  a  bench  away  from  the 

courtyard wall, and then put his knee to sliding a planter back 
into the corner. “It’s not about weak or strong. It’s about being 
prepared.  Receptive.”  He  held  his  hand  out  to  Lewis.  His 
waistcoat and jersey were rumpled under his open coat and, in 
spite of the cold that had settled into the sunless space, he was 
sweating. Lewis could hear it, like a current trickling down a 
live wire.

“Receptive to what?” Lewis asked. “God, I suppose.” He 
didn’t wait to see what version of slightly pained neutral face 
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Hathaway was going to give him. Instead, he turned a circle in 
the tiny space. “I’ve been here before.” He came to rest looking 
at the side wall where, from a small garden bed, a glassrose-
tree clambered up its  trellis,  singing,  Singing in clear,  blue-
voiced blossoms. “I’ve been here,” he whispered. The arpeggios 
of climbing flowers carried him back, to a day when the yellow 
midsummer sun hummed heat into the umber stone of  the 
courtyard walls. His forgotten lunch in a basket on the bench. 
A moment stolen from the workday. Cool hands on his face. “It 
sounds like—”

Hathaway caught him as his knees buckled.
Val.
As  Lewis  folded  double  over  Hathaway’s  supporting 

arm, the world seethed into the tiny space and the sky poured 
down like rain into a well, and the knifewing flocks of laughter 
swarmed around him and he barely noticed as Hathaway frog-
marched  him  toward  the  space  he’d  cleared,  turned  him 
around,  shoved  him  none-too-gently  against  the  wall.
And plunged him into the sea.

There was a rush of breathlessness and then a moment 
of  deadened silence. When Lewis opened his eyes, he found 
Hathaway  in  front  of  him,  his  hand  on  Lewis’s  chest.  All 
around them was a sea of green, and the contending noises of 
the world were like darting schools of  fish glimpsed through 
gloom. 

“What—”
“It’s Citadel,”  Hathaway said,  and unlike all  the other 

voices, his was close and clear.
“Why is it green?”
Hathaway’s  smile  was  a  skirl  of  light  on  the  distant 

surface of  the water.  “Because you’re leaning on the wall  of  
Green Circle.”

“Oh.” All these years Lewis had assumed Green Circle 
was Green Circle because of  the flowers.  .  .  .  “Why is it an 
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ocean?”
The  smile  faded  and  Hathaway  seemed  to  retreat, 

growing indistinct. Lewis opened his mouth to call him back 
but the watersound of Green Circle rushed in and he couldn’t 
breathe. He couldn’t breathe and he began to struggle against 
the gentle pressure of Hathaway’s hand.

“It’s okay,”  Hathaway said,  and he was back again,  as 
close as before.  “I’m here.  I’ll  go with you.”  He leaned even 
closer until Lewis could hear the smooth youthfulness of his 
skin  (water over worn  stone)  and  the shiver of  his  anxiety 
(leaves scintillating against the windtossed sky). “Listen.”

Lewis did. He stared at Hathaway’s eyes as their pupils 
expanded, wider and wider until there was only the thinnest 
sliver of green showing. He felt the press of Hathaway’s chest 
expanding into the space between them, and the exhalation 
emptying  him  out,  leaving  him  hollow.  Lewis  let  himself 
follow, deeper, deeper.

“There,” Hathaway said. “You can hear it, although it’s 
not really a sound. Feel it. Like breathing.”

It was there, beyond the green and the leaves and the 
stone  and  the  glassrose  blossoms,  a  presence,  colourless, 
without texture, but somehow  there, filling the hollow space 
inside Lewis,  between him and Hathaway,  the swelling of  a 
voiceless voice toward a crescendo and then ebbing toward an 
even fuller silence.

“What is  this?”  Lewis whispered  and his  voice was a 
wisp dispersed by the green tide.

“That’s the world. The planet.”
Lewis felt his breath slowing, caught by the ponderous 

momentum.  Slower.  His  heart slowed  too,  from a panicked 
canter to  a  measured  throbbing.  Each  inhalation  expanded 
him into Hathaway’s space and each exhalation lowered him 
deeper into the silence. Deeper. He wondered distantly if the 
pauses  between  heartbeats  could  extend  ever  longer, 
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diminuendo, like the dying vibrations of a plucked string, if he 
could follow this expanding silence all the way, all the way to 
the perfect stillness and emptiness of—

Fear jerked him to the surface where Hathaway gazed at 
him through the blown pupils of a dead man. With a wordless 
noise of protest, Lewis tried to twist away but Hathaway’s hand 
on the side of his face held him fast. The insulating green of  
the sea was turbulent with voices and Lewis closed his fingers 
tightly around Hathaway’s wrist like drowning man clinging to 
a bit of debris.

“Look at me,” Hathaway said. “I won’t let you go. Look 
here.  Listen.”  He put his other hand on the side of  Lewis’s 
neck, gently, like one would touch someone trapped between 
waking and the dream.

—cool  hands on his face,  the glassroses singing with 
their opened blossoms turned upward to the midsummer sky, 
lunch in a basket on the bench—God, Val—and all the silent 
stillness of a grave—

“Listen.”
Hathaway  began  to  hum,  the  sound  coming  from 

somewhere deeper than his narrow body. He sang to the end of 
his  breath,  inhaled  and  sang  again.  As  the  note  went 
impossibly on and on, Lewis could feel the dissonance of the 
clattering  world  being  pulled  along  with  it,  stretched  and 
reshaped,  smoothed  into  parallel  lines  of  harmony,  like  a 
tuning orchestra finally taking up the same note at the signal 
from the conductor. Hathaway was water over worn stone. His 
voice  was  the  crimson  of  lamplight  through  wine.  His 
attention tasted like salt. Lewis could feel in the sweaty weight 
of  Hathaway’s hand against his neck something of the silent 
planet under their feet, not a gravelike emptiness, no, and in 
the  dark  wells  of  Hathaway’s  eyes  there was  only  a  poised 
attentiveness to the unheard rhythms of all things. 

And yet . . . as he listened, Lewis felt a cold sluicing of 
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sadness. In the fullness of Hathaway’s Singing there was some 
indefinable absence,  a  note played  on a dead  string.  Lewis 
tightened his grip on Hathaway’s wrist. He could almost find 
it,  hear the quality of  it,  but the green sea was evaporating 
around them, leaving only the echoes of mundane revelry and 
music,  and the glassroses turning dumbly on their branches 
away from the darkening sky. Having come to the end of his 
breath, Hathaway too was receding, the green growing in his 
eyes as his pupils contracted. Lewis hung on, tighter. Listening 
to that aching absence, he hung on, but it was too tenuous, 
melting  as  the  world  settled  again  into  its  old,  familiar 
discordance.

“James—”
“Oy, gents, get a room, yeah?” 
Lewis scowled at the couple leaning drunkenly in the 

narrow opening to the courtyard, and kept scowling until the 
man—in motley, with a goat’s head—tugged on his fawn’s arm 
and they teetered back out into the mews.

“I don’t know about you, sir,” James said a little shakily 
as he stood up straight and pulled his wrist gently from Lewis’s 
grasp, “but I could use a drink.”

The folds of  his usual  reserve fell  around him like a 
robe,  but Lewis could still  see the contours of  his unnamed 
loss as he followed James out into the street.

c
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Window
“[Having nightmares] is a very common trouble
at that age, yet it still seems to me odd that petted
and guarded childhood should so often have in it a 
window opening on what is hardly less than Hell.”

—C.S. Lewis, Surprised By Joy

NEEDING A DRINK and  getting  a  drink  are two very  different 
things  in  the  middle  of  a  Mad  Moon  procession.  Every 
courtyard  is  crowded  with  satyrs  too  drunk  to  stand  on 
cobblestones  in  high-heeled  hooves  and  nymphs  shivering 
nakedly  as  the  late-season  snow  pricks  their  painted  skin. 
Blue-skinned, bare-breasted Triton shuffle along in their tight 
tail-skirts,  fins  sweeping  the  pavements  in  weaving  paths 
through the melt. Fae wings spread dangerously at eye-level, 
too gauzy to do real damage and too delicate and shimmering 
to invite rough treatment, even when they’re blocking the way 
to  a  corner  stool  and  a  glass  of  something  lambently 
inebriating. The clouds are bellied up to the walls of Citadel, 
and the sea is invisible in the sudden drift of  mist,  and the 
world has closed itself  up like a loose fist made by a child 
resisting sleep. 

Lewis leads from behind, saying “this way” and “down 
here,”  while James plays icebreaker,  cutting  a path,  his arm 
cramping a little from the odd backward angle as he attempts 
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to keep his hand on Lewis’s sleeve.  He can’t tell  if  Lewis is 
Listening anymore,  searching like James for some pocket of 
silence, or if he’s navigating by memory, but whatever the case, 
it’s some kind of magic because he finds what must be the only 
empty table in all of the Town, right by the kitchen door in a 
hole-in-the-wall  café-pub  that  seems  have  been  taken  over 
entirely by Waysingers. 

James pushes Lewis into the chair against the wall and 
dives again into the churn of  voices.  In the end, he decides 
against whiskey or ale—the swirl and sway of the Waysingers’ 
competing songs are intoxicating enough—and makes his way 
back to the table, threading the knots of people while holding 
two mugs  of  mallowflower tea and  a  plate of  wafery sugar 
biscuits high over his head.

Lewis is  sitting with his elbows on the table and his 
hands over his eyes, but he straightens when James puts the 
cup down in front of him. He looks crumpled. “Tea?” He sniffs 
the cup before taking a sip, makes a face. “Should’ve known 
not to let the priest make the drink orders.” 

James lets that slide without bringing up the fact that 
he’s  already  demonstrated  that  he’s  quite  capable  of  self-
medicating with alcohol,  and stares at Lewis until  he takes 
another sip. 

“That’s  pretty  awful,”  Lewis  says,  as  though  his  face 
hadn’t said it for him.

“Reminds me of  Windsweep,”  James says,  folding  his 
hands around his cup. “I used to get my feet very wet wading in 
the sloughs for the flowers.” 

Lewis’s  grunt  says  all  kinds  of  things  about  the 
imagined spectacle of  James in garlands,  about Windsweep, 
and weariness,  and possibly gratitude,  although James won’t 
risk himself  that far.  Lewis stares over James’s  shoulder,  his 
head cocked a little like he’s listening to something far away. 
James could hear it clearly if he tried, so he tries very hard not 
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to. In spite of his efforts, though, glassroses tremble their way 
up the scale toward a different sky,  a different time.  Lewis’s 
eyes  are the exact grey of  the snow-heavy clouds that have 
cloistered Citadel and the Town.

The fragrance of the tea is loamy and James wills it to 
take him away from the  claustrophobic  press  of  noise  and 
bodies and out onto the rolling sea of bending grassland, the 
vast sky and the clouds brushed into horsetail  wisps. It was 
easy  out  there  to  find  the  rhythm  of  the  world  breathing 
steadily beneath the buzzing of tiny lives in the grass and the 
constant  rasp  of  the  wind.  While  Lewis  reluctantly  but 
dutifully drinks his tea, James hums softly on each barely felt 
planetary  exhalation.  Feeling  it,  a  Waysinger  whose  hip  is 
braced against the back of James’s chair turns to look down at 
him, moves away from him deeper into the crowd when she 
sees  his  green  eyes.  He ignores  the ripple  of  agitation  her 
whisper sets off, the other heads that turn his way, and draws 
in his breath, lets it out again with a sub-vocal hum. 

By the time Lewis’s cup is half empty, James can see that 
Lewis’s  own  breath  has  fallen  into  step  and  the  pinched 
tension around his eyes and mouth has eased a little. The noise 
of the pub still surrounds them, but it’s like the sea beyond the 
surface  tension  of  a  bubble.  Inside,  in  a  space  just  the 
circumference of their small table enclosing two cooling mugs 
and two pairs of folded hands, it seems quiet.

Leaning into that shelter, Lewis finally returns James’s 
gaze. James can see all sorts of  questions sorting themselves 
into queues inside Lewis’s head. He’s supposed to be good at 
impertinence, isn’t he? He’s a copper, after all. James should be 
bracing himself for interrogation but he can also see that Lewis 
is trying to decide how much he should push, how much will 
open James up a bit and how much will send him receding into 
silence.  It’s  a  kind  of  circumspection that  James  is  entirely 
unused to, although he’s seen it enough since he embarked on 
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the  Peregrine to  begin  to  make  some  sense  of  the  cross-
currents of feeling it stirs up. 

Eustace was never this  complicated.  He’s  got to stop 
comparing Lewis to Eustace, James tells himself when the old 
man intrudes, just as Eustace habitually did, looming up in the 
near distance before James had time to arrange his face. It was 
the  candle  light,  James  thought  once,  after  one  of  these 
sudden-appearing  acts.  Eustace moved  silently  on bare feet 
along paths worn by generations of Brethren and stepped into 
James’s  circle  of  light  as  if  through  a  door  from  another 
dimension.  In  some other  place  where  there  were  broader 
vistas, James used to tell himself, he would have been able to 
see the praeceptor coming. It would have seemed less like the 
old man were conjured up like a hungry jinn by some stray, 
unorthodox  thought  or  unexpected  yearning.  Tympanum! 
Eustace would say, his chin tucked in close to his chest,  his 
grey brows glowering.  A devout man is  but a  hide  stretched  
across a pious emptiness, and then he would pry James open 
with questions and shred him gently with dialectic until James 
had no words left to answer with. After the first twenty years, 
James learned—as he was meant to, and he was never less than 
an exemplary student—that it was Eustace’s job to mine James 
and  all  his  hidden  places,  private  thoughts,  unspoken 
resistances until he was an empty vessel, a hollowness ready to 
resonate with the voice of God.

Blinking, James looks through the ghost at Lewis, who 
is  still  figuratively  waiting  at  the  door—“I  knocked,”  Lewis 
said, that first day, when he’d appeared at James’s elbow in the 
Windsweep hermitage, an awkward, accidental intruder—and 
that cross-current is  there again,  making  James feel  a little 
disoriented.  Since  the  night  he’d  handed  James  the  sealed 
dossier,  Lewis  has  behaved  as  though  James  is  entitled  to 
privacy. That concession makes James cherish that inner space 
even as it  makes him want to repay that respect by letting 
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Lewis in. 
“What,” James says without inflection, inviting without 

making any promises.
“You were red,” Lewis says with a small jerk of his head 

that James knows is meant to indicate the courtyard in the 
mews, the Listening. There’s a flicker of something in the grey 
eyes, not fear precisely, but the caution of someone stepping 
out onto new ice. “Your voice was red, I mean, when—” Lewis’s 
eyebrows arch up as he searches for a word for it. “Whatever 
that was. The . . . Singing.”

James can hear the capital “S” Lewis puts on it. He nods.
“Is that because you were bound for Red Circle? Green 

Circle is green, Red Circle is—”
“Red.” 
“Handy, that. So, you choose your circle and then you 

learn to Sing it?”
Sitting  forward,  James  looks  into  his  cup.  Glassroses 

sing a descant under Lewis’s words, but the ice is thin and he 
doesn’t  blame  Lewis  for  steering  for  safer  ground,  the 
technicalities and procedures of Citadel. “Yeah, that’s how it is 
for most people. You work your way Inward and when you find 
a  Circle  that  resonates,  you  petition  to  stay.  My  case  was 
different. The other way ’round.”

“Which means what?”
“Well.” James sips the cold tea. “Eustace Listened to me 

when I was at crêche. That’s why I was bound for Red Circle 
from the start. You could say that Red Circle chose me.”

“Listened. You mean . . .  Listened?” Again, that jerk of 
the head toward an intimacy Lewis hasn’t got a word for. “Like 
that,  like you—we—?”  Lewis’s  expression is  darkening,  and 
he’s sitting up straighter, galvanized.

James’s shoulders start to hunch. He keeps his eyes on 
the  circle  of  light  in  his  tea.  “Yeah,  like  that.  Eustace  was 
significantly better at it than I was today, obviously.” There’s 
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some sort of crescendo building in Lewis, a coherent wave of 
hot blue sound. James hunches more. He lets go of the mug 
and  folds  his  hands  tightly  together,  squeezing  until  his 
knuckles  are  white.  “And  I  need  to  apologize,  again,  sir,  I 
should  have  found  someone  else  to  guide  you.”  A  sick 
corkscrew of  guilt  twists  through his  stomach.  “I  knocked,” 
Lewis said that first day. Unprepared for the task of guiding, 
James hadn’t returned the courtesy. He can’t stop the echoes of 
Lewis’s grief  that still  sing through him, the lost wife James 
met  accidentally  in  the  voices  of  glassroses  when  he’d 
blundered into the most private of spaces. “I never should have 
tried—”

But Lewis  isn’t  interested  in his  apologies.  “You said 
that Listening thing, the stuff with the visions, that happens in 
Ochre Circle. Eighteen years to prepare, you said, from Green 
Circle to Ochre.”

“Ochre Circle?” This isn’t the song James thought they 
were singing. The call-and-response of rebuke and penitence is 
broken. Risking a sidelong glance, he nods again. “Uh—yeah. 
Typically.”

“But you were . . .  Listened to—whatever you call it—
when you were at crêche? That makes you, what? How old?”

“Four.”
“Four!”
“Well,  maybe not  exactly  four.  I  was a foundling,  so 

nobody knows for sure how old—”
“They put you through that when you were four years old?”

James knows he’s making the clubbed fish face but he 
can’t help it. He knows he’s looking at righteous indignation, 
but he can’t figure out its object except that somehow he’s not 
it. He closes his mouth, then opens it again but can’t think of 
what he’s expected to defend or apologize for, so he just says, “I 
suppose so.”

“You suppose so. Bloody Citadel!” Lewis shoves himself 
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back  from the table like he’s  going  to storm the walls  this 
moment, but he stops as if some realization has hit him and 
settles  in  again.  His  face  softens  as  the  closed  fist  of  his 
expression opens into one James can’t read.  “And you don’t 
even know, do you. You don’t even get why I’m angry.”

James  sits  very  still,  not  looking  at  Lewis,  but  not 
looking away either. Suspended. He doesn’t know where he’s 
supposed  to  step,  what  posture  he’s  meant  to  assume.  He 
watches carefully out of the corner of his eye for clues.

Rubbing the back of  his neck,  Lewis sighs.  His hand 
falls  to  his  lap,  and  the  deep-thrumming  energy  of  anger 
sluices out of  him, leaving him a little hollow-chested as he 
slumps back in his chair. “You were a child, James,” he says with 
a  fervent  gentleness  that  makes  the  statement  resonate  so 
deeply that it  forces  all  the air out of  James’s  lungs.  “I’m a 
grown man, and I’ll probably cry meself to sleep tonight. But at 
four years old?” 

James closes his eyes.  I did, he doesn’t say.  I cried. The 
moon slants across his cot through the gunslots of the crêche 
dormitory.  Children sleep in rows,  each one a window that 
opens on a private world. James can hear them as they dream, 
the  keening  dissonance  of  fear  and  loneliness,  the  shrill 
jubilence of creative joy. Brother Eustace sits beside him on a 
stool, and is there each time James sobs himself awake. Some 
nights  I  do.  He doesn’t know how to tell  Lewis that it was 
beautiful, too, when all the silent inertness of things revealed 
itself be a choir of voices, when Eustace sang him through the 
red  sea  and  showed  him  the  breathing  of  the  world. 
Awesomely,  terrifyingly,  heart-rendingly  beautiful.  Eustace 
broke him, but through the cracks shone music.

“If anybody did that to one of my wee ones, I’d put me 
boot so far up his backside he’d taste leather for a fortnight.” 
The light on James changes as Lewis stands. The warm weight 
of  his  hand  falls  on James’s  shoulder as  he steps  out from 
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behind the table. “C’mon, Sergeant. I have some Brethren need 
a talking to in Green Circle.” 

The noise of  the world  crashes in  on them then,  so 
James doesn’t hear what Lewis says as he squeezes his shoulder 
and lets him go.

c
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Green Circle
I am a parcel of vain strivings tied
By a chance bond together.

—Henry David Thoreau, Sic Vita, s.1

THE MEWS WERE TEEMING as before with shivering sprites and 
wilting fae and Triton in smeared blue paint. The snow-heavy 
clouds pressed down on the Town and hid the battlements of 
Citadel  so that everything felt hunched and truncated.  The 
lights of the Town painted the clouds orange and the evening 
shadows fell blue in the corners. Mist clung to the rooftops and 
settled  into  hollows  and  wrapped  every  lumen  basket  in  a 
haze. The crowds and the even the mist seemed to part to let 
Lewis and his indignation pass, and James drafted along at his 
right shoulder, his hands stuffed deep in his pockets, the left 
one  curled  carefully  around  the  bruised  shape  of  the 
dockman’s pear.

They  followed  the  High  around  the  flank  of  Green 
Circle which was hidden by the encrustation of pubs and shops 
at its foot and by the fog above. Except for gentle curve of the 
street which traced the divine geometry, it would be possible to 
imagine that there was no such thing  as Citadel.  Well,  not 
possible  for  James,  of  course,  who could  only  with  careful 
concentration un-think the Circles, the warm umber looming 
of the walls, and especially the Inward-spiralling call of Silence 
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and Emptiness. Even buffeted by the hectic noise and fevered 
bodies of the revelers, he could feel it now, could feel all the 
liquid spirit of his cells flowing Inward like rain down a sloped 
roof,  seeking  a  pooling  stillness.  He found  himself  leaning 
away from it,  coming abreast with Lewis, deliberately out of 
step with the inspector so that he couldn’t help but jostle him 
occasionally,  each  glancing  collision  a  tiny  jolt  against  the 
hypnotic  draw  of  habit  and  the  yearning  for  the  familiar 
comfort of certainty.

The crowds thinned as they came to the end of the High 
and the shops and pubs gave way to the libraries and the empty 
display counters of  the flower stalls.  Green Circle commerce 
was closed down for Ammantide, and extra precautions were 
taken  to  protect  the  stalls  and  the  austere  facades  of  the 
libraries from the excesses of Lhiannanshee revelers. The tall, 
narrow library windows were barricaded behind green shutters 
and the walls shimmered faintly with some kind of deterrent 
glamour that made James’s  skin prickle and his teeth buzz. 
Passing satyrs and nymphs kept to the middle of the road and 
rushed  on  clicking  heels  to  get  beyond  the  not-quite-
subliminal  discomfort.  Beside  James,  Lewis  hunched  his 
shoulders. James could almost feel him clenching his teeth.

“Are you all right, sir?” James asked.
“Yep. Just the damned injunction making me itchy.”
“The residual effects of the Ochre text are probably not 

helping, I imagine.”
Lewis grunted. “I suppose I’ll get the munchies, too, eh? 

Should’ve  pocketed  the  biscuits  at  the  pub.”  When  James 
produced a slightly crumbled biscuit from his breast pocket, 
Lewis cast him a brief,  crooked smile. “You’ll  make a decent 
bagman,  yet,  James,”  he said  around  a mouthful  of  biscuit, 
spraying a few crumbs into the cold air. 

They were at Green Gate now, and Lewis turned to look 
back at James,  who had stopped walking  and was standing 
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with  the toes  of  his  boots  just  touching  the smooth  stone 
threshold that divided Citadel from the world. Above James, 
the Gate arched upward into the mist so that the top of  its 
curve was ghostly and seemed more distant than it really was. 
The great Green doors  of  the Gate stood open,  leaving the 
double cobbled lanes of the road unobstructed. Even though 
the hour was getting late, traffic still trickled in and out. James 
stepped sideways to make way for a truck loaded high with 
smelly yellow cakes of sulphur bound for the kilns on the far 
side of the Circle where it would be made into fertilizer for the 
green houses and bleaching agents for the fabric-makers of 
Blue Circle and the paper-makers of  Ochre Circle.  A young 
woman in a green robe skipped past James going in the other 
direction.  A  huge,  sweeping  heap  of  flowers  bounced  and 
trembled in her arms as she went off to set the altar at one of 
the many chapels that lined the rocky foot of Citadel beyond 
the lighted streets of the Town. 

Stooping,  James  picked  up  a  fallen  Masslily  but 
straightened too late to call to the Brother before she turned 
the corner. Instead, James inspected the hand-sized blossom 
in  the diffuse light  of  the lumen basket  pendant from the 
centre  of  the Green  Gate  arch.  He knew the flower was  a 
delicate, creamy yellow, but here in the cold glow it looked a 
sepulchral whitish blue that matched its funerary scent. The 
fragrance was a little cloying, a little over-sweet with age and 
chanting and the fragility of flesh. Somewhere in a chapel, a 
body was waiting, its soul already long fled. There would be 
singing, and afterward there would be cakes and sweet wine 
and tearful laughter. Automatically, James murmured a prayer 
for the dead  before looking  up to see Lewis  watching  him 
thoughtfully.  He  shouldn’t  have  picked  up  the  flower,  he 
realised now, because he couldn’t throw it away—it was the 
sacredness of  the Masslily that had prompted him to lift it 
from the despoiling earth in the first place—and he couldn’t 
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very well keep it. A decent bagman didn’t follow his guv’nor to 
an investigation with a Masslily in his lapel. 

He  looked  down  at  the  flower  and  then  to  Lewis. 
“Um . . . I—”

Lewis came back and held out his hand. “Give it here.” 
He took the flower carefully from James and carried it out of 
the Gate and into the grounds of the adjacent library where, 
visibly bracing himself against the jitter of the injunction, he 
propped it on the ledge of one of the shuttered painted glass 
windows. “Not a church, but close enough in a pinch I reckon,” 
he said  as he passed  through the arch again,  his  assurance 
pulling  James  along  after  him,  over the threshold  and  into 
Citadel.

James was well past the porter’s lodge before his steps 
slowed again and he fell behind, his head tipped back to look 
up past the uneven peaks of roofs and crooked chimney pots 
and needle towers of  Green Circle to where the wall of  Blue 
Circle  disappeared  into  the  mist.  A  darker  suggestion  of 
presence marked Violet Circle, but the rising ranks of Ochre, 
Red and Gold were invisible. There wasn’t much to mark the 
difference  between  the  Town  and  Green  Circle.  The 
architecture of this section of the Circle was much the same, 
although the ornamentation that was typical of Town facades 
was toned down considerably inside the walls. Even the shop 
fronts were the same, and here,  as on the pavements of  the 
High, tables and chairs were pushed back toward café walls 
and looped into inanimate chain gangs by locked wires. Dim 
lights  glowed  through  curtains  in  upstairs  flats,  or speared 
through the dark slats of shutters. Lingering after the passage 
of  the truck, the brimstone smell of  sulphur stained the air, 
mixed  with the heady,  green fragrance of  growing  things—
sacred  flowers  and fruits—that leaned against the sweating 
glass of  the greenhouses that ran in unbroken ranks around 
the Circle behind him. A ditchcat with a bottle-brush tail crept 
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along a third-storey ledge to sit like a minimalist gargoyle at 
the corner of  a  flower shop.  The cobbled  lane that  curved 
between the wall on James’s left and the shops on his right was 
mostly deserted except for the occasional layman in Civilian 
clothes rushing toward the Gate and home. 

“We stayed here,”  Lewis was saying,  pointing up at a 
shuttered  window  above  a  cheese  shop.  “Me,  Val  and  Lyn, 
before Mark was born. They put all us Security personnel and 
our families in billets during the Siege. Thought our Lyn was 
going to drive us ’round the twist with colic, wailing all night 
while the artillery battered at the walls.”

“Cataclysms great and small,” James said distantly, only 
half paying attention.

He could hear, muted by the fog, the low thrumming of 
voices, the droning of Brethren in their concentric Circles. The 
voices would, he knew, resolve soon into the six-part harmony 
of Evensong. The recognition arrested him completely and he 
stood  with  his  eyes  closed  while  the  voices  of  some thirty 
thousand unseen Brethren resonated in his chest, in his belly, 
and up through the soles of his boots. He could easily pick out 
the voices of each Circle and, although he couldn’t make out 
the  words  of  their  particular  chants,  his  memory  supplied 
them easily. He found the fingers of his right hand worrying 
the scar on his left ring finger through his glove and forced his 
hands to hang at his sides. He knew that Lewis was waiting for 
him, most likely impatiently. He knew that Evensong was no 
more his to sing than the Masslily was his to carry. Still, the 
effort of remaining standing was making him sweat, his skin 
clammy inside the layers of his livery.

Lewis’s touch on his shoulder made him open his eyes, 
bracing  himself,  gathering  himself  against  the  current  of 
voices.  But,  to his  surprise,  Lewis  didn’t  urge him forward. 
Instead, he patted his shoulder again, pressing down with the 
last, saying, “It’s all right, lad.” 
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The words buckled James’s knees and he sank with a 
sigh to the uneven stones. 

One knee only, though, even that much feeling like a 
betrayal. Of  what, he wondered. Of  Citadel who didn’t want 
his  obeisance,  of  Lewis  who  disdained  it,  of  his  own 
independence, hard-won in the Pan and on Windsweep where, 
when he sang, he sang heretically. Out of the corner of his eye 
he could see Lewis’s boots standing still, waiting. He wondered 
if  Lewis, still attuned to the world by the after-effects of  the 
Ochre text, could feel it. The Brethren would say that anyone 
sufficiently hollow could feel the way that the stone of Citadel, 
that the earth itself  rang in sympathetic vibration with the 
unified voices of the faithful. In the Pan and on Windsweep, 
James had discovered that it was the other way ‘round, that it 
was the voice that resonated in sympathy with the world. That 
was  blasphemy  of  course,  but  as  he  was  already 
Excommunicate  there  had  been  no  danger  in  accepting  it. 
There was nothing more for Citadel to take from him. 

He bowed his head and clenched his gloved hands and 
pressed his knuckles to the cobblestones, one fist each side of 
his foot, balanced between resistance and yearning. “Quaestio  
mihi factus sum,” he said to the stones.

“What’s that?” 
Like a handful of warm pebbles, Lewis’s voice tipped the 

scales  and  James  came unstuck.  He opened  his  hands  and 
pressed them flat against the ground. He could listen past the 
voices if he chose to. He could listen down, down, down to the 
earth, or he could lift his head and listen to Lewis. 

James raised his head to look up at Lewis. “I am become 
a question unto myself,” James translated and found himself 
smiling wryly as he stood, dragging his height away from the 
pull of voices.

“We’ll add it to the list, if you like,” Lewis said. “But just 
now  I  want  to  get  some  more  practical  answers  to  more 
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plodding questions.”
“Like what’s Emun Rensit doing putting Travelers into 

stasis instead of fruits and flowers?” 
“Among others.” 
The final  strains of  Evensong seemed to hang on the 

mist,  but  thinned  finally  to  silence.  In  the  Circles  within 
Circles, the Brethren were rising as one. James imagined that 
the Brother who had rushed past with the flowers was getting 
awkwardly to her feet at the edge of lumen light. Too late to 
reach the sanctity of the chapel, she sang with the flowers held 
close, kneeling on the pavement under someone’s window. He 
wondered if anyone heard her.

Lewis ran that assessing, contemplative gaze over him. 
“Okay?”

“Yep,” James said, echoing Lewis’s earlier answer. He felt 
a strange surge of giddiness come over him. “I’ll survive, thank 
you.” He could survive being at sea, it seemed, neither here nor 
there, not one thing or another, so long as Lewis was around to 
ask plodding questions about practical things. 

“You can take the boy out of Citadel, but can you take 
Citadel out of the boy?” Lewis asked lightly, but James knew 
that the question wasn’t a glib one.

“I honestly don’t know,” James said seriously. He tugged 
at his waistcoat and passed his hands over his face and down 
again over his chest to smooth the lapels of his coat. His gloves 
smelled of sulphur and funeral flowers. “Maybe.”

“Well, you haven’t burst into flames and Citadel hasn’t 
opened up like Hellmouth to swallow you up or whatever is 
supposed to happen to an Excommunicant who comes back.”

They were walking again,  shoulder to shoulder,  while 
James thought about it. “Actually, I don’t know what’s meant to 
happen. There’s no lore at all about it.”

“Seems  an  odd  omission,  that.  I  thought  you  lot 
recorded everything.”
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“We do.” James frowned at his feet. “No Excommunicant 
has ever returned, for the record.”

“Never once in two thousand years or more?”  Lewis’s 
tone was the one that James was coming to think of  as his 
default  when  it  came to  Citadel:  irritated  incredulousness. 
“That’s hard to believe.”

James canted his head in guarded agreement. “As good 
as Citadel is at remembering, it’s even better at forgetting. And 
nobody is as thoroughly forgotten as the Excommunicant.” He 
stopped and waited for Lewis to look back at him. “It’s possible 
that the hierarchs won’t even be able to be mad about me, 
since officially I  never existed to begin with.  Maybe I’ll  just 
be—” His frown deepened for a moment before he huffed out a 
grim sort of laugh. They started walking again. “Maybe I’ll just 
be invisible.”

“Could come in handy, from an investigative point of 
view.”

“It’s all bright sides with you, isn’t it, sir.”
They walked in silence for a while. The shops gave way 

to  more  industrial  buildings,  small  factories  with  dark 
windows, or open bay doors spilling the light from forges out 
onto the lane. James caught the occasional robe-shape moving 
against the glow. One such stood at the foot of its long shadow 
and watched  them pass.  James  looked  over his  shoulder at 
him, caught a glimpse of pale eyes and pale face and pale hair 
as the man drew his cowl up over his head and stepped back 
into the gloom. 

“For the record,” Lewis said, almost to himself, “as great, 
loping,  green-eyed  foundlings  go,  you’re  not  all  that 
forgettable— Hello, what’s all this then?”

Up ahead, Stasis Station Number Three was awake and 
bustling despite Ammantide and the late hour. They’d come on 
the basis of the schedule provided by the Green Circle porter 
that  indicated  that  Emun  Rensit  was  on  duty,  part  of  the 
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skeleton crew keeping the Station ticking while the rest of the 
Brethren were at Ammantide prayers.  It had seemed a good 
chance to get the man alone, without the all-seeing eyes and 
all-hearing  ears  of  the petty hierarchs stifling  conversation. 
Best laid plans and all that.

As they got closer and got a better look at the Security 
insignia on the vehicles and at the personnel moving amongst 
the  equipment,  Lewis  sagged.  “Perfect,”  he  groused.  “Just 
perfect.” He glared at James who made a “What did I do?” face. 
“Should’ve known better than to partner up with the disgraced 
of the clergy. It’s bad whatd’yacallit.” 

“Mojo,” James suggested.
“Yeah.” Lewis aimed the glare at the black-clad figure 

coming in their direction. “An’ here’s my comeuppance.”
“At least it’s not Hellmouth?”
“You haven’t met ’im yet,” Lewis said.
James followed Lewis as he flashed his warrant card to 

the uniform at the perimeter and ducked under the blue crime 
scene tape.  SOCO had set up flood lights that cast a white 
glare over the open floor of the Station. The stasis units were 
silent, the hoppers all open and empty and swept clean except 
the farthest one which was hanging askew on its hinges. Black 
charring zig-zagged up the sides of the housing like lightning 
trees. 

Edging  out  from  between  the  stacked  crates  of 
botanicals waiting for processing, Dr. Hobson held up a hand 
to wave and quirked her eyebrows at them. 

Before Lewis could make his way to her, their view was 
blocked by the bulk of flak-jacketed muscle. 

“Lewis, is it?” the muscle said. “Mind telling me what 
you’re doing at my crime scene?”

Lewis cast James a weary look. “DI Peterson.” He waved 
James  out  of  his  shadow  at  his  right  shoulder.  “DS  James 
Hathaway.
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Peterson’s  grip  in  the  handshake  could  only  be 
described  as  competitive.  James schooled  his  face against a 
wince.

“Right.  I  heard  you’d  scared  up  a  bagman  from 
someplace,  Lewis.  Welcome  to  the  asylum,  Harraway.” 
Peterson turned his gaze from James without waiting for an 
answer and squared off with Lewis. “So, like I said, what brings 
you to my crime scene?” 

“What’s the crime?” Lewis asked.
“I  asked  you  first.”  Peterson  showed  teeth.  Over  his 

shoulder,  Dr.  Hobson  shook  her  head  and  squatted  down 
behind the crates again.

Lewis’s smile was pained. James imagined that, back in 
the early days, Lewis wouldn’t have let the acid show, but there 
was something to be said for being the oldest dog in the yard. 
“We’re  hoping  to  interview  a  person  of  interest,  a  Brother 
Emun Rensit.”

Hands on his hips, Peterson sucked his teeth and shook 
his head. “Sorry, mate, no chance.”

“And why’s that, exactly?”
“Because your person of  interest  is  my vic.”  Peterson 

hooked a thumb over his shoulder. “Cooked himself in his own 
stasis  unit looks like.  The jolt threw him clear over behind 
those crates. Stupid bastard.”

Lewis scowled and put his hands on his hips, too. Then 
he scratched the back of  his head and turned the scowl on 
Peterson.  “Industrial  accident’s not your thing,  surely.”  With 
apparent effort, Lewis worked the scowl into an expression of 
guileless curiosity.

Peterson  didn’t  buy  it,  clearly,  but  he  showed  more 
teeth.  “Okay,  always  up  for  some  interdepartmental  co-
operation!” 

He rubbed his hands together and then waved at them 
to follow him up alongside the front stack of crates. Leaning 
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over, the three of them looked down at the top of Dr. Hobson’s 
head and at the green-robed body sprawled on the floor beside 
her. He was probably a ginger once, James thought, but most of 
his hair had been singed off of his head, and much his freckled 
face was blackened with burns.

“That there is Brother Emun Rensit. We’re here because 
he was my CI.” Peterson thumped the crate with the side of his 
fist.  “Stupid bastard,”  he observed again and turned to lean 
back on the crate with his arms folded across his chest. “We 
were close, very close to shutting down a smuggling ring, and 
Emun here goes and makes fried snitch of himself  before he 
can come in and give us a signed statement. And he was ready, 
scribed  me  this  morning  in  fact.  Said  he  was  scared  and 
wanted out.”

Dr.  Hobson  collected  her  case  and  motioned  to  the 
techs to move the body. SOCO was standing by in their white 
paper scene suits, vials and brushes at the ready. One of them 
handed James a suit and cocked a warning glare at him. James, 
who  had  carefully  read  the  entirety  of  Codes  of  Practice:  
Security  and  Criminal  Evidence  Act  ,  didn’t  need  a  verbal 
translation of that look.

“Wanted out? Out of what?” Lewis asked. 
Peterson  shrugged.  “The  ring,  the  confidential 

arrangement, Citadel. I don’t know.”
“What was he so scared of?”
“Maybe  you  haven’t  heard,  Lewis,  but  criminals  are 

pretty scary.”
James listened to the two inspectors growling politely at 

each  other but  turned  his  attention to the crate they were 
leaning on. Like the bulk of  them here at the biggest stasis 
unit, it was long enough to hide a body. Nudging the two men 
aside, he worked his fingers under the edge of the lid and lifted 
it off.  Inside were trays of  Masslilies and Ammanstars,  gone 
past their prime now, sadly. They gave off a melancholy scent. 
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He put his own gloves in his breast pocket,  zippered up the 
scene suit, snapped on the blue gloves, and wriggled the top 
rack of flowers out of the crate.

“What was he smuggling?” Lewis was asking.
“Botanicals.  Those things go for a good price on the 

black market. People with too much money like to get their 
hands on stuff  that nobody else can have. We raided a party 
last month and the well-to-do’s were eating Masslilies in their  
greens. Said it gave them the best buzz they’d ever had. What’s 
wrong with weed, I asked them. Weed’s for pleebs, they said.”

James paused to meet Lewis’s eye over the raised lid of 
the crate then went back to lifting trays out and placing them 
carefully on the stack of crates behind him.

“So now you tell me: what’s your interest in Emun? He’s 
not the murdering kind. He’s too craven for that.”

“We think there’s a connection to a case we’re working. 
A body dump. There’s evidence the body’d been in stasis. 

“Pretty thin,” Peterson said. “There are six Stations just 
in Green Circle alone. Then you’ve got the commercial ones in 
the Town.”

“We traced an untranscribed cycle to this Station.”
“Still thin. Any smuggler’s going to mess with the log. 

So you’ll have to connect these guys to your case. I don’t see it, 
personally.” 

“’m not trying to steal your case. I’ve got plenty enough 
to worry about on my own.”

Peterson  scoffed.  “Everybody  knows  murder  trumps 
theft, Lewis, so let’s just be straight here. I’m just saying that 
moving botanicals is one thing but transporting a body? Too 
much heat, not enough profit for these guys.”

“Sir,”  James interrupted.  He stepped out from behind 
the crate and beckoned Lewis to join him. “Not just botanicals, 
it seems.”

Beneath the false bottom of  the crate was a layer of 
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ochre-bound books embossed with a familiar sigil.
“An even better buzz,  here,  Peterson,”  Lewis said.  He 

grasped the DI’s wrist before he could reach in to touch the 
books. “Trust me, you don’t want to do that, even with gloves. 
Not unless you fancy a magical mystery tour.”

After briefing SOCO on the dangers of the Ochre texts, 
Lewis left Peterson to deal with the scene. Although she’d been 
ready for some time to leave, Dr. Hobson was still sitting on 
the bumper of  the wagon, waiting for them. She held up an 
evidence baggie as they drew close to her.

“Look familiar?” she said as she handed it over. “I found 
it in the folds of his robe.”

James loomed over Lewis’s shoulder to get a look. Inside 
the baggie was a shiny crimson disc the size of  a two-credit 
coin. “Ocular,” he said. 

Lewis held it up to the light. It cast rainbows across his 
face. “Broken, though. Knocked loose in a fight, maybe?”

“Black robes, red eyes.” Dr. Hobson’s face looked drawn 
and pale under SOCO’s flood lights.  Her own eyes had lost 
most  of  the  turquoise  from  the  truth  serum  but  enough 
remained to make her look blind.

Chewing his lip, James paced a little way away and came 
back again. “If this was the facere, they’re not the ones I know 
of. They’d never be so sloppy as to not only leave a witness alive
—begging  your  pardon,  doctor—but  to  drop evidence  at  a 
crime scene.”

“Hmm,”  Lewis  said.  He  was  staring  into  the  middle 
distance,  the baggie hanging from his hand. “It’s enough to 
make the connection, though. The attack on Laura links to the 
body. The ocular links that attack to this one. The Ochre texts 
here confirm the tip we got at the nick.” He wrinkled his nose 
up and blew air out through his lips in a frustrated sigh. “Will 
it be enough to convince the Chief Super to get us a warrant?”

Neither James nor Dr. Hobson could say. They stood in 
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a  huddle  and  looked  at  the  red  disc.  Finally,  Lewis  shook 
himself and rubbed his face with his free hand before patting 
Dr. Hobson’s shoulder. “You look done in.”

“Speak for yourself,” she said, mustering enough energy 
to pretend to be affronted. “What have you been up to? You 
look  like  you’ve  been  through  the  wringer  backward  and 
forward.”

“Long story,” Lewis said. “Get some rest.”
“You  think  Brother Emun is  still  going  to  be  in  my 

morgue when I come back in the morning, do you?”
Lewis tipped his head to look in at the black-shrouded 

shape  in  the  wagon.  “Maybe.  If  you  label  him  Edna 
Higgenbottom.”

Giving him a fond, weary smile,  Dr. Hobson took the 
evidence baggy from him and  climbed  up into the wagon. 
“Alright, gents, Mrs. Higgenbottom and I are calling it a night. 
Move over,  Edna.  Make room for your new bunkmate.”  She 
swung the door shut and Lewis banged on the side of the truck 
to signal the driver.

They watched until the wagon curved out of sight. Then 
Lewis  said,  “Sergeant,  contact Security Tower and get some 
uniforms assigned to Med 3.”

“Sir.”  James  fitted  his  earpiece  and  whistled  up  the 
scribe. A few moments later he announced that uniforms were 
on  their  way,  and  noted  that  another  team  was  already 
discreetly in place at the doctor’s home, on Innocent’s orders.

Lewis raised his eyebrows at that. “Good. Maybe there’s 
hope for that warrant yet.”

“What now, sir?”
“Home James,” Lewis said through a stifled yawn, and 

led the way back down the dark lane toward Green Gate.
Trailing  behind  him,  James  caught  a  flutter  of 

movement out of  the corner of  his eye,  thought he saw the 
curve of a pale face, the glint of a pale eye, but when he turned 
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to look there was only darkness pooled between the glare of 
the flood lights and the flickering red from the open mouths 
of the ever-burning forges.

c
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The Taste of Strawberries
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The Flavour of Strawberries
Hands, do what you are bid:
Bring the balloon of the mind
That bellies and drags in the wind
Into its narrow shed.

—W.B. Yeats, “The Wild Swans at Coole”

LEWIS FEELS OPENED.  Not the nice kind of  opened like after a 
hearty meal  spent telling  worn-smooth stories  with  a  good 
friend  but  the  kind  that  happens  when  you  can’t  find  the 
proper  tin  opener  and  have  to  go  at  the  tin  with  a  knife, 
making a hole and prying up the lid in gashes and jagged bits. 
He knows that James would be appalled by that image. James, 
who worked so hard to catch him and anchor him when the 
blasted Ochre text sent him flailing, James who sees like that—
not always, he said, only when he needs to—who has Seen the 
world, Listened that way since he was a bairn practically, since 
he was taken from his crib by this Eustace, this man who stole 
him from a world of  child’s games and dropped him into a 
world of  weirdness.  Not just weirdness,  no.  Connection too. 
Maybe kids know it all along, that there’s a world within the 
world  where  everything  sings  to  everything  else  and  every 
voice is a part of something else’s song. Maybe James grew into 
it instead of growing out of it like the rest of the human race. 

Lewis casts a glance at his sergeant loping along beside 
him, his strides long and thumping on the sloping gangway to 
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the dock. Lhiannanshee is on her way down to the Notch and 
she’s  swollen  and  watery-looking  at  the  narrow  margin 
between the fog and the low clouds. She casts an old, blue light 
that washes the colour from James’s face, turns his fair hair to 
silver. Smoke from his smokestick wreathes out between his 
lips as though the mist is moving right through him. Lewis 
wonders how James is seeing the world right now, if he walks 
through  a  different  world  from Lewis  even  as  he’s  striding 
along  at  Lewis’s  side.  The  thought  brings  with  it  an 
unexpected, icy wash of loneliness that makes Lewis’s mouth 
drop open in a silent gasp that he covers with a yawn. 

Get a grip, man, he tells himself. It’s the damned drugs.  
That’s all. Left you flayed and quivering, and seeing things. It’s  
dangerous.

It is. The danger is waiting at the zephyr. He can’t see 
them if  he looks straight at them, but they’re there, drifting 
along between the boats, twining through the rigging, rippling 
across the black, rounded swells like rainbowed oil, mist and 
slick and a beautiful  flowing. It’s impossible to count them, 
but Lewis knows somehow that there are more of them than 
he’s ever found in one place before, even on Northsea where 
longing is  like breathing.  The air seems crowded with their 
sighs.  James  slows  when  Lewis  does.  Lewis  can  see  him 
watching the jinn in his peripheral vision as Lewis does. The 
smokestick sends out a splash of sparks as it rolls on the dock 
and sizzles in a silver-edged puddle.  The leather of  James’s 
gloves creaks as he closes his hands into fists at his sides.

“I suppose we’ve been asking for it, the day we’ve had,” 
Lewis says. “Nasty beasties. G’wan then, you. You’ve had your 
chance with us before, haven’t you.” He puts his hand on the 
small of James’s back and pushes him toward the Peregrine.

James hums a deep, clear note and the ship sinks down, 
low enough that Lewis can hook the bottom rung of the rope 
ladder,  but he’s  careful  not to let  the hull  touch the water 
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where the marid are slipping and slipping and slipping like 
light skirling on the ever-leaving waves. 

James laces his fingers to make a step to boost Lewis up 
onto  the  ladder,  but  instead  of  following  Lewis  up,  he 
straightens  and  stands  with  his  head  tilted,  listening,  one 
gloved hand laid flat, low on his ribs inside his coat like he’s 
been struck or stung. Lewis can’t hear what he’s saying, what 
the  marid  are  saying  in  James’s  voice,  can  sense  only  the 
hypnotic,  backwending  cadence  of  repetition  like  waves 
reflecting off  of  the shore. James takes a step away from the 
Peregrine,  the  fingers  of  his  other  hand  loosening  on  the 
bottom rung of the rope ladder.

Lunging forward over the railing, Lewis grabs for him, 
catches the buttons on his sleeve, reaches again and hooks his 
fingertips  in  the  cuff  of  James’s  glove.  “James,”  Lewis  says 
through gritted teeth. James takes another step. “James!” Lewis 
loses  his  grip  and  grasps  for  him  with  his  voice  instead. 
“Sergeant Hathaway I’m talking to you!”

James snaps his head around to look up at Lewis, his 
mouth open in surprise.  He blinks slowly and then his eyes 
widen like a sleepwalker who’s woken in the middle of a busy 
carriageway and he leaps for Lewis’s hand,  scrambles at the 
mist-slick hull with his feet until he gets enough purchase to 
find the ladder. He keeps his eyes on Lewis’s as he climbs and 
clambers over the rail,  keeps his eyes on Lewis’s while they 
waltz  awkwardly across  the deck,  until  they slump panting 
down on the bench side by side. Then he closes his eyes and 
lets his head fall back against the cabin window behind him, 
sucks in a deep breath and lets it out slowly, his hand inside his 
coat rubbing away some phantom pain.

Lewis waits for him to open his eyes again, to nod an 
answer to the unspoken question, then sings the zephyr up too 
fast so that the little ship jerks sharply at the end of its lines. 
One of  the bow cleats squeals and the bolts pop.  One bolt 
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pings  upward  and  is  lost  in  the  bladder  rigging.  Another 
disappears  over  the  edge.  Lewis  gets  up  and  stomps  the 
remaining bolts back into the wood, starts to retie the line to 
the rail but reconsiders and undoes the line completely. While 
he does the same to the other bow line, James goes to the stern 
and casts off. 

The  Peregrine rises  swiftly,  past  the  masts  of  the 
sailboats,  past the war-pitted flank of  the Green Circle wall 
with its enormous fitted blocks of stone and squinting gunslot 
windows,  up  into  the  muffling  fog  that  leaves  droplets  in 
James’s hair and on his lashes that he wipes away with the side 
of  his fist like a boy smudging  away tears.  They dodge the 
looming whale-shape of a cargo zephyr without ever seeing it 
clearly, although they can hear the squeezebox and the palm-
drum and the gravel  voices of  the seafarers singing about a 
faerie port they left and can’t find again. The world is grey on 
grey  and,  except  for  the  inertia  in  their  cells  telling  them 
they’re pulling against gravity, there’s no sense of movement at 
all until the ship breaches the clouds and comes to a bobbing 
rest against a black, star-punctured sky. 

Beside Lewis at the bow, James makes a show of peeling 
his hands from the rail. “Well, then,” he says briskly, “That was 
bracing!” His eyes are glittering.

Lewis laughs,  a bit too wetly,  he thinks,  the way Lyn 
used to when Mark would kid her out of tears. “Away with you. 
Find us a light will you?” 

He leaves James on the deck and goes below to put the 
kettle on. He rummages in the cupboards and piles cheeses 
and pickles and a loaf of bread onto a platter. After some more 
rummaging, he finds two small, sealed, cream-filled chocolate 
cakes in a cubby where he’d stuffed them on the premise that if 
he couldn’t see them, they couldn’t tempt him. He tucks the 
crinkly packages under his chin, works the thermos of tea, the 
sugar bowl and two cups onto the platter and heads back up.
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James has lit all of the lanterns so that the whole deck is 
washed with warm, yellow light. The running lanterns hang 
out over the rolling cloudsea on long, curving staves, portside 
red and starboard green. There, off to starboard, Michel moon 
is  a  barely  visible,  slivered  silver  crescent  and  a  blankness 
where the darkside blots the stars. A distant zephyr crosses the 
dark space,  running lights twinkling and dwindling like it’s 
disappearing into a hole in the sky. Lhiannanshee’s submerged, 
revel-worn light is that of  a city sinking in the misty ocean, 
deeper and deeper. Of Citadel and Town there is nothing to 
see at all.

They eat hungrily, filling the hollow places with bread 
and cheese and sweet tea and cakes, and Lewis finds himself  
filling  up  the  space  around  them  with  stories,  safe  stories 
about the kids, about rained-out birthday parties and holiday 
trips,  about cricket matches  won and  lost,  curfews  broken, 
about  Morse  and  his  quirky,  sidewise  leaps  of  insight,  his 
melancholy and his devotion to opera. James offers little but 
smiles  and  nods  and  asks  questions  that  open  up  small, 
intricate boxes of details that Lewis had all-but forgotten. The 
Peregrine hangs against the wheeling stars and Michel moon 
curves down into the clouds and to the east the night thins and 
thins  and  at  last  they  fall  silent,  cups  balanced  on  their 
stomachs, and watch the light show through.

“Val,” Lewis says. He stops and drains his cup, looks into 
it. There’s supposed to be a way to read the leaves, but he can’t 
see anything  there.  He puts  the cup on the table  between 
them.

James waits. After a while he snaps the end of a smoke 
stick with this thumb, draws on it so that the ember fiercens 
and settles, lets smoke sift between his lips, and waits some 
more.

“Val was sick,” Lewis begins again. “She wasn’t going to 
get better. She was. . . . She was going to forget us. She didn’t 
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want that.  None of  us wanted her to go that way,  losing us 
first.”

James nods,  his eyes on the horizon where the sky is 
thinnest, just gauze drawn taut across morning.

“She got better. Just like that. A miracle.” Lewis doesn’t 
have to explain about the jinn and their bargains, not to James. 
“And then.  .  .  .”  Lewis feels glass grinding in his throat.  He 
coughs. “A hit and run.”

James  smokes  the  stick  all  the  way to  his  knuckles, 
hisses a curse at the burn, drops the butt and grinds it with his 
heel. He puts the butt in his empty cup and snaps another.

When this one is almost done, Lewis asks, “Why are the 
jinn so . . . cruel?”

Picking at the stitching of his boot, James says nothing.
“What?”  Lewis  looks  at  him  askance.  “You’re  saying 

they’re not?”
James furrows his brows, opens his mouth and closes it 

again. Finally, he blows smoke from the side of his mouth, sits 
up to rest his elbows on his  knees.  “I  think they have .  .  . 
they’ve got an alien but exacting sense of balance.”

“Balance!” Lewis snorts. “Preying on the desperate and 
the grieving?”

James  looks  over his  shoulder at  him.  “Like is  often 
attracted to like.”  He holds Lewis’s  gaze until  that sinks in, 
then bows his head again between his hunched shoulders.

Lewis speaks to his back. “The jinn? Grieving?” 
Nodding, James sits up, then slouches back against the 

cabin  and  crosses  his  wrists  on  the  top  of  his  head,  the 
smokestick burning between his fingers. He looks up at the 
bladder, or past it. “According to the Apocrypha of Fidelius, the 
jinn are the offspring of an angel.” He taps ash from the end of 
the stick into his cup and resumes his position, only now with 
his long legs stretched out in front of him. A glance at Lewis to 
see if the story is welcome and he goes on. His voice is mellow 
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and slightly rough with smoke and tiredness, but the rhythms 
of it are strong and even, as though the grain of the story has 
been polished and polished for years and years. “Early on, very 
early on at the start of  things,  an angel  looked down from 
heaven and saw a boy eating strawberries. Seeing how much 
the boy enjoyed them, the angel was consumed with the desire 
to taste one.  So,  it  let  itself  down from heaven on a  silver 
thread—”

“Wait, angels have wings. Why didn’t it fly down?”
James rolls his head to look at Lewis. “Like I said, this 

was at the beginning. The wings came later.”
“Are you telling me that God was a tinkerer?”
“That’s a different story.” James admonishes him with a 

deadpan expression.
“All right, all right. The silver thread.”
“The  angel  let  itself  down  from  heaven  on  a  silver 

thread. It crept to the boy who was asleep in the long grass, 
and looked into the boy’s basket. There was but one strawberry 
in it. The very last of the season. With great anticipation, the 
angel put the strawberry in its mouth.” James contemplates the 
tip of the smokestick.

“So,” Lewis prods him. “What happened?”
Sitting up again, James stubs the stick out against the 

sole of his boot and drops it in his cup. “Nothing,” he says on 
the last breath of smoke. “It’s not in an angel’s nature to taste 
strawberries.”

“You’re taking the mickey now.”
James’s mouth quirks up but he shakes his head. “No. 

Disappointed,  the angel  went back to find  the thread  so it 
could return to heaven, but the thread wasn’t there.”

“Where was it?”
“Don’t know. Fidelius speculates that the material it was 

made of was too refined to be sustained in the earthly realm. It 
dissolved on the wind.”
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“So the angel was stranded.”
James nods. “Um-hmm. Not of heaven, not of earth. In 

the world but ever separate from it.”
“Serves it right, doesn’t it,  to trade all of  heaven for a 

strawberry?”
“It traded what it was for the chance to be something 

else. It traded heaven for the chance to be a boy.”
Lewis is ambushed by the memory of Val in the kitchen, 

licking  jam  from  the  side  of  Mark’s  hand.  Mark  laughs 
toothlessly.  Everything  goes  blurry  until  Lewis  presses  his 
fingers against his eyelids. James waits. Lewis lets his hands fall 
to his lap. “Where do the jinn come from, then, if  the angel 
was on its own?”

James’s face is once again smooth as water and he meets 
Lewis’s eyes steadily for a long moment. His skin is flushed as 
the sun warms the cloudsea from below. The last lantern has 
gone out,  as have the stars.  “The angel wept.  From its tears 
come the jinn.”  Releasing  Lewis,  he starts  to gather up the 
cutlery and the remains of their meal.

“So you don’t hate them?”
James shakes his head.
“But you’re afraid of them.”
This time the smile escalates to a huff  of  laughter as 

James bobs his head, his hands busy scraping crumbs from the 
table. “Yes. I’m definitely afraid.” He stacks Lewis’s cup inside 
his own and puts them both on the platter with the empty 
thermos. “But I tend to follow Fidelius on this: it’s not the jinn 
we should fear. It’s ourselves.” He’s carrying the platter down to 
the cabin when Lewis stops him.

“James?”
He comes back up a step. “Sir?”
“Thanks.”
“For what?”
“For the glassroses.”
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James blinks at him like he doesn’t know what to say. 
Then, “Thank you for the plodding questions.”

“No shortage of those.”
“Good.”

c
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Infections & Injunctions
“Sancho Panza by name, is my own self, if I was
not changed in my cradle.”

 —Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra,
Don Quixote, Part II, Chap. Xxx.

JAMES STUMBLES OUT onto the deck with one eye screwed shut 
and the heels of his hands pressed against his jaws beside his 
ears.  It  feels  like  a  multitude  of  tiny  workmen  are 
jackhammering  his  molars  out  of  his  head.  A  three-tone 
descending chime sounds insistently between his ears, getting 
louder with each repetition.

Bracing his elbows on the roof of the cabin, he squints 
at Lewis,  who is leaning over the starboard rail,  and shouts 
through the chimes in his head, “What is this?”

Lewis looks over his shoulder at him. “Citadel airspace 
injunction.”

Some trick of perspective has telescoped all of the flags 
of Citadel into a crest of coloured feathers at the top of Lewis’s 
head. The sky behind him is leaden, the light so flat that the 
foreshortened concentric Circles below look like nested steel 
hoops, all the warmth of the ochre sandstone leeched away. It’s 
a  novel  point  of  view,  one  that  James  would  never  have 
expected  to  see  for  himself—schematics  can’t  capture  the 
sense of vastness, the smell of the sea—and worth the loss of  
his teeth, he decides recklessly, for a longer look.
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He hunches his shoulders and joins Lewis at the rail to 
look down. The  Peregrine is hovering just at the edge of  the 
Green Circle ramparts, high enough to blur the finer details. 
The wall is a bit wider than a two-lane carriageway, lined on 
the Outward  side with  crenelated  battlements  pocked  with 
scars from the Siege. In the space between the wall and that of 
Blue Circle, Green Circle is bustling with traffic, both Brethren 
and Citizen,  on foot and in trucks jerkily making their way 
through the crowds to and from the greenhouses. Seen from 
above, Stasis Station Three seems like a blank compared to the 
ant-hill seething of the rest of the Circle. SOCO is still there, 
and presumably the place is still  cordoned off  behind crime 
scene tape.  On the wall  itself,  James can see a beetle-sized 
green-robed Brother,  looking up at them, agape.  Another is 
rounding the outside staircase of Green Tower, robes hitched 
up high for running. Some more ants are swarming upward 
from the base of the Tower. The Brother on the wall pulls his 
hands out of his sleeves and waves. Lewis waves back cheerily, 
pretending that the Brother is greeting them and not trying to 
shoo them away.

Leaning back from the drop so that, in the event that 
his teeth do indeed pop out of his mouth while he’s talking he 
won’t lose them to Green Circle, James says, “Why exactly are 
we violating Citadel airspace, then?”

Lewis sighs and blinks and raises his eyebrows to make 
a face of  disappointment.  “Just checking.  Would be an easy 
thing  to  airlift  the Traveler  in  a  stasis  crate  out  of  Station 
Three. But.”

“But,  crossing into Citadel airspace will,  I’m guessing, 
make a pilot’s head explode?”

Rapping his knuckles on the outside hull of  the ship, 
Lewis sighs again. “Something like that. So, scratch that option 
off  the list.”  He brightens as he pushes himself  upright and 
hums the zephyr away from the wall.  As the warning chime 
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fades, James stops trying to hold his own head together with 
his hands and follows Lewis to the bench where the thermos 
and mugs are set out on the little table.

“Not bad news, actually,” Lewis goes on while he pours 
the tea. “Unless our smugglers know something we don’t about 
glamour  countermeasures,  they’d  have  to  go  through  the 
commercial  docks.  Which means someone had to truck the 
crate out of Green Circle. Someone had to load it.”

“So there’s a trail.”
“Always is.” Lewis settles onto the bench with a wince. 

He looks a little haggard in the watery light, after only a few 
hours  uncomfortable sleep on the deck—James hadn’t been 
able to convince him to come below to a real bunk—but his 
eyes are as acute as ever as he watches James light a smoke 
stick.

“What?” James says, trying to follow the faint, smudged 
line  made  by  the  meeting  of  grey  clouds  and  the  grey, 
motionless sea. The archipelago of  cargo zephyrs has broken 
up so there’s no sense of distance or scale. There’s also no point 
in pretending he can ignore Lewis’s attention piercing him like 
a needle. The first smoky breath of the day hovers in front of 
his  face  until  he  turns  to  Lewis  and  repeats  the  question. 
“What.”

“What did they say to you?” Lewis asks. He doesn’t have 
to angle his head downward to indicate the zephyr’s berth at 
the dock where last night the marid skirled in the dark on the 
black  waves  and  James  leaned  away  from  Lewis’s  reaching 
hand, listening.

Stalling, James sucks in more smoke and holds it, blows 
it at last out the corner of his mouth. “That’s a rather personal 
question, don’t you think?”

Lewis  acknowledges  the  truth  of  this  with  a  slight 
raising of  his eyebrows that softens his expression and asks 
James to go along because Lewis is caught up in things bigger 
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than the both of them, and he’s just a copper and impertinence 
is  part  of  the  job  description.  James  assumes  that  this 
expression has been used a lot over the inspector’s long career, 
and to good effect.

“They  didn’t  say  anything.  Nonsense,  mostly,”  James 
answers. “Backward. Circular. Like a retelling of a nightmare.” 
It’s not a purposeful evasion, but it is nevertheless evasive.

“Nonsense,” Lewis says without inflection so that James 
can’t tell if this is just a neutral repetition or a judgment.

Regardless, James feels it as the latter and his face gets 
hot with shame.  In  the moonlight above the clouds,  Lewis 
offered  something  in  his  halting  account  of  the  jinn,  the 
terrible bargain struck for his wife’s memories and the exacting 
balance of the outcome. He’d shown James what it means to a 
man  defined  by  family,  this  unaccustomed  solitude  James 
finds himself  sharing. Evasion in the wake of  that gift seems 
churlish, unkind. James’s hand trembles as he lifts the smoke 
stick to his lips. He realizes that his free hand has found its 
way into his coat and is pressed hard against his side to still the 
phantom  fluttering  between  his  ribs,  the  alien  sluicing  of 
water into him and out of him. Unkind or not, he hasn’t words 
for this. “They asked me who I am.”

Lewis waits for more. When no more comes, he blows 
air through his nose, not quite a sigh, not quite impatience, 
and says,  “I’m no scholar,  or a philosopher,  but I  think that 
chap you told me about—”

“Fidelius.”
“—would point out that it’s not really the jinn wanting 

the answer to that question.”
“Quaestio mihi factus sum,” Brother Eustace intoned in 

his ear on one of James’s more restless days. “I am become a  
question  posed  unto  myself,”  he  continued,  translating 
unnecessarily to stress James’s recidivist blockheadedness.

“You are,  at  any rate.”  His  mouth  turned  down in  a 
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disapproving frown as he tapped the cover of  a book with a 
knobby knuckle to signal the end of fruitless daydreaming and 
the return to a proper devotional pursuit of emptiness.

Feeling  a  familiar  stiffness  of  stubborn  resistance 
welding his vertebrae together, James says sharply, as much to 
Eustace as to Lewis, “I know.”

Eustace would shake his petulance out of  him by the 
cowl and sentence him to endless sweeping of the cloisters for 
it,  but  Lewis  just  says,  mildly,  “I  know  you  know.  Just 
remember that the jinn aren’t the ones with the answer,  no 
matter what they pretend.”

James is aware that his history extends beyond the Red 
Circle seagate where he was found swaddled in a whipgrass 
basket as a child, but he knows it only in the way he knows that 
The Fey Queene was meant to be twelve books instead of six 
and a half, or that dissonance will resolve with the addition of 
the proper note, or that White Sands spans the north beyond 
the invisible horizon. It’s academic. Whatever his history is, it’s 
without weight or even a sense of reticent presence. Once upon 
a time he was a Brother of Citadel and learned early on that 
personal histories were something to be shed, not sought for, 
and that the man who seeks himself in the world finds nothing 
but the gaudy scintillation of  vanity.  But he is  no longer a 
Brother of Citadel. Now he is a question repeated in his own 
voice over and over like successive waves lapping the shore, 
and as easily held in the sieve of the hands.

Lewis  contemplates  him  for  a  moment  longer,  then 
slaps  his  knees  and  gets  up  to  stretch  his  back,  seemingly 
deciding to drop the subject for now. “Tricky beggars,” he says 
by  way  of  conclusion  and  sets  to  singing  the  little  zephyr 
around so that they can descend through the morning’s scrum 
of rising traffic to the docks below them.

James knows that the discussion isn’t closed. Lewis has 
a stake in it because the jinn are dangerous. James will have to 
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choose: find out the answer to the question on his own—the 
jinn will offer it, but there’s no profit in accepting—or give it 
up entirely and honestly as purposeless vanity. This hovering 
between options creates an ache that draws the jinn to him, 
and therefore to Lewis, who has more than paid for his own 
desperate bargain and deserves some peace. This coil is more 
than Lewis bargained for—no pun intended—when he invited 
James to share the Peregrine. Perhaps, James thinks, it’s time to 
move  on,  find  a  place  of  his  own,  away  from the  sea.  He 
reminds himself  wryly that he was already there, tending his 
peas  on  Windsweep  and  stopping  the  crack  under  the 
hermitage door with rags and the ones in his head with music, 
and had flown away back to the seaside with the first bloke to 
drift by with a ship and a riddle.

While Lewis sings the ship down to the water,  James 
stacks the empty tea mugs, hooks the thermos by its handle 
with his thumb and carries them down into the cabin. Over 
the tiny cook stove, his balsawood zephyr swings in widening 
circles on its string as the Peregrine falls and the rising walls of 
Citadel shutter the cabin’s oval portholes with battle-scarred 
stone.

c
“Sir! Sir!”

Lewis stopped sharply to turn around and got a face-full 
of James’s livery buttons. “Following is good, Sergeant, but let 
out the tether a bit, eh?” He tipped sideways to look around his 
bagman at Julie who was waiting somewhat breathlessly on the 
next landing down. 

She jogged up to meet them. “I was just going to scribe 
this to you, but here you are.” Holding up the slim folder so he 
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could see the case number on the front of it, she added. “We—
Gurdip and me—we had some luck.”

“Good!” Lewis took the file from her and skimmed over 
the technical  gobbledy that passed for essential  information 
Gurdip’s eyes. “What’s it mean?”

Julie’s smile was like a three-lumen basket as she fell in 
with them while they wended their way through the maze of 
desks and whiteboards in the bullpen. “We found the ship. It 
was  on  the  list  Inspector  Peterson  supplied.  Southstrand 
Security interviewed the captain this morning.” She skipped up 
between him and  James  to  get  ahead  of  them and  flipped 
pages for him. Her smile was gone. “Not all good news though, 
I’m afraid.” Her finger tapped at the flagged material. “I already 
scribed the alert to H & S.”

“Bloody  hell!”  Lewis  turned  and  headed  back  to  the 
stairwell, taking the steps to the On High two at a time.

c
“Ah, gentlemen,” Innocent said after flicking them a glance and 
going back to the interminable signing of reports. “Just in time 
to  give  me  an  update  before  my  daily  bollocking  by  the 
Hierarchy.”

“Ma’am.”
At  Lewis’s  dark  tone,  she  put  her  stylus  down  and 

gestured to the chairs in front of her desk. “Tell me.”
“I assume you’ve read Peterson’s report?” Lewis asked as 

he dropped down into his chair.  James stayed on his feet at 
parade  rest  behind  Lewis’s  right  shoulder.  When  Innocent 
nodded, tugging the relevant file out of the stack at her elbow, 
Lewis  went  on,  “Gurdip  and  his  team  were  able  to  cross-
reference the data from the stasis unit with a the manifests 
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logged by suspected smuggling ships Peterson’s had his eye on. 
Southstrand  Security  interviewed  the  captain  of  a  small 
capacity cargo zephyr this morning and confirmed that he was 
contracted to transport the Traveler in stasis from Citadel to 
Wild Wood Keep on the Island.” Lewis leaned forward to drop 
the file on her desk.

“That’s good news,” Innocent said cautiously. “What did 
he have to say, this captain?”

“Not much. He’s in Saint Roch’s.”
Innocent’s eyes widened and her mouth dropped open 

in  a  gasp.  “Quarantine!”  She  paged  through  the  file.  “It’s 
Caedmon’s. You’re certain.”

“The doctors confirmed it.”
“Blast!”  Innocent  hissed  and  raised  her  voice  to 

summon her assistant. “Jan! Get me Health and Safety. That 
one, what’s his name, with the unfortunate facial hair.”

“Ian Derrick?” Jan said from the doorway.
“That’s him. Tell him I need to see him right away.”
“Julie’s already sent the alert,” Lewis said.
Innocent nodded. “Do we know who the captain was in 

contact with while he was here?”
“Not yet,  but  we’ll  share what  we have with  H  &  S. 

Caedmon’s explains how the Traveler ended up in God’s Palm, 
at least.”

“How so?”
“According to the captain, his Waysinger fell ill and the 

ship came down, not too gently, near the village in the middle 
of  the night. The stasis seal broke. The last thing he wanted 
was to be caught with that cargo.”

“So  he  left  the  Traveler  in  God’s  Palm,  hoping  the 
villagers would, what? Assume she’d walked in under her own 
steam and hanged herself?” Innocent looked skeptical.

“I’m told that many Excommunicants do.” Lewis shifted 
uncomfortably. “There are exceptions.”
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Innocent  raised  her  eyes  to  James  who added,  “The 
people  of  Windsweep  are  superstitious  and  resentful  of 
outside  interference.  It’s  a  good  bet  that  they  would  have 
preferred to simply dispose of the body themselves rather than 
deal with outsiders.”

“But they didn’t count on law enforcement being in the 
area, or that someone in the village would contact me to report 
it,” Lewis said.

Shifting her attention from James to Lewis,  Innocent 
narrowed her eyes at him. “About that. It’s still not clear to me 
why you were in the area at all.”

“I was on my way to visit Lyn.”
“Personal air travel to Southstrand is restricted due to 

the epidemic.”
“Good thing I didn’t make it, then.”
If  Innocent were going to press him further,  she was 

interrupted by Jan who came to the doorway to announce that 
Mr. Derrick had arrived and was on his way up.

“Thank you, Jan.” Innocent pulled out a notepad and set 
her  stylus  beside  it,  then  swivelled  in  her  chair  to  pull  a 
number of large tomes from the bookshelf under the window 
behind her. They were all regulatory procedures for Health and 
Safety. “So how does Wild Wood Keep fit into all of this?” she 
asked as she arranged them in a stack on the corner of  her 
desk.

James came forward a step to answer. “Wild Wood is a 
dissonant sect.”

“Dissonant enough to kill a Traveler?”
James frowned. Lewis noticed the shadow that seemed 

to pass over him as he considered the question. “I shouldn’t 
think so.”

Lewis suppressed a wince. The lad was taking a lot of  
body-blows on this case. But his expression showed none of 
the crisis that was working its twisted path through everything 
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he thought he could count on.
“But  dissonant  enough  to  want  to  capitalize  on  it, 

perhaps?” Innocent was saying.
“I suppose it’s possible. Wild Wood has made no secret 

of its objection to the use of Travelers to meddle—their word
—in temporal affairs.”

“Well, it’s worth following up. Perhaps Southstrand can 
spare  someone  from  curfew  patrol  to  go  ’round  to  make 
enquiries.”

“Yes ma’am,” Lewis said, tipping his head at James who 
made a note of the order in his book.

Innocent was obviously mentally shifting gears to deal 
with the new catastrophe. Peterson’s file stayed in her in box, 
but the rest of the files went into a drawer. The question of the 
Traveler  was  being  downgraded.  “Good.  In  the  meantime, 
you’ll  be working  with Ian Derrick and H & S  to trace the 
captain’s  movements  here  in  the  Town.  We need  to  know 
everyone he came into contact with. Maybe we can get hold of 
this thing before we go the way of  Southstrand.”  When the 
expected “Yes, ma’am” didn’t come, she stopped shuffling and 
filing to look up at them. “Is there a problem?”

Hesitating just a fraction, Lewis protested, “H & S have 
their own investigative team, and we already have a case. We 
need to get into Citadel. We’ve gone as far as we can with the 
investigation out here.”

The vein  started  pulsing  in  Innocent’s  forehead.  She 
had to unlock her clenched teeth to say, “You have no warrant 
for Citadel, nor are you likely to get one.”

“If you took it to the Chief Constable—”
“I have no leverage, Lewis. There is no way you will get 

into Citadel to investigate a property crime.” 
“I’m not talking about property crime!” Lewis shot up 

out of his chair and loomed over her. It was a bad idea, a part 
of his brain was reminding him, to get stroppy with the very 
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person who could get him what he wanted—or have him put to 
seed, if she were so inclined—but the heat in his chest wasn’t 
about to be doused by common sense. “I’m talking about the 
death of a woman!”

“I  don’t  have  to  remind  you,  Inspector,  that,  by 
definition, a Traveler is not a woman!”

“I saw her, lyin’ there in the mud and the straw, an’ she 
looked like a woman to me!”

They faced off  against each other for a long moment 
while the air crackled between them. Lewis was dimly aware of 
Jan hovering in the doorway, and of James, who was watching 
with a crease of distress on his brow. A good role model, you 
are, Lewis thought bitterly at himself, but he didn’t back down, 
for all that.

“All right,” Innocent said evenly. She closed her eyes and 
drew in a calming breath. “Prove it and I’ll see what I can do to 
get you inside.” She didn’t look at all happy about it. “But you 
remember to step carefully. There are hierarchs within those 
walls who will scream blasphemy, and there are people outside 
the  walls  who  will  listen.  There’s  more  at  stake  here  than 
solving a mystery. The last thing I need to deal with is a riot on 
top of an epidemic.”

Lewis didn’t slump like he wanted to as the relief sluiced 
a fraction of  the tension from the room, but he saw James’s 
Adam’s apple bob as he swallowed hard.

“I’ll remember. Thanks, ma’am,” Lewis said.
Innocent  wasn’t  finished,  and  wasn’t  willing  to  be 

thanked for clearing the way to the chopping block for all of 
them. “You have twenty-four hours.  If  you haven’t given me 
something to take to the Chief Constable by then, the whole 
thing gets turned over to Peterson and property crime and you 
and your partner there are seconded to H & S, presuming you 
don’t  end  up  in  custody  yourselves.  Understood?”  Without 
waiting for his answer, she erased him from her field of vision 
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and  turned  her attention to  the slight,  fidgety man with  a 
wispy goatee who was waiting in the doorway with Jan. “Mr. 
Derrick.  That  was  fast.  Please  come  in.  It  seems  we  have 
something of a crisis on our hands.”

“I  saw  the  alert,”  Derrick  said  in  a  reedy  voice.  He 
nodded  at  Lewis  and  James  as  he  passed  them,  declining 
Innocent’s proffered hand and bowing stiffly instead with his 
hands clasped tightly behind his back. He seemed rather too 
high strung to put anyone at ease in a crisis, Lewis thought, but 
it wasn’t their problem. For twenty-four hours, at least.

c
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Veris, Philomena
(It’s all true, Nightingale)

—for Cat, Lamentables, and Jen
(The weird sisters from different hysters)

“It’s the job of the C to make the B sad.”
—Benjamin Zander, “The Transformative
Power of Classical Music”

happy be he who is chosen
his wish will be
graciously granted
Offer joyful thanks to Venus
let her altar be bedecked
most reverently with flowers
Wretched be he, however,
who deems himself
above such things
for he will certainly
strive in vain

—Mediaeval Baebes, “Return of the Birds”

“DIDN’T YOU EVER PLAY?”
“Anything  with  strings,”  James  answers  smoothly,  as 

though Lewis hasn’t just erupted into speech after a solid two 
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hours  of  silent  brooding  over  forensics  from  Dr.  Hobson’s 
house and reports from Peterson’s team.

“That’s not what I meant.”
“I could manage the hymnal on the pennywhistle if  I 

were trapped on a mountainside with nothing else to do and 
only goats for critics.”

“I’ll keep that in mind in case we’re ever trapped on a 
mountainside.”

James slouches in the desk chair so that his body forms 
a  bowl  shape  that  makes  Lewis’s  back  hurt  in  sympathy, 
although  James  himself  seems  to  manage  the  posture  well 
enough. Lewis takes a moment to wonder if the man is made 
of elastic bands, if his bones are rubber. A watery image of him 
sinuously  disappearing  in  the gloom with  a  flick  of  a  pale 
tailfin  makes  Lewis  grunt  at  himself.  He  scratches  at  his 
forehead  with  his  thumbnail,  rubbing  out  the  frivolous 
thought.  James flicks him a glance,  but,  for all  his indolent 
appearance, is too engrossed in his research to bother asking 
why Lewis is wordlessly rebuking himself.  Bracing his elbow 
on the arm of his chair and resting his cheek on his fist, James 
uses one long finger and the thumb of  his free hand on the 
touchpad  in  front  of  the  scribe  screen  to  call  up  news 
dispatches  from  the  First  Hiatus.  Lewis  reads  a  headline 
backward  through  the  screen:  SEARCH  ENDS  AT  WILD 
WOOD KEEP.

“A mountainside is looking pretty attractive right now,” 
James says a bit mistily. “You said there would be thrills and 
spills.”

“Welcome  to  the  exciting  world  of  criminal 
investigation,”  Lewis says through a yawn and goes back to 
writing  keywords  from  the  reports  in  his  notebook  and 
drawing  arrows  between  them.  There’s  a  pattern  there, 
somewhere.  James  continues  searching  the scribe  for  some 
trace of the Traveler.
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After half  an hour, Lewis throws down his pencil and 
slumps back in his chair. “I mean games. You know, kid stuff. 
Pointless things.”

James glances over the top of the scribe screen and goes 
back to reading.  “When I  was twelve I  composed an opera 
based on The Fey Queene. The second hierarch of Blue Circle 
declared  that  quite  pointless.  Frivolous,  was  his  word  if  I 
recall.”

Coughing out a laugh, Lewis laces his fingers on the top 
of his head and looks up at the ceiling. “Frivolous. You! Now 
that’s something I’d like to see.

“Sadly,  our  production  closed  after  the  first 
intermission, so I never got to fight the dragon.”

“A brilliant career nipped in the bud. What did Eustace 
say about all this frivolity?”

“He agreed  with the hierarch.”  James’s  voice changes, 
taking on a shadow of the gruffness and deliberate cadence of  
his praeceptor. “The whole enterprise exhibited ‘a lamentable 
fascination  with  embellishment  and  the  boy  will  likely  be 
drummed out of Citadel before he makes Violet Gate.’” James 
looks at him again over the top of the screen, his face perfectly 
deadpan. “He was very good in the role of Britomart, though.”

“Britomart?  What’s  that,  some  monk  on  a 
mountainside?”

“The Lady Knight.”
They stare at each other for a long moment.
“Ah, give over.” Lewis picks up his notebook again and 

flips through the pages. “Frivolous.”
“Madcap.”
“Mad, I’ll grant ye.”
James tilts his head in a shrug of concession and waits 

for another decades-old dispatch to coalesce on the screen.
Outside,  Lhiananshee is  balanced in The Notch and, 

thankfully, is about to be swallowed by the toothy maw of the 
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Eastern Range. Another year turns and the sky will have to do 
with only two moons until she struggles up from the sea again 
next  spring.  The  streets  are  finally  empty,  all  the  revelers 
settled  snug  in  their  houses  in  their  flannels  and  slippers 
waiting  for their  kettles  to  boil.  Inside Security  Tower,  the 
bullpen is also quiet, for the moment. Off in the break-room, 
someone’s story of thwarted Mad Moon capers is punctuated 
by laughter, and at the desk over by the door a DC is asleep in 
her  chair  with  her feet  propped  on  an  open  filing  cabinet 
drawer.  Chief  Superintendent  Innocent  clicks  down  the 
stairwell  from on high, in heels,  trying to settle her earring 
while doing up her coat and making affirmative noises into her 
lapel mic. She looks quite lovely in something green and wafty 
that swirls around her legs as she turns on their landing to lift 
her hand in a curt goodbye, and then she’s gone, her “Yes, sir, I 
understand, of course, yes” trailing in echoes behind her.

Lewis looks at the circles and arrows in his notebook, 
sparing  the  occasional  glance  at  James,  who  has  that 
sharpened  expression of  someone who’s  finally  caught at  a 
thread and is busy unraveling a tangle. The screen ripples and 
settles,  ripples  and  settles  as  he  reads  and  moves  on,  too 
quickly for Lewis to get more than the occasional snatch of  
backward headings.  He’s in ecclesiastical  records now, is all 
Lewis can discern. Lewis thinks of  stepping stones. Hop . . . 
hop .  .  .  hop hop hop over running  water.  Anticipation  is 
starting to make his fingertips tingle but he keeps quiet and 
draws another arrow.

Just when Lewis is about to give in and say, “What is it, 
man?”  James  draws  himself  up  with  a  deep  breath  like 
someone breaking the surface of water and sits up in his chair. 
“I’ve found her,” he says. His mouth is quirked up on one side. 
If Lewis didn’t know better, he’d say the man was chuffed with 
himself.

Tucking his notebook into his waistcoat pocket, Lewis 
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gets up and goes round the desk to lean on the back of James’s 
chair. “Show me.”

James  walks  him  from  stone  to  stone,  document  to 
document as  he speaks.  “Our Traveler’s  name is  May-Anne 
Bettensweet. The reason she wasn’t on the standard rolls is that 
she’s originally from White Sands.”

“White Sands! What the devil  is she doing over here, 
then?”

“How’s your history of the Contentions?”
Lewis gives him the “Oh, please, sonny,” face. “I lived it.”
Turning back to the screen, James can’t quite hide his 

smirk. “Right.” Wisely, he leaves unsaid the addendum about 
Lewis’s advanced age. Lewis considers flicking him on the ear 
for his cheekiness. “Then you’ll remember that during the First 
Hiatus both sides agreed to a Unity Exchange.”

Lewis nods. “Yeah. Some of  their kids came here and 
some of  ours  went there.  Promoting  mutual  understanding 
and whatnot.” He leans in closer to look at the grainy image 
displayed  on the screen.  It’s  a group shot,  all  of  the Unity 
Delegates together on the deck of a zephyr somewhere in the 
middle of  Northsea—neutral territory for the exchange. “She 
was one of those, then? Ah, there she is.” In the back row, a girl 
with dark, braided hair smiles a wide, excited smile. The bow 
around the bottom of  the left  braid  has come undone and 
flutters in a blur against the shoulder of her dress. Like the rest 
of  the  children,  teenagers,  really,  she’s  shadowed  by  the 
gauntness of war. Something in Lewis shifts, pokes him with 
its sharp end. He clears his throat. “Pretty girl.”

“Hmm,” James agrees. He waits until Lewis prods him 
and then goes on.  “You’ll  also remember that not all  of  the 
delegates from White Sands went back.” The screen resolves to 
show another news dispatch. Three of the delegates stand on 
the steps of some government building, flanked by officials in 
all  their medals and ribbons.  “Five were listed  as defectors. 
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These three became a sort  of  cause célèbre,  trotted  out for 
photo ops and so on. That didn’t help the peace process any, as 
you can imagine. The fourth—” Another dispatch, the one that 
Lewis read backwards on the screen earlier. “—was arrested for 
pissing on the altar at Wild Wood Keep.”

“I remember that. A nutter with a manifesto. A lot of  
noise about the end of times and the clash of angelic armies. 
And May-Anne?”

James shakes his head. “Went missing from her billet in 
the middle of the night. There was a search, but by then the 
Hiatus had collapsed and everyone had more important things 
to do, apparently, than to look for one enemy foundling with 
no people of her own to put pressure on the powers that be.” 

Lewis can feel the dark turn in James’s voice, and this 
time he resists laying a hand on his shoulder,  straightening 
instead and looking out into the bullpen where the sleeping 
DC has slouched lower in her chair. She’ll have a hell of a crick 
in her neck, he thinks. “What happened to you, May-Anne?” 
Lewis murmurs, tapping his lip under his nose with his finger. 
“How’d Citadel get their hands on you? They couldn’t just steal 
her out of her bed, could they? That’s a bit brazen, even for the 
robes.”

“Pilgrimage,” James says.
“Eh?”
“Well,  she drops out of  the song completely until  six 

years  after  her  disappearance  when  she  turns  up  on  a 
petitioners’ roll for the Five Gate Pilgrimage.” James twists in 
his  chair  to  look  up  at  him.  “It’s  a  once-in-a-generation 
opportunity.”

“Right,  I  know that one.  Citadel  opens all  the Gates, 
excepting Gold.”

“Naturally.”
“Naturally. There’s a lottery for pilgrims. She made the 

cut?”
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“Yep.  May-Anne  was  one  of  thirty-six  who  entered 
Green  Gate  together.  The  Circle  closed,  as  demanded  by 
tradition and ritual, four days later.” James touches the screen 
to bring up the final document. “Thirty-five pilgrims left.”

“But no May-Anne. And then?”
“And then nothing. Until—”
“Until she winds up dead at God’s-Palm, all manner of 

unspeakable things done to her brain.”
All of  James’s earlier satisfaction at solving the puzzle 

has dissipated, replaced by the weight of implications. In his 
reflection  on  the  screen  his  mouth  is  turned  down  in  a 
troubled frown.

With  a  suppressed  growl,  Lewis  heads  over  to  the 
transcriber and snatches the print-outs off of the tray. He sorts 
through them until he finds the image of the Unity Delegation 
and holds it up so James can see it, even though it’s still there 
on the scribe screen in front of him.

“The Travelers are empty vessels, my arse,” Lewis snarls. 
“She was a girl—a real girl, James—who put on a pretty dress 
and tied ribbons in her hair for a photograph. You know what 
this is.”

“Yes, sir—” James has gone stiff  in his seat, his face a 
mask.

Lewis drops the photo on the desk at James’s elbow, just 
like he would in the interrogation room if he were confronting 
a perpetrator with the evidence of  his crime. “It’s proof  that 
Citadel is selling us a pack of lies!” 

The DC by the door wakes with a start and drops her 
feet to the floor with a thud. She looks wild-eyed at Lewis and 
then ducks her head to pretend to rummage for something on 
her desk, her back to them, her shoulders up around her ears. 

Lewis lowers his voice to a vehement near-whisper. “The 
worst thing is that we knew. We all knew it all along but were 
too cowed by the almighty Citadel to say it.  We’re no better 
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than every robe inside the walls who’s afraid to think outside 
the bloody circle!”

This provokes a visible flinch in James that stops Lewis 
flat. A blink later, James is methodically saving and collapsing 
documents on the screen, but Lewis is learning that reading 
him is a matter of scale, that the biggest upsets are measured 
in the smallest of changes. The more impassive the surface, the 
greater the disturbance underneath. If he could hear him now, 
Listen to him like he could back in the courtyard with the 
glassroses, he knows he’d hear cacophony, and the lambent red 
of James’s inner voice would be turbulent. 

Lewis  sweeps  the  photos  into  a  folder  and  puts  it 
carefully into the desk drawer. He whistles two locks on that 
one.  Then he works James’s  coat out from between James’s 
back and the chair. Staring at the blank scribe screen, James 
chews his thumbnail until Lewis holds the coat in his line of  
vision.

“Where are we going?” James asks as he stands and puts 
the coat on.

“It’s been a day,” Lewis says, doing up his own buttons 
and heading for the door. “Innocent’s gone, so we won’t get to 
shaking the foundations of society tonight. I need a pint, and 
you could use some frivolity.”

“I’m not in the mood for frivolity.”
“Some have frivolity thrust upon them.”

c
Frivolity, it seems, is going to be thrust upon them with both 
hands and a big grin. The Wheel and Duck is packed, every 
table taken except for a small circle of chairs near the hearth. 
The conversation roars like the sea and it’s hot enough inside 
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that they both have to open their coats and stuff their scarves 
in their pockets before they’re two steps in the door. The air 
smells of  baked bread and tobacco and ale and everyone is 
talking to everyone.  A few of  the regulars recognize Robbie 
and wave or shout greetings or raise their glasses to him. It’s 
almost like he’s not been gone for three years. Compared to the 
quiet of  the almost deserted terrace a few nights ago, this is 
like a whole Lhiannanshee festival packed in under one roof, 
but stripped of its gauzy frippery and simmering, potentially 
surly disorder. There are no painted fauns or jazzed up Tritons 
with fake green eyes here. Just folk, laughing and drinking and 
spinning yarns.

Robbie edges his way along the wall, casting a backward 
glance to make sure his sergeant is following. James is there, 
wearing a stoic expression that says he’s facing frivolity like an 
Ancient embracing the pointy end of a sword. He’s undone his 
waistcoat  and  the  top  two  buttons  of  his  jersey,  though. 
Madcap. Any minute now, Robbie thinks, he’ll even show some 
teeth in a smile. Not yet, though: he gets waylaid by a trio of  
ladies who step out in a circle around him to give him a good 
once-over, and he looks from one to the next with a comically 
alarmed  expression  that  makes  them  cackle.  They’re  all 
wearing  round  specs,  each  set  of  lenses  tinted  a  different 
colour: blue for the eldest with the wild curly hair; gold for the 
middle  one  with  the  close  white  crop  and  skirts  dyed  in 
complex patterns of many colours; pink for the third, the one 
with  short  dark  bunches  wrapped  up  with  sparkly  ribbon. 
They’re all curtseying to James now, skirts spread wide. James 
looks  beseechingly  over  their  heads  at  Robbie.  Chuckling, 
Robbie  cravenly  abandons  him  to  his  fate  and  takes  the 
opportunity to have a private word with John at the bar.

“I  heard you’d gotcher own bagman,”  John says as he 
pulls Robbie a pint. “He’s not so priestly looking as I thought 
he’d be.”
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Raising his eyebrows in surprise, Robbie looks over his 
shoulder at James. “News travels fast.”

“The barman knows all,” John says with a blunt finger 
laid aside his nose. “’Bout time you got yers after all the orange 
juice you drank as a sergeant.”

He slides the mug over and starts on a second for James. 
Maybe  James’s  existential  crisis  shows,  Robbie  thinks.  No 
orange juice for James tonight, in John’s opinion. He’s never 
been wrong yet.

“Sorry  to  hear  about  Morse,”  John  says,  meeting 
Robbie’s eyes glancingly and then concentrating on the slow 
draw from the tap. He doesn’t look at Robbie at all as he adds, 
“And Val. We miss her here, too, even though we never made a 
fortune off her like we did off Morse.”

Robbie nods and lifts his glass. The usual cold sea-swell 
of sadness is warmed by John’s odd Southreach brogue and the 
gentle light of the lumens in their baskets and the protective 
blanket of voices.

“Speaking of ladies,” John goes on, as though they’d just 
had  a  lengthy  conversation  on  the  topic,  “better  tell  yer 
sergeant  to  watch  out  for  the  weird  sisters.”  John  tips  his 
greying  head  in  the  direction  of  James  and  the  sisters  in 
question. “They’re Islanders come up to manage our new place 
over on West Arm. Prob’ly rob me blind and make me thank 
‘em fer it. But boyo can they sing. Like to lure an innocent into 
the waves, those ones.”

“Maybe he’s not so innocent as he looks,” Robbie says 
before tipping his nose into his ale. “Anyway, he can give as 
good as he gets when it comes to singing.”

John casts James an appraising look before he responds 
to Robbie’s tug on his sleeve and leans in closer so Robbie can 
make the request he’s really come for. 

While they’re finishing up, James escapes the ladies and 
somehow makes himself  two dimensional so he can squeeze 
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into a non-space at Robbie’s elbow.
“New friends, Sergeant?”
“They asked me to sing.” James gulps his ale like a man 

who’s narrowly escaped the gallows or dodged an arrow. “They 
knew my name.”

“Witches,” John says and barks out a laugh when James 
gawps  at  him.  “Your  face.  Don’t  worry,  son,”  he  relents. 
“They’re just winding you up. We don’t get many like you in 
here, is all.”

James  doesn’t  look  affronted  so  much  as  confused. 
“Many like me. What’s like me, exactly?”

“Nothin’,  I  reckon.  Here,  hang  on.  I  got  something 
that’ll cheer ye right up.” Winking at Robbie, John handwalks 
down off  of  his stool and into his chair,  then rolls smoothly 
through a doorway behind the bar and comes back a moment 
later with something wrapped in a fine black cloth lying across 
the chair’s  armrests.  Having  the longest reach,  James  helps 
him settle the bundle on the bar. After walking himself  back 
up onto the stool,  John throws the cloth back and runs his 
gnarled, three-fingered hand along the gleaming finish of the 
cittern. “What d’ye think of that beauty, eh?” The wood is the 
colour of wheat ale. The lumen light catches and slides along 
the strings as John tilts the instrument in James’s direction. 
“G’wan. Give it a go.”

With  a  questioning  look  at  Robbie,  James  hesitates, 
then hunches down to inspect the workmanship. At the end of 
the pegbox, a carved sea monster curls its neck to look back at 
the inlaid scaly body winding its way down the fingerboard. 
“It’s  lovely,”  James says.  Even in the roar of  the close space, 
Robbie can almost hear a hum of  interest in the way James 
turns the instrument over to look at the mosaic image of  a 
zephyr inlaid in the back in mother of pearl. “It’s beautiful.

“Ah, it’s just a wayfarer’s toy, but it’s got good action and 
a shiny voice. Belonged to my boy, rest his merry, wanderer’s 
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soul.”  John shakes the wistfulness off  and waves them away 
brusquely. “Get a seat over there by the hearth and I’ll get one 
of the sisters-three to bring it on over to ye.”

It’s the one with the bunches and sparkles who comes 
with the cittern held by the neck in one hand, two more pints 
in the other.  She bends to lean the pear-shaped instrument 
against the stone of the hearth and to set the drinks down on 
the  wobbly  table  between  their  chairs.  As  she  straightens 
again, Robbie catches the green gleam of her eyes over the rims 
of her specs.

She’s not gone a second before James has the cittern 
propped at a sharp angle on his lap and is plucking the double 
courses of the strings, his eyes distant and head bent close to 
the sound board as he adjusts the pegs. Robbie stretches his 
legs out into the open space of the circle of chairs and rests his 
mug on his belly. He’s not been in the players’ circle before, 
but none of the others taking their seats makes a fuss about it. 
He smiles a genuine smile when he sees Laura working her way 
through the crowd to the circle, her recorders in a velvet bag 
slung over her shoulder.  No longer stained turquoise by the 
robes’ truth potion, her eyes are sparkling as she smiles back 
and  raises  her  eyebrows  approvingly  at  James.  James  is 
absorbed  in  the tuning  and  doesn’t  notice that  they’re  not 
alone anymore.

“That’s the thing about it,” James says as he strums a few 
chords and pauses to make another adjustment.

“The thing about what?” Robbie asks after swallowing 
his sip of ale.

A  woman  high-steps  over  Robbie’s  legs  and  settles 
herself in the chair next to him. There’s a baby in a sling across 
her chest, watching Robbie with wide, frank eyes. He cootchie-
cootchies  the bairn under her chin and  the mother’s  apple 
cheeks almost hide her eyes as she grins at him. He holds the 
bottom of her sack for her so she can pull out her bodhran. It’s 
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a pretty drum, a polished wooden hoop with ravens flying a 
circle in the centre of the skin.

“About music,” James answers, his attention still  fixed 
on  the  instrument,  his  own  hands.  He  plucks  a  course  of 
strings.  The  voice  is  indeed  shiny,  reminds  Robbie  of  the 
pristine  blue  of  the  sky  above  the  Pan.  “A  note  becomes 
meaningful when it speaks to another. It’s about everything, 
really.  God  is  in  the  Circles  and  intersections.  Iterations. 
Modulations.”

Circles. This is James trying to tell him—or possibly just 
himself—something about Citadel.  No,  Robbie amends,  not 
about  Citadel,  except  in  so  far  as  Citadel  is  the  mental 
container that gives shape to James’s faith. But that container 
is cracked open—Robbie feels an increasingly familiar stab of 
remorse at that. This, now, this instrument tuned by a careful 
ear, is another language. James works his way from course to 
course,  peg  to  peg,  plucking  pairs  of  notes  and  tightening 
strings until  the voices are arranged in even steps along the 
scale and  dissonance is  smoothed  away.  Robbie can almost 
grasp it,  the way that  it  speaks  for order and  faith  even—
especially—in  the  face  of  betrayal.  There’s  a  trick,  Robbie 
thinks.

Ignoring the nagging  twinge in his back,  Robbie sits 
forward with his elbows on his knees so he can peer up at 
James’s face, shadowed and warmed by candle light from the 
table. He’s turned inward, Robbie sees, but he comes out again 
to look down at Robbie, his expression intent, careful, waiting. 
If  Robbie knew how to listen with a capital “L,” he’s sure he 
would hear something he’s not heard before, some song that 
can unlock a door.  The pang under Robbie’s ribs urges him 
forward. “Show me.”

James plucks a course of paired strings again and then 
another,  so  that  the  resonance  of  the  first  note  seems  to 
change, to become melancholy. “’The C’s job is to make the B 
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sad,’”  he says,  the cadence of  his  voice suggesting  that he’s 
quoting, maybe some music master he had as a boy, or, more 
likely in Citadel, one who lived a thousand years ago. “But it’s 
the  suspension  over  sadness  that  enables  the  release  of 
resolution.”

His fingers climb up the frets until at last he strikes a 
chord  that  shifts  the  melancholy  to  a  quiet  joy,  and  the 
tightness in Robbie’s chest eases.  It’s a bit like the moment 
when the  Peregrine finally  lifts  above the foreboding,  rainy 
clouds: the wayward wind goes still, and a man can sing his 
way through an endless blue above a rolling cloudsea of purple 
and gold.

James looks  down at him again as  if  to see whether 
Robbie is following. Apparently satisfied, he continues to play, 
the methodical demonstration of chords becoming a melody, 
simple at first,  something Robbie feels he should remember 
from the days when the kids were young and Val’s voice would 
carry them all, Robbie included, into sleep. But where would 
James have heard it,  living his whole life behind walls thick 
enough to withstand bombs and time? As James begins to add 
complexity to the simple tune, Robbie tries to imagine him in 
the crêche,  maybe,  and  someone else’s  lullaby drifting  in  a 
narrow window, or later, as a boy with a lamentable fascination 
with  embellishment,  embroidering  a  song  half-heard  in  a 
dream.

It’s a needlessly maudlin image, he tells himself. James 
wasn’t  always  the  hermit  of  Windsweep.  And  even  the 
unbending Eustace was once willing to play the Lady Knight in 
his pageant. But there’s something lonesome about the song, 
nonetheless, under the trills and the measured pacing of notes 
like  someone  climbing  a  hillside  against  a  windy  sky.  The 
Knights  of  The  Fey  Queene,  if  Robbie remembers  correctly, 
rode  their  solitary  quests,  and  the  monsters  they  fought 
usually came from inside their own selves.
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He’s  so  absorbed  in  the  song  and  the  pictures  it’s 
making in his head that he only notices at the same moment 
James does that the background roar of the pub has stilled to 
something near to silence. James looks up sharply as though 
woken from a sleep to find himself the centre of attention. His 
fingers, playing on without him, stutter and slow so that the 
same note repeats at greater intervals until James goes still. He 
looks back at the smiling crowd like a fox cornered by hounds.

Damn,  Robbie thinks.  The door that  was  opening  is 
swinging  closed  again.  If  the expression on his  face is  any 
indication, James is about to bolt.

But then Laura puts her recorder to her lips and begins 
to play. James’s panicked gaze flicks in her direction. Somehow 
she manages to smile encouragingly at him with her whole 
body without breaking the tune, and the spell is too powerful 
for even solitary James to resist.  As if  all  on their own,  his 
fingers begin to pick out the accompaniment and before the 
verse  repeats  again  he’s  begun  to  add  those  frivolous 
embellishments  that  would  no  doubt  offend  the  second 
hierarch of Blue Circle.

Grinning his relief  at Laura, Robbie sits back again in 
his chair and finds himself  suddenly with an armful of baby. 
The bodhran player nods thanks and sets to her drum. The 
deep thrum of its voice draws a fleeting smile from James. The 
rest of the chairs in the circle are filled now, tabor and pipe, 
tambourine,  another,  more  ancient  and  battered  cittern. 
James’s knee is beginning to bounce. Just when it seems that 
the room could not be more filled with music, the weird sisters 
begin to sing.

Their  voices  are  pure  and  high,  and  the  language, 
whatever it is, sounds rounded and rolling like waves on the 
shiny black, ocean-smoothed rocks of Southreach. The drum 
beats sparingly but with strong emphasis,  the recorders and 
pipes chase one another like schools of fish under the pull and 
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ebb of  the voices,  and  the silver-bright  citterns  swoop and 
skelter above them like flocks of cloudriders.

The baby balanced between Robbie’s hands on his lap 
bounces on wobbly legs and reaches for something beyond his 
shoulder. He cranes his neck to see the water in the jug on the 
table between him and James bloom with bright yellow glow 
on the strong downbeat from the drum. The light ripples up 
through the water and out into the air,  as insubstantial as a 
smoke ring. The baby bounces harder and laughs. One tooth 
gleams white in her drooly gums. Robbie watches the water 
bloom again and points up at the ring as it rises and breaks 
against the lumen basket over their heads. The mellow gold 
lumen flashes a sudden, rosy red. In the next basket, a pair of 
lumens  pokes  their  heads  up  and  answers  with  a  flash  of  
peachy yellow. The next basket flashes rose and so on and on 
until all of the lumens are flashing in time, the rose with the 
water and the drum, the peach with the citterns and the pipes. 
Beside him, the bodhran player’s eyes are glittering crescents 
above her smiling cheeks. On the other side, James is bobbing 
his head and his fingers dance along the neck of  the cittern 
like winter birds from branch to branch as he answers the call 
of the singers. Laura is playing with her head tipped way back 
and her eyes on the gathering light at the ceiling. A halo from 
her own water jug catches in her hair.

The  harmonies  of  the  song  change  with  the  second 
verse,  becoming  brighter and  deeper,  and  Robbie sees  that 
each of the drinks on the tables and held in hands is fizzing 
with  light.  The  sparks  break  free  and  drift  upward.  He 
imagines tiny fairies and holds his hand over his mug to feel 
the cool prickle against his skin. The baby flaps her arms with 
delight but has to stop to grab Robbie’s nose for balance so that 
she can make a pudgy-fingered grab for a lumen feather that 
flashes gold and pink and blue as it flutters by. Just as it’s about 
to settle on his shoulder, Robbie puffs a breath to get it floating 
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again and the baby squeals  and lets  go of  him to clap her 
hands.

The singers are in the centre of  the circle now,  their 
tambourines held over their heads and their skirts swirling as 
they dance. The one with the many-coloured skirts steps out to 
lean down and take Robbie’s hand. Even in the jubilant light, 
he can tell that the eyes that look pointedly at him over the 
rims of  her specs are a clear Southsea green.  He resists her 
insistent  invitation,  shaking  his  head  emphatically,  but  he 
catches  sight  of  James  who  is  full-on  laughing  now,  even 
showing teeth, and Robbie lets himself  be pulled to his feet 
and drawn into the turning  circle of  the dance.  It’s  been a 
hound’s age since he’s danced, but he can follow a baby’s lead, 
at least. He perches her on his hip and lets her close his finger 
in her fist and bounces his knees in time with the drum. The 
singer nods her approval and joins her sisters as they sing and 
dance around him. Beyond their raised arms, he can see the 
gathered crowd, their faces upturned and eyes gleaming with 
the reflections of swirling sparks and wisps of light that teem 
between  the  rafters.  James  is  tipped  sideways  listening  to 
something said in his ear by the other cittern player. He nods 
and says something back. His smile is as open a door as Robbie 
has seen,  and Robbie can feel  the blooming light rising up 
through James and even in his own chest, bright and warm.

The singers come to the end of their verse and then only 
the citterns and the recorder and the drum carry them onward. 
As he dances the baby in a little circle,  each of  the singers 
kisses her fat cheek and then his own. The clear notes of the 
song are bird-flecks against the blue sky and the drum is the 
tide  and  Robbie  can  feel,  there,  beneath  it  all,  the  steady, 
grounding breathing of the world. He stops moving, rooted by 
it and lifted by it, and finds James watching him, smiling at 
him through the swirl of colour and sound as the song comes 
to its end.
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In the silence that follows, they all  turn their faces to 
the light and the sparks fall into their open palms like rain.

c
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View from the Peregrine
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Shagale Windows
When I am finishing a picture, I hold some God-
made object up to it—a rock, a flower, the branch
of a tree or my hand—as a final test. If the painting 
stands up beside a thing man cannot make, the
painting is authentic. If there's a clash between the
two, it's bad art.

—Marc Chagall

“I  THOUGHT YOU COULD take the missus,”  Morse says,  handing  
him the envelope. “Who knows how long they’ll be there, before  
some cretin puts a brick through one.”

James stands in the golden light as if before an open door, on 
his way out of the world, or having just arrived in it. A patch of 
blue  turns  one  of  his  green  eyes  grey.  Red  stains  his  left 
shoulder.  He holds violet cupped in one hand, green in the 
other. “I never got to see them,” he says, lifting his eyes to the 
window that has captured the spring’s low-angled mid-day sun 
and turned it to a liquid motley.  The library beyond him is 
dusty,  book-murmuring  darkness.  “They  were  in  frames  in 
storage when I was a boy. And then, by the time everything was 
settled, I’d moved beyond Green Circle.”

“Quite a row about them, if I remember.”
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Outside, the protestors have begun to straggle away to debate  
art and theology over tea. Robbie’s grateful to be on this side of  
the  wall  for  now,  out  of  uniform,  no  longer  responsible  for  
holding the line between factions.  He’s  just  a civilian for the  
afternoon, a little metal clip on his lapel proving that he came  
into the library with a ticket and didn’t sneak through a coal  
chute with a bucket of paint and an agenda. 

“‘More  than  two  centuries  after  the  death  of  their  
creator,  The  Shagale  Windows  finally  take  their  intended  
place,’” Val reads from the brochure. 

Robbie’s  heard  the  slogans  from  both  sides,  for  and  
against. 

“Imperfect  circles  mock the mathematical  harmony of  
Citadel,”  whispers  a  disapproving  robe  from  the  shadows.  
Another disapproving robe bows its cowled head in agreement. 

“‘The  broken  eccentricity  of  the  circles  speaks  to  the  
poignancy of human imperfection,’” Val reads aloud. 

“Blasphemy!” 
Val  looks  into  the  shadows  and  away  again.  “‘At  the  

Inquisition,  Shegale  said  only  that  the  windows  are  an  
expression of  hope.’”  she  reads.  She  tucks  her  hand into  the  
crook of Robbie’s elbow and leads him toward the first window  
as it blooms with the afternoon sun. “Well, here they are, so I  
guess hope wins,” she whispers against his shoulder.

“I never thought I’d see them,” James says. 
The sun lets go of each window by degrees, only to be 

captured by the next. James follows it down the gallery.
Lewis waits. 

Val stands in the dimness and holds her hand into the light.
“It’s like trying to hold a rainbow,” she says. When she  

turns  to  smile  at  Robbie,  the  glassrose  in  her  overcoat  
buttonhole casts sparks across her face. 
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